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GILA NATIONAL

DURING STRIKE,
AGREEMENT
Reaches

Hoover

an Understanding

With

Representatives 'of Producers and Retailers,
INTERMITTENT" WORK
PROBLEM DISCUSSESD
Ten

or

Fifteen

Proposals
Have Been Made for
Solving This Perplexing
Question Among Miners,

israelii dispatch to uoiwhi jousnali
Silver City, N. M.. June 15.
With serious forest fires on
Whitewater creek, in the
mountains, still beyond
control, three more flreR, two
of them of large proportions,
were reported today burning
on the Gila national
forest,
causing heavy destruction of
timber and forage. Over 100
men have been pressed Into
service as fire fighters and are
now executing every effort to
bring the fires under control.
To date, the Gila forest has
had the worst fire season In
Its history. No estimate of the
damage already done nor the
burned
area of tlmberlands
over Is available. All campers
in the Mogollon region are reported safe.- -

DEMPSEY MAY
MEET WILLARD

(Br Ths Associated Press.)
June 15. AgreeWashington,
ment with representatives of tlie
National Coal association and the
National ltctall Coal Merchants' association, upon a plan for preventKearns, Manager, of the
ing advance of bituminous coal
Champion, Leaves for the
was anprices during the blrike Secretary
by
East Today and Will
nounced tonignt
Hoover after a conleience at the
Take Up Propositions.
' commerce department.
Anthracite coal operators,notMr.
to
have
agreed
(Br The Associated Press.)
Hoover staled,
held
Los Angeles. Calif., June 15.- advance prietis ot stocKS now
ot
cham
above ground above the holevels
added, Jack Dempsey, heavyweight
Wlll-trnthe uast week, which,
1
pion pugilist, may meet Jess
the
at
beginning
than
were lower
whom ha won the title,
.
the strike
In fieius, iii a return match next Labor day.
Uiluminous operators
been Jack Kearns, manager oi me cnum-plowhere a price basis has notbeyet"earnsaid this afternoon,
will
established, he said, reduce
niii ha was leaving for
estly requested" tocoal to thesellingd theKsnij
tomorrow and while there
east
expenses for spot
uom
the standard would take up propositions
price including such
promoter, of
Fltzsimmons,
Floyd
additions
plus
Midi.. Und TeX
selling expense,costs
as were Justi-lio- d nntnn llnphnp.
lor Increased
Rickard, of New York, for a DempIn each individual case.
matcn.
condilocal
of
Tho complexity
ifaafn aiM Via rppftived O. nicS- tions," he Bald, "dueof to the strike
from Fitzsimmons today asksage
'snow
many
and the entrance
ing If a match could be arranged
bird' mines makes the establishana vvuinra, "i
very dif- between Dempsey
ment ot maximum
Dempsey and Brennan. wOUld be
ficult in many districts, a his plan,
"TVi
Wlllarrl mutch
if adhered to, should result indis-a preferable to us," Kearns said, "it
reduction of prices in several west the terms are satistaciory aim uwc
tricts of Pennsylvania and
la a public demand for It."
Kentucky."
'ph. mnnnirpp Raid he had read.
Selling Kiiwnscs. of
an interview with Willard in the
selling
Sporadic complaints
Angeles Evening express, in
prices Los
u'hixri tho pv-- f hamnlon was Quoted
expense being added to net he
dein dealing with wholesalers,
Dempsey, through
be taken up la eacn as sayinghadthat
clared, would
been "side stepping" a
Kearns,
individual case.
match.
return
Persistent mlstatements and mis"Willard may believe that, out
understandings ofcoalelements inside
there
is nothing to it," Kearns deMr.
industry,
nnd outside the
clared. v"Dempsey has always been
to
rise
has
given
asserted,
Hoover
to meet him again If satisin some quarters willing
l ho impression
could be
of $3.50 a ton factory andarrangements
that the maximum
feel the same way
I
made,
with
established
for spot coal,
about it.
of 80 per cent of the producseems to be very eagef
minimum In "Rickard
constituted
fields,
- - a -TlAttinuiv.a'lllai'
. t.
- An
.......... fl.rh.
ing
i
.for w nut
we
und
prices and offered opportunity
are
toj come to term
willing
taken.
being
US
...t.V.
advantage
occasional
iiu iiiiu or any oiner reputable
There have been few violation,u. promoter.
I understand that Rickof the spirit of this arrangement
ard
does not care ns much as ho
West Virginia, Virginia, heeastern.
did
for
a
Dempsey-Harr- y
Wills batsaid, tle."
Kentucky and Tennessee, averages
where prices for spot coal
Kearns said he would stop a'
from i.BU
about 4 a ton, varying
uoi wr 10 see Mizsimmon'
to 13.25, with an occasional sale at before going
to New York to tul
the maximum.
with Rickard.
coal
the
of
Permanent settlement
Hoover said, will rest
strike, Mr. solution
of the problem 3,000 U. S. SAILORS
npon some
of intermittent of employment in
ARE SEEING SHANGHAI
the coal 1.Industry.
..
v, , m
ran TO III- Shansrhal. rhtnn .Tim. ir
teen different proposals or solvingn
Associated
Hie problem of intermittency
Press). The entire
coal
Industry, Asiatlo squadron of the American
in the
employment
not
would
which
some
of
with
navy,
tho exception of the
he said,
cruiser New Orleans, which Is at
require legislation.
Vladivostok, and three lesser craft
at Hong Kong and Manila, is conDISCOUNT RATE CUT
centrated at Shanghai.
The city is entertaining more
ENGLAND
BY BANKJJF
than 3,000 American
sailors which
Is
believed to be the largest gathPress.)
(Bj The Associated
Assoof
Uncle Sam's naval fighters
London, June 15 by the ling-lan- d ering
ever based in any Far Eastern
of
port,
ciated Press.) The Bank discount
exclusive
of Manila. Extensive
its
lowered
today
rato to 3 per cent, adduction of plans :;ave been made for their
one-ha- lf
per cent from the figure amusement, including a series of
baseball games and Shanghai's
established on May 13 last.
greatest Fourth of July celebration,
the
to their departure July 6.
The bank rate establishedthebylow- prior
On leaving here the
is
Bank of England today
squadron,
was
war.
It
the
the
before
including
est since
Huron,
on Oighteen destrnveraflagship
and
1914,
and
th
in
mrhe.
cent
January,
per
4 per ship Buffalo, will
at
stood
of
that
to
30,
year
Che
proceed
July
the wai run iur summer target practice.
rent. With the outbreak of cent
but
The cruiser Albany sailed June 0
ft was advanced to ten per
for home, where she will be thrown
five days later was reduced to
It was main, on the naval scrap Leap provided
per cent at which rate
of
duration
the
by the Washington conference.
tained throughout
In 1920 the rate was
hostilities.
raised to 7 per cent. Blnce then it
has been falling steadily.
Before the war the bank rate was ENSIGN-EDITO- R
some times as low as 2V, per cent
at which figure It stood at times in
both 1908 and 1909.
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SHINERS FROM

FOREST SCENE
OF TWO FIRES

PRICES OF COAL

Secretary
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-
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REPRIMANDED BY

THREE PRISONERS ARE
PARDONED

BY MECHEM

(Special Correspond, nee to The Journal.)
Santa Fe, June 15. Pardons
have been granted by Governor M.
O. Mechem to three prisoners whi.
were serving short terms In the

penitentiary, Adam Vanderzeewithis
granted a completo pardon
the understanding that his parent
will furnish transportation to tlie
voting man's home In New Jersey.
He was sentenced from Guadalupe
county In, October, 1921, to serve
aven months to one year. Samuel
Gonzales are
Diaz and Daniel
trranted a pardon which is condiNovember
until
1, 1922.
tional
when it will become complete. They
were sentenced from Socorro county In February, 1922, to servo one
to two years.'

WEATHER
FORECAST.

Denver, Colo., June 15. New
.f exlco: Friday and Saturday, generally fair; cooler northeast and
north central portions Friday.
Arizona:
Friday and Saturday,
fsir; warmer northeast portion Friday.
tOCAI, REPORT.
Conditions for the twenty-fou- r
hours ending at p. m. yesterday,
recorded by the university:
'

Highest temperature .
Lowest ,
Range
Mean
Humidity at 6 a. m. ...
Hurrildlty at 6 p. m..
Precipitation
Wind velocity ,
Direction of wind. . ',
Character of day .

.

.

JOURNAL.

E

TO

BEG N

TREK

EASTWARD

88
57

.
t

.....

.

81
72
60
1

0

21

.Southwest

..Clear

NAVAL OFFICIAL
(By The Associated Frets.) '
June 15. Acting
Washington,

Secretary of the Naw Roosevelt
today officially reprimanded Ensign J. L. Olmsted, editor of the
k
"Lucky Bag," the
ot
this year's graduating class at Anand unwarnapolis, for "cruel
ranted" treatment of Leonard Kaplan, a fellow member of tho class.
When asked for a copy of the
reprimand Acting Secretary Roosevelt made public at the same time
a statement In which he expressed
the belief that no racial antipathy
was behind the treatment of Kaplan.
"A most serious note in this Instance at the academy," Colonel
Roosevelt said in. his statement to
newspaper men, "was struck by the
query in certain people's minds. as
to whether the action had been
taken because of racial reasons.
Feeling as strongly as . do, how
any such distinction
as this should be. I have gone
most carefully into this phase. I
am happy to say that I am convinced that, bad though this Incident was, no such motive was behind it.
"The records of the naval academy show that in the class of 1922,
nine men entered their faith as
Jewish.
Certain of these men
were among the most popular in
the class. Furthermore, a number
of our prominent officers In the
past and at this time are either
Jewish or of JewiBh extraction."
The reprimand
automatically
becomes a part of Olmsted's offl- clal navy record. Ensign Olmsted1
fi attached to the battleship Wyor
ming.
year-boo-
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Most Members of Ballut
Abyad Temple Will Leave
for Home Today; Many
Are Planning Side Trips, j
(SHCAL DISPATCH
Unn 1,'ru nukdn

Ballut

Abyad
10

gooa-oy- e

TO MORNINO
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nobles are bidding;
ne iauniui,
iuecca.
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IS ENDORSED BY

1

,fl them
.1....
MlUt .1...
Hie ICVCi'UUii a
and spontan
ero was open-hearte- d
or
nun
oasKec
eous from the

J

eandv which was delivered to each
one the first day in their rooms, to
the farewell word with which Islam
way.
sped them on their
Tlw... ..turn tn A lhll (I llPmUO tO
recupterate from an intensive week,
and to lay plans tor just as successful Invasion of Washington in 1923.
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,
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Indicates

By

a Demonstration Its Approval of the Threatened
Railway Walkout.
I

every delegate, the American Federation of Labor convention here
today Indorsed the nation wide
has
coal strike that since April
kept a half million miners from
work, and also Indicated, by a
demonstration, its approval of the
threatened walkout of more than
1,000,000 railroad workers.
There were loud cheers when
B. M." Jewell, president
of the
railway employes department of
told
the
convention
the federation,
that the rail union chiefs would
not Interfere to stop a strike.
"It is believed," declared Mr.
Jewell, "that tho membership is
prepared to meet the test, und if
they so decide, their decision will
be complied with.'
Endorsed by Rising Vote.
The Indorsement of the miners'
i
ifV
1 j
j
(
strike was given by a rising vote,
lT
cast by the delegates amid their
own cheering, and afterward William Green, secretary-treasure- r
of
the miners' union declared tho
miners were In tho fight to a finish. He said It might be necessary to ask other unions for financial aid.
Tho "one big union" plan, advocated by William 10. Foster, was
rejected by the convention without
debate, and later announcement
was mado that Mr. B'oster would
arrive here next week to hold a
mass meeting. Plans for unionizing unorganized workers were also
laid before the convention which,
in addition, adopted a resolution
Left to right, Secretary Charles Evans Hughes. Mrs. Chauncey Lockhart Waddell, formerly Miss Catherine declaring in favor
of an "intensive
uugnes, ana ner nusoanu, and Airs. Hughes, photographed after tho ceremony.
organization to combat the open
The marriage of Mi33 Catherine Harding's official family.
shop."
Miss .ended the reception in tli4
Coromido Coal ( ae.
is the daughter of Charles American building following tho
Lockhart
Hughes to Chauncey
The executive council of the fedEvans Hughes, secretary ,.f state, (service in Bethlehem chapel ot the
eration gave its final consideration
Waddell was the first romance Several thousand guosn, including Cathedral of Sts. Peter and Pau
to the rocent decision of the suwith
of prominence
was a gala event.
President President and Mrs. Harding, at-preme court in the Coronado coal
case, and prepured its report criticizing tho decision. The council
decided not to propose anv means
HARMONY
for overcoming the decision on acRAIN
count of tho convention having ordered a special policy committee to
outline a program centering on the
Coronado and other decisions.
IN MANY
The executive council, It was
learned, decided to find fault with
Chief Justice Taft in the Coronado
decision on the ground that the deBY
cision went beyond the case, and
OF
also on the ground that the court
venturod to decide on "imaginary
case," resulting in the destruotlou ot
By Tb AsuoHotea Press.)
principles of unions which the
Affair Is Given in Honor
Th'6 following weatfier and crop council
held are fundamental to
Washington. June 15. Summer
endweek
the
for
condition
report
M.
Gov.
C. Mechem;
unions.
training camps were opened over
issued
been
has
by
13,
June
ing
The
council
also declared that
the country today under army suPlead That the United States weather forecast- the decision applied the
; Party Leaders
law of liapervision for youth' of he reserve
er here:
to unincorporated unions to a
bility
Differences Bet Set Aside
officers' training corps, part ot the
The week was warm, mostly greater extent than to corporation
clear and dry, although it closed organized for profit. The council
machinery of the new defensive
Attended by. representative re- with a few light showers In east lalso decided to voice its complaint
military policy set up in tho napublicans from every part of the and north counties. Rain is again in the report that the supreme court
tional defense act ot 1920.
the long and much heralded urgently needed, especially in cen- disregarded the Clayton act, which
state,'
includes
approximately harmony dinner
The corps
tendered in honor tral, west and southwest district was interpreted by the council to
men
under
training
100,000 young
of Governor Merrltt C. Mechem, where crops and range are falling exempt labor unions from prosecureserve
the
of
was held at the Y. M. C. A. last or burned up and stock losses are tion under the anti-trulaws. The
to become members
national night.
increasing. And In these districts council also held that the Sherman
corps or officers of theestimated
not
was
act
atintended
are
miard. and ot these it is
the
crops
While
of
the
doing
congress
by
only irrigated
majority
totendants were Albuquerqueans. all well. Over the east and southeast to apply to labor organizations.
that approximately 7,000 began
intensive
of
work
summer
Railroad
Strike Throat.
were represented,
sections
and counties range Is rapidly regaining
day ii the
u
The railroad strike threat came
fi
trnininff wnicn is cuuiii'-some places evn
more than two hundred rlinprs-tiagood condition
to round out their class room and jtened to addresses mado by the excellent and stock is improving, before the convention by an imother military work at schools and governor, Republican State Chair- whilo crops are doing well. The promptu speech of Mr. Jewell, who
is being said that the rail employes were
man O. L. Phillips, members of the first cutting of alfalfa
colleges.
The courses mapped out for the bench and bar, supplemented by completed In south and beginning "convinced that certain sinister Instudent officers cover the whole other prominent members of tho in central districts, under favorabla terests" had been endeavoring for
more than two years to maneuver
field of military science.
party and augmented by women weather conditions, although some the men
into a position "where
It has been calculated that the
lower
in
occurred
the
has
leaders
who
their
delay
allegpledged
camps this year will result in at iance to republican political prin- Pecos from the rains of the prior there might be a hope" of crushing
least 2,000 potential officers being
week. Winter wheat and oats are theHeorganizations."
that officers of tho
added to the reserve corps for as- ciples.
Much of the evening's oratorical maturing in southern valleys, and unions added
reserve
believe tho time has arrived
to
organized
signment
is
cotton
under
was
efforts
to
devoted
chopping
early
tin
attemptto determine
whether organized
units or to be commissioned in naj ed
Truck gardens are doing labor "can be crushed
views of the old way.
without killtional guard regiments. Ultimately linoharmonizing ofand
well under Irrigation.
the
members
republicans
member."
individual
won.
the
every
ing
It la planned to. expand
fine
Warm
of
the
growing
Springer.
independent element and a
"We hold that it cannot be done,"
so that an annual crop of 10,000
of three minute speeches weather and crops and range are he concluded.
new reserve officers will be forth- number
were made by party leaders urg- coming along rapidly. Soil in ex"Ono 1,1s I'nlon" Plan.
coming.
ing that all differences be set aside cellent condition.
"The one big union" plan met Its
Attendance at the camps this to
and
Stock
lone
range doing death without debate, coming uncompose a strong front at the
year, It Is Indicated, will be the
fairly well; weather is warm and expectedly in' a report ot tho orgreatest to date, P;- - corps areas, coming elections.
more rain ganization committee recommendfor
favorable
but
Governor's
crops,
Proirrnni.
the attendance
at the training
will be needed soon.
Declaring that Governor
ing rejection of the resolution incorps camps Is expected to aggreFt. Stanton Heavy rains of troduced by E. H. Fitsgerald and
program of legislation exgate ns follows:
and
the railway
have
others representing
placed crops
First corps, 721: second corps, cepting only the regulation of state prior week
The resolution declared In
605: third corps, 986; fourth corps, expenditures hv a budget svstem range in good condition and thlncs clerks.
favor of the amalgamation of un1.330; fifth corps, 7T7; sixth corps, had been enacted Into law, extoll- are coming along In fine shape.
Chama Crops doing well; no ions Into single organizations, each
republican
703; seventh corps,
944; eighth ing the work of the
The comin
cold
state
of
the
party
during the pres- damage from
period
prior covering an industry.
corps, 557; ninth corps, 691.
ent administration and giving ex- week.
mittee recommended the resolutloi
Bland Very warm weather, al- adversely, according to Its report,
amples of state economies in every
because tho plan was "said to be
ROMANCE OF
R
department, excepting tho depart- though nights continue cold; dry
ments of highways and educatlpn somo rain but more needed badly. already In effect through various
of the American Fed,0LD GIRL TERMINATED which he declared necessarily and Crops In the valley damaged by departments
Justly expensive to be progressive, hail. .First cutting of alfalfa be- eration of Labor."
(H Trie Amorlnfed Pie.)
Republican State Chairman O. L. ginning.
,
New Castle,. Ind Juno 15. Ml?s Phillips predicted an overwhelm' Blackrock
Weather
the week
Esther Stewart
I7.vsnr.nlit Vilirli ing' republican, victory in the.com-in- g warm, dry and windy. of
Unirrlgated
PEAL TO
school graduate of Denton, Kans..
autumn election if the factional
Irrigated
is on her way back home todV differences of the party are quickly crops and range poor;
crops
nicely.
advancing
after an unsuccessful termination and .surely adjusted.
Chairman
of the
Albuquerque Weather
of her romance begun when sUe Phillips' speech, which is printed week
favorable for corn, wheat,
found the name ' and address of elsewhere in full in the, Morning
TO AID IN
in
are
good condiCecil Thomas, of this city, on s Journal,- was replete with figures oate and they
Some of the first crop of alpackage of creamery butter, ship- - and statements of accomplishments tion. . cut
during the week; ranga
pen 10 me ivansas town.
of both s.tato and national adminis- falfa
and pasture short, but fan4; truck
A COrreSnOnilennn
tttnrlA ami trations.
excellent.
culminated in Miss Stewart coming
Mnny' Independents AUsont.
here last week to Thomas.
Agricultural College First cut, While. tho
meeting was well at- ting
of alfalfa well along; wheat
The TiareTltll nf tho wlrl nM lnorn. tended,
ot the leaUing Indemany
Ing of her pVins, wired officials pendent republicans who, It was and oats ripening. Vegetable crop
President of Southern Reuj niup mo wauuinp anu tne thought, would bo present failed to is doing nicely.
Demlng High temperature and
couplo was refused a license. Judge come to the love feast. ' If "there
public Asked to Come to
Gauss, of the plrnntr jinnrr thAn was any discordant' note It was In dry, windy weather, range poor.
El Paso No rain and ranches
took'a hand In the case and sfter the talk made by Frank A. Hub-belObservers Don't
Peking;
n conrerence with the
in an impassioned ad- ill poor condition.
Temperatures
couple, Miss
Him to Do So.
Stewart decided to return to her dress, who,
Expect
during the week unusually high;
the
fold
of
the
of
grievances
.. .,...
parents. .. . ,
independents, but in closing "de- irrigated crops growing rapidly;
(By The Associated Frees.)
clared himself a republican, ready oats and wheat maturing, under
Pekin, June 15 (by the Associated
and'
chopping
willing to come back to the good conditions; cotton
MRS. A. B. STOKES OF
Pei-Fr
Wu
General
Press.)
old party ranks upon assurance of under way.
Roswell Range Is now fair to China's military genius, who has
PORTALES IS KILLED representation for the independents
;
in the party councils, r
good west of the valley and good turned his energies toward the re
his country, has in"Tho party cannot be successful to excellent over the eastern plains. unification of Yat-Se'ItCIAL DISPATCH TO MOSMINa JOUaXALI
Dr. Sun
president of
Portales. N. M..-- j,ma is Mr. If operated on the principle of Week generally favorable for al- vited
falfa harvest, which had been de- the republic of South China, to
the
Individuals
A. B. Stokes was Killed
you
blackballing
yesterday
to Pekin and aid the reunion
afternoon when attempting to jump don't like. Every council of the layed by rains of prior week. Farm come
movemont. The most sanguine obfrom a buggy after the how
Local servers,
party must bo open for ail Its mem- crops generally excellent.
however, do not expect Dr.
frightened sr. tbj rMm? nf bers to glee free expression of hail damage In tho Dexter district. Sun to accept.
Tres Pledras Getting
an umbrella
rather Dr. Wu Ting-Fanand started to run their views." said Frank Hubbell,
former minisaway. It is thdught her foot c.visht. "and the time has come when I for dry, but crops still looking fine. A ter to Washington and supporter
tnrowing her on her head, killing one am ready to work In harmony good rain would help everything.
of
the
who
southern
government,
her instantly. Mrs. Lang and her with my fellow republicans but It
Truchas
The weather is very was offered the premiership by
d
son were with her mifst bo on a give and take prin dry and crops are neednig rain.
President IJ Yuan Hung, has not
and also Jumped. The boy ws un- ciple."
Chlmayo Warm weather dur- yet replied.
All of the speakers urged Berna
hurt, but Mrs. Lang was cauglt and
the
week.
Stock is poor as
ing
The
completed cabinet,
dragged some distance and badly lillo county republicans to adjust there is no grass on the range. headed partially
by Dr. W. W. Yen, acting
convenbruised, but her condition '! not their differences before
Is
from
lack
Vegetation
which
suffering
premier,
gave out the anserious. The accident occurred ;n tion e.
of rain" and some losses of sheep nouncement of the Invitation to Dr.
A letter was read from Senator and cattle are
front of the Stokes hpme.
Yat-Sen
Sun
to come to Pekin, addreported.
.
H. O.
"The only requied that the sole purpose was to rePISCOFNT RATH RFDtTKR.
site to vlctorv at the coming elecLIGHT KAKTHQI'AKK FEIVT.
move
the
antagonism that has diCalcutta. .Tuna 1
Th. rntn nf tion," he Bald, "Is that the truth, (flleytnn rullF Jima IK in,... vided the north
and the south since
discount of tho Bank nf Bengal was based upon- actual accomplish llflrht an rt Vinna ln .,.... C1
n.n in- - 1917. The cabinet statement said
rvuuveu 10 live pee, cent today.
ments, bo made available to every day. A disastrous earthquake here, that it was realized that President
household."
The' senator then re- June 22, 1915, practically destroyed Li's proposal to abolish militarism
Bombay.' June 15 Tha rntn of viewed some .if tho accompllsh- - tho buildings of the business dis- in China
depends for Its success on
discount of the Bank of Bombay nents of the Harding administra
trict. No damage was reported
ot the nation's public
was reduced to five per cent tod.iy. tion.
from
shocks ot today.
men.
1

DINNER

TRAINING CAMPS

(By The Associated I'rrss.)
ronv.i- - coin .Tim,. 15. A

oarty
men headed by Louis
noaru
Whill, chairman ot tne Northern
directors of the Great
Holden.
n.'il
ond
presi
..iinH
dent of the Chicago, Burlington and
tjuincy rauroaa, pusseu imuu..
Denver today for Glenwood Sprinfiu
Colo., and Ogden, Utah.
In the opinion oi iochi rain
men the visit of the party is signifirite
cant, inasmuch as rumors areseekthat the Burlington roads arewestern
ing a thoroughfare to the
coast.
The trip to Utah will 00 maae
over the Denver and Kio Grande
i.
,.n.niH ami the nartv will
Iprt during that part of
the trip by James Russell, vice pres
ident, in charge 01 opiemuuna
G. W.
operations of the D. & K. made
no
Members of the party
tntement as to the object of the
trip over the latter road.
of railroad

RURAL MAIL CARRIERS
FORM AN ORGANIZATION
(Special Corretondenc to The Journal.)

rural mail carriers of Chaves, Ldrty
and Lea counties met at Artesia for
the purpose of organizing a dl8rct
which
rural carriers' association, and
nawill affiliate with the state
tional associations as soon as possible. W. J. Caffall, of Dexter, is
responsible for this organization
being perfected as he called the
meeting by correspondence.
ut th 8 Art6"
luuny wem r,unr.t
Hager- sia meeting, .representing
T..-.llj
...r.
man,
Dexter,
.
- rnauA jiOvm, Arthur. Lake- wood' and Lov'lngton. The follow
u
ing officers were eiecien.
Ic,
preliminary business cession,
Wlmber-leB.
the ensuing year: J.
William
Hagerman, president;
A. Nelson, vice president, ana w.
J. Caffall, Dexter, secretary ana
treasurer. C. E. Nyhart, of JKe
Arthur, and W. J. Caffall were
bih
elected representatives 10 ineHiRtHct
Tho
arauciuuuii iiiviiia
association decided to meet on next
labor day at Roswell, and a special
effort will be made to have every
rural carrier in tne uiree cuumiiv
present.
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DIES 3 HOURS BEFORE
HE WAS TO HAVE WED
(By The Associated Freis.)

Graham, Texas, June 15. Jack
Summers. 28. died last night at a
hospital here just three hours be
fore he was to have been married.
by his
Summers, accompanied
fiance, went to Oil City yesterday
and he is said to have accosted a
party of men who are alleged to
have been using profane language.
Iiater in the day. it is said, one of
the party attacked Summers with a
knife, wounding him fatally.
Qne suspect has been arrested.
HorSICCLEAMXG.
POLITICAL
Havana, Jun i 15. Cuba began
political houseclcaning today with
a reform cabinet
the selection
and agreeing to enact vital legislation before June SO.fcthe end of
)
the fiscal year.

tt

TAX PENALTY

DELINQUENCY

IS ADDED TODAY
Five per cent penally on delinquent taxes will be added today In accordance with the new
state law. This is in addition to
the penalty which became effective June 1. The penalty Is for
of the last half of
,
the 1921 taxes.
Penalty amounting to an additional 1 per cent will bo added
each month until payment Is
made.
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IS GIVEN OUT
Is Made Public on the Eve
of the Elections and Gives
Force of Law to the
Anglo-Iris- h

Tho Associated Press.)
Cincinnati. .Tune 15 (by the As
sociated l'ress). By the vote of
B

lt

PARTY OF RAILROAD
MEN PASSES THROUGH
DENVER WESTBOUND

iww,

LEADERS

ONION
,

EMERALD ISLE
CONSTITUTION

1

wi'l accompany the new imperial
poiemaie, sunny jnn iiiiauuicoa,
bark to Honolulu, as their business
affairs in Albuquerque will not permit the trip, but some are fanning
side trips on tlie way nome. oome
also will stay over a few duys in
San Francisco. The bulk will leave
here tomorrow morning for Los
Angeles, and stay over there three
days. Some will go to Portland and
back to New Mexico by way of the
Royal Gorge.
of Albuquerque
The Shriners
have won friends here. The many
who met them will not soon forget
Patsv McGough, Charlie Lembke,
Art Prager, Lloyd
Bob Branch,
Mat-soStuiges, Harry Walter, olie and
Kewpte Hoyt, Fred White the
Emory Davis, who ure someof of live
a
highest voltage individuals
wire outfit. And it was with reGolden
tho
luctance that they told
for they agreed
Gate city farewell,
....
..nru'ri

QiM

i

EDITION

DRAFT OF THE

MINERS' STRIKE

JOURNAL)

to make San Franciwo the hilarity
ma color center ot Hiirineaom iur
pitst week, are en route home, some
r;i
In. nn
anma l.t nnnthnr. nnd
mnny with the intention of takins
several days to trie journey ami
making the most of the country en
vniito ua tlmv lifivn mnrln the llinj
of tn,
'of the golden moments
Shrine Jubilee.
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CITY

Dally by Carrier or Mull. H5c
Month
Single Copies 60

Hughes' Daughter's Marriage Is
First Harding Cabinet Romance

f--

w-

:

Albuquerque, New Mexico, Friday, June 16, 1922.
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DOMINION STATUS IS
ACCORDED TO IRELAND

Document Contains 79 Articles and is Regarded
As An

Instru-

ment; Women May Vote.
(By The Associated Press.)

London, June 15 (by the Associated Press). The draft of the
new Irish constitution made public tonight on the eve of the Irinli
elections gives, as the document
Itself states, force of law to
treaty and
declares that any provisionexpresslv
of the
constitution or any amendment
thereto, or any law enacted under
the constitution, which is in any
respect repugnant to the
shall be void and inoperative.treaty,
The constitution thus embodies
connection with the British crown,
ns already established in the treaty,
and generally places the relation
between Ireland and the
on
the same basis as Canadaempire
and the
other dominions.
The constitution requires every
member of the free state parliament to subscribe faith and allegiance to the constitution and to
swear to be faithful to the king In
virtue ot the common citizenship
of Ireland and Great Britain and
Ireland's mcmbersiiip hi the British commonwealth of nations.
Document Is Lengthy.
The document contains seventy-nin- e
articles and is considered an
up to date instrument, not only
granting female suffrage, proportional representation, and a referendum to the people! but also empowering the people themselves to
initiate legislation. It gives to the
chamber great power with respect,
to money bills without control
from the senate, thus duplicating
the position as between the British
house of commons and the house
of lords.
It exempts the free state from
active participation in war without
the consent of parliament, except
in the case of actual Invasion, and
gives the Irish supreme court tho
fullest powers, only stipulating the
right of citizens to appeal to the
king In council against the supreme court's decision.
It provides for freedom of religion and conscience, gives free
state tltizensifiill protection against
the arbitrary power of court martial, and extends to parliament exover the armed
clusive control
forces, as stipulated in the treaty.
Summary of Provisions.
Article 1. Tho Irish Free State
(Saorstate Ireann) Is a
member of the community of nations forming the British commonwealth of nations.
Article 2. All the powers of
the government and all authority,
legislative, executive and Judicial
are derived from the people and
the same shall be exercised in tho
Irish Free state through organizations established by or under,
and In accord with this constitution.
Article 3. Citizens of the state
shall be all persons domiciled lu
Ireland at the time the constitution comes into operation who
were born in Ireland or either of
whose parents was born in Ireland, or who have been domiciled in the Free State for seven
years. Resident citizens of other
states may elect not to accept
such citizenship.
lanArticle 4. The national
guage will be the Irish language,
but English will be equally
as the official language.
Parliament may make special provisions for areas in which only
one language Is in use.
Article 5. No title or honor
shall be conferred except on the
advice of the executive council of
the state.
Article 6. Protects liberty of
person by a process similar to a
habeas corpus writ.
Article 7. Declares
dwellings
inviolable, these cannot be forcibly entered except In accordance
with the law.
Article 8. Declares freedom of
conscience and free practice of religion inviolable rights.
Article 9. Guarantees free expression of opinion and assembly
without arms and the formation of
associations not opposed to public
morality.
Article 10. Provides that all citizens have the right to free elementary education.
Article 12. The legislature hereby created, known as the
ment of the Irish Free State,parliais to
consist of the king, a chamber of
deputies and a senate.
Article 14. Confers the right of
suffrage on all citizens of the age
of 21 of both sexes. All those ot
the age of 30 may vote for the senate; those of the age of 21 for the
deputies.
Article 24. Provides
that the
parliament will hold at least one
session each year.
Article 25. Provides
that the
sittings shall be public but that in
cases of special emergency either
house may sit privately with the
assent of
of the members present.
Article 26. The number of members of the chamber shall bo fixed
from time to time by the parliament, but shall consist of not less
than one member for each 30,000
or 20,000 to be elected on the principles of proportional representation.
Article 29. The senate shall be
who havo
composed of citizens
done honor to the nation bv reasou
of useful public service or who.
because of special qualifications or
attainments represent Important
aspects of the nation's life.
Article 30.
Every university
shall be entitled to two senator.
of
number
The
senators, exclusive
shall be
of the universities,
senators must be 35 years ot
age, the term of office is 13 years,
subject to the provisions for the
constitution of the first senate.
h
for
Article 31. Provides
iconUnuscTon Pag Two.)
two-thir-
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thinking, but it is

AWAY

BREAKING

FROM MOORINGS

cpnrptarv of War Weeks
Says the Drift of Recent
'
Years is undermining me
;

.Constitution.
(By The Aiaoclole

JOSSM?.,

to do so. Be guided in your actions
by wisdom and Justice. It is easy
to obtain the applause of the un-

GOVERNMENT IS

I

PrM.)

AssoCleveland, June 15 (by the
frankly
ciated Press)--of ome of the predominant view
tondencios of American poll Mr
today
thought was voicedwar
c,, par
of the
Secretary Week,
exer
ment at the commencement
univerclses of Western Reserve
A

--

PILOTS OF ARMY BATTOONS
FOR ALTITUDE POSITIONS IN AIR RACE
a cheap price.
Mill
so Intricate that
mm W'JMMUM
U9"

"Government is
It should be administered by trained men.
The constitution intended that this should be done and
that the general common sense
which applies In other fields of
human endeavor should be used
in administering the affairs of our
government.
"We see an ever Increasing tendency on the part of citizens to
interfere In details of legislation
and the representative in congress
is rapidly
becoming merely the
Of
delegate of his constituency.
course hrt is aware that the people
of his district in all probability
have been unable to give the sub
ject any deliberate consideration,
but an active and organized minority may create such a furore that
its demands aro mistaken ns the
expressed sentiment of a majority.
"I believe the mature Judgment
of the people of the country can
be trusted. If you take any great
question of government and discus?
It fully in every school district in
tho country, through the press and
from the platform, the net results
will be a correct solution from the
standpoint of the nation but such
a procedure is not possible In th9
case of
part of the
for solution
questions pressing
every year."

sal,! an address which he said he
was tempted to entitle, "the
of the American government
the war secretary was gradually
drift of recent years
the nation's ftovern-Tentstructure by undermin ns
and
sweeping
the constitution
away the principles of party
DRAFT OF THE
The direct primary, "bloc, agiEMERALD ISLE
tation and the country's readiness
amendto accept constitutional
CONSTITUTION
speaker
the
ments were Klven by
ns evidence that the government
(Continued from Page One )
wns heading away from its ancient
Mifefrunrda and toward complete
election of senators every three
the
"a. nrrn result." he asserted, "In years from a panel in which area
th nubile mind the legislative Free State forms one electoral
and on the principles of proporbranch of our national government
has been at lower tional representation.
Article 32, The parliament is to
ebb than it Is today."
Hnps Direct Primnry. co- arrange the method for the pro''The direct primary," he
posal and selection of senators,
ntinue, "has so palpably lessened with special reference to the repservo
to
resentation of Important interests
the quality of men willing
oand Institutions.
In public artairs mm
to
Articles 34 and SS cover money
taken
be
greatly
should
ption
It."
bills.
It is provided that the
modify or entirely repeal
Turning to the "bloc" movement chamber shall have legislative audeclared
In politics, Mr. Weeks
thority relative to money bills,
Into
of the senate, but money
that when a party comescertain
to
cannot be appropriated unless the
do
power promising
things and then finds that group purpose of the appropriation is
break away from party allegiance recommended by a message frorn
whenever their own Interest seem the representative from the crown.
Article 88. Declares that blll.i
to be directly Involved, "there is
an end to responsibility In govern- may be initiated by either hous.
Article 40. Covers the withholdment."
The repreIn its attempts to Improve upon ing of royal assent.
amendsentative of the crown In withholdthe work of the fathers by
bill
must
act In aca
the
assent
to
secretary
ing
ing the constitution,
said, the country had failed sig- cordance with the usage in the
cage of the Dominion of Canada.
nally."
He added that In the matter of Bills shall be without force unless
run
"we
have
royal assent is given them within
popular elections,
riot" and suggested that much of a year.
Article 43. The parliament may
tho present unrest and uncertainty
create subordinate legislatures but
seemed to center In taxation.
over the army,
By way of preface, the secretary without powers
said his philosophizing applied to navy, finance and Judicial depart
no particular party and that he ments.
Article 48. A bill passed by both
spoke not as a government official
but as a private citizen exercising houses may be suspended for 90
His
his privilege of free speech.
days on the written demand of
of the chamber or a maaddress follows In part:
"I am greatly disturbed by the jority of the senate within seven
departure In recent years from days of its passage, such bill shall
the government of the constitu- be submitted to a referendum of
tion as I construe It, to other the people, If demanded within 90
forms of government which have days, or if demanded by a resoluft decided tendency toward n comof the senate
tion of three-fifth- s
While I or by the petition of one twentieth
plete soeinl democracy.
of
of the voters on the register.
have no fear about the ability
our government to endure. I must Money bills are excepted and bills
admit that I am very pessimistic declared by both houses to be
about the result or the present necessary for the Immediate pres- trend, which I cannot but believe ervation of public peace, health
Is gradually weakening our gov. and safety.
ernmontal structure and may evenArticle 47. The parliament may
tually change its character.
provide for the initiation by the
"It has been necessary to amend people of proposals for laws or
the constitution from time to time constitutional amendments;
such
to meet changing conditions, which legislation must provide that the
should only be done after very de- proposals be initiated on petition
mure and. deliberate consideration, of 60,000 voters. If the parliament
Bo GiKdcd by Wisdom.
rejects such a proposal it must be
"If any of you young men and submitted to an ordinary referenwomen decide to undertake a pub-ll- o dum for decision.
career, as I hope you will, let
Article 49. Amendments to the
me urge you never to support a constitution must be submitted to
proposition because It Is popular a referendum; a majority of the

The Editor:
An incomplete statement got into
the paper so I ask you to print my
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AT SELLING OUT PRICES
U4

S

The following are but a few of the
hundreds of bargains now on sale at
practically half the average price.

m

7 Women's Hew Patent Flappers
Also Black Suede and Kid Sally
Strap &9 A(
Pumps, etc., all sizes at only
tyO&U
$3.50 Women's White
Low Footwear
Your choice of strap
style, oxfords, etc., mil-

itary and low heels. All
sizes

at only

$4.00 Women's Low
Shoes
Black, brown or pattern
Oxfords, Pumps, Straps,
etc., all style heels, all
sizes at only

$1.98
BAREFOOT
SANDALS
Sizes 6 to 11

75c

$1.98
TENNIS
SHOES
All Sizes

98c

98c

$2.50 Children's Patent
M. J. Pumps
Sizes
8 to 11....

$1.49

MEN'S SHOES,
OXFORDS

$1.50 Child's White
Canvas Pumps

Ao8

98 c

8

Women's Boots and
Shoes

$1.75 ,o $4.98 $1.98 to $3.98

MANUFACTURERS
SALE SHOE STORE
301

NORTH FIRST STREET

BABY

BEEVES ARE SHIPPED
BY ARTESIA RANCHER

two-thir-

TUCUMCARI PLANS TO
FRECKLE-FACENLARGE CITY PARK

DRUGS ARE BURNED.
Calif., Juno 15. Mexican authorities yesterday put the
torch to $10,000 worth of opium,
morphine, hypodermic needles and
other paraphernalia useU in dens of
vice, when they started a municipal
"clean up" campaign with a bonfire
In front of the capital building In
Mexican, Lower California.
CalexlcOj

pro-vid-

1

MISS NELLIE FIELD
DIES AT SANITARIUM
Field, daughter ot Mr. ana irs.
Nelson A. Field, died late last nlghf
at a local sanatorium after a brief
illness. The Field family removed
to Santa Fe from Socorro in 1919,
when Mr. Field was elected to serve
his first term as commissioner of
the state land office. Funeral arrangements have not been
FRIEND

RECOMMENDED
THEM
"Six years ago," writes W. H.
Shadwell, Stanley Va.. "I had kidney trouble, and at times was unable to raise myself in bed. Foley
Kidney Pills were r. commended to
me by the Chief of the Fire Department. After using 3 bottles I was
and have
relieved,
completely
never had a return of the symptoms." Why suffer when you can
get telle! fror rheumatio pains,
backache, swollen, sore and stif
bladder
Joints, sleep disturbing
weakness and other symptoms of
disordered
kidneys? Bold everywhere.
IAS

Bring Your Roofing
Troubles to Raabe and
Mauger's or Phone
305.
1
i.

-

...

MA

MAAIiIIa

........

..,--

Our

subject.

Washington

In-

formation Bureau will secure a
copy of this booklet for any
of our readers who fill out and"
mall the coupon below. Enclose two cents in stamps to
pay return postage, and be
sure to write your' name and
address clearly On the lines of
the coupon.
FREDERIC J. RASKIN,.
Director.
The Albuquerque Journal In-

formation Bureau, Washington, D. C:
I enclose herewith two cents
in stamps for return postage on
a free copy of the Rat Book-

v.
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$2.00 Corsets,

Ready Made

Sheets, $1.45.

$1.50

Sheets, tape
edge, 81x90; a good
wearing quality sheet.
Each
$1.45

Light weight Summer
elastic
top ;
Corset,
sizes 21 to 26. Friday
$1.50

Wash Goods,

75c Ladies' Hose,
50c

Printed Swiss and Batistes; good 35c and
39c values. Friday 28c
42c Pillow Cases

Silk Lisle Stocking, full
fashioned in grey and
pongee color only. Fri50c
day ,

39c

Wardrobe
Trunk, $22.50 .

$35.00

$1.25 Embroidered

Full size Fiber Trunks,
with all the features
of the higher priced
wardrobe trunks,

Swiss, 98c
36 inches wide in light
and dark colors. Fri98c
day .

$22.50

LI.

LJ.IUi-SPJ-'IL-

'The Growing Store"

F"9PJSl"i(i

Phone 283

a

fir

$150.30

....$

25.00
21.7
56.25

$102.96

E

Sun and Wind Bring Ont t'glr
Spots. I tow to Remove Easily.
Here's a chance, Miss Freckle-facto try a remedy for freckles
with the guarantee of a reliable
concern that It will not cost you
a penny unless It removes the
freckles; while if it does give you
a clear complexion the expense is
trifling.
Simply get an ounce of Othlne
from
double strength
any
druggist and a few applications
should show you how easy it is to
rid yourself of the homely freckles
and get a beautiful complexion.
Rarely is more than one ounce
needed for the worst case.
Be sure tor ask your druggist
for the double strength Othine as
this strength is sold under guarantee of money back if it falls to
remove freckles.

"ID

e,

Come in and Inspect
Our Modern Safety

Deposit Vaults
For a moderate charge
per year you may secure
a box.' in this vault providing ample storage for
jewelry, valuable papera,
bonds and other securities, to which you have
access at all times during
business hours.

Better Freshen up Your Porch
To Match the New Green of
the Lawn, Shrubs and Trees
Dull, drab porch furniture it out of tune with the wonderful freshness of Spring.
A little varnish will work wonders. Yes, but what
varnish surely a varnish to withstand the extremes
of blistering sun and cold rain must be a super varnish?
This advertisement is to tell you that there IS a super
varnish McMurtry Superspar Varnish made for just
such difficult conditions. Years of experience in
the finest gums with the purest oils and then
cooking in qualities of resistance to wear and water,
has resulted in Superspar varnish.
,
com-poundi-

Sold by

and

Trust Company
'

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

Vealtrs

PMeMURTRYMFG.C0fc
Paint and Varnish Makers

SUNDAY TEAS

COLORADO

tb

Tea will be served from I to I
p. m. at Mlramontes
Sunday.
More and more people each week
are discovering how delightful
our Sunday teas are
TBc
MIRAMONTES - ON . THE . MESA

GLASS
CEMENT

fading

Manufactured by

DENVER

L U M D E R

ng

Use it wherever you think that conditions are so trying
that no varnish would stand up then watch it wear
and wear, and you'll agree that of all varnishes on the
market IT was rightly named Superspar Varnish.

First Savings Bank

Superspar Varnish

PAINT
PLASTER

let.

Name
City

IMNftt U.MMi Mffft
MTU

j

FIGHT THIS
ENEMY NOW
For centuries the world has
fought rats and mice, but always In a disorganized way
and therefore ineffectually.
The best way to go after
them is to deny them hiding
places and food.
These pests breed at a great
rate, and if they find favor- o
able conditions, soon threaten-toverrun any place.
In IS generations one pair of
brown rats will become the
ancestors of more than
.rats. Rats breed when
only 3 or 4 months old, and
produce from 8 to 10 litters U
year.
Learn how to protect your
home from these disease carriers. The government has investigated how to do it, and
has a free publication on the

98c

cial

Fruit of the Loom Pillow Cases, 42x36 and
45x36. A special value
for Friday, each.. 39c

Duke City Cleaners

'

Tucumcarl, June 15. ijie city
council ' passed three new ordiOrnances at its last meeting.
dinance 156, making it the duty
of the city clerk to collect water
rentals; ordinance 167, providing
for three park commissioners,
whose duties will be to have in
charge and look after Interests
of all city parks. Flans aro under way to enlarge the present
city park with an American Legion addition. The United Experimental station hero has offered
157, a
Ordinance
trees free.
discussed
much
ordiance, provides for an occupation tax to be
levied on certain businesses in
the city. The state laws provide
that an occupation tax shall not
exceed $1 for every $1,000 worth
of business done the year previous. The basis as determined
upon by the city council is about
8 per cent of the rate provided
as a maximum by the state law.

black stitching; regular $1.25. Friday spe-

They Can't Beat Us

Artesla, N. M., June 15. J. B.
Cecil, farmer and stock feeder,
shipped two carloads of nice fat
baby beeves' from the local yards
this week. One car went to Ft.
Worth, Texas, and the other to El
Pascx The calves were in excellent
condition, weighing about six or
seven hundred pounds each, having
been fattened in the pens on corn
and alfalfa. The price received will
average over fifty dollars per head.
This is one of the many shipments made by this feeder. Two
hundred calves were recently shipped to El Paso. About two hunTotal .
dred head will be shipped In a few
Expended.
"
weeks.
A shipment of several carloads of Woman's Club portion
fat steers, which averaged around Freight
one thousand pounds, was billed Merchandise
from the local yards a few weeks
Total .
ago A good profit is being derived
by feeding the stock.

...

fHnHnl rnrraiH)nrinrft ia The luarniM
iianta Fe, June 15. Miss Nellie

Women's White
Canvas Pumps
High heels

2 CARLOADS OF

Silk Gloves in white,
black and white 'with

28c

er

voters on the register must vote,
and the amendment will fail to
on the
pass unless a majority
of the voters
register or
ore recorded in it favor.
Article EO. The executive
of the Free State is vested in
the king, exercisable as In the Dominion of Canada by a representative of the crown. There will be
a council to aid and advise In the
government, styled the executive
council, responsible to the chamber.
It shall consist of not more than
tweivo ministers appointed by the
representative of the crown, four to
be members of the chamber and
elieight to be chosen from citizens
gible to the chamber, but not memIf they are
bers of Darliament.
members when appointed they shall
vacate their seats.
Article 51. The ministers who
are members of the chamber mustpresinclude the president and vice
,.11
luent oi me execuwve tuuuui, Tim
the
on
president shall be appointed
nomination ot tne ceamuer; the
other three on the jTominatlon of
the president of the executive couni
cil. The president ana minimi-- If
nominated by him shall retire,
not supported by tho majority in
the chamber.
Article 52. Tho ministers not
members of tho chamber shall be
nominated by a committee of the
members of the chamber; such ministers should be representatives of
the state as a whole, rather than of
groups or parties.
Article 63. Each minister not a
member of tho parliament shall be
tho responsible head ot tho execu tive department to which ho is apnnlnt Pil.
Article 54. Ministers who are
members of parliament shall alone
afbe responsible for all external
fairs, whether of policy, negotiations or executive acts. The colcouncil shall meet as a
lective authority, but each minister
shall be responsible to the chamber for his department.
that the
Article 69. Provides
council shall
prepare an annual
government budget.
shall
Article 63. The courts
compose courts of first instance and
of final appeal, termed the supremo court, and also courts of
local limited Jurisdiction,
Aritle 66. Gives the Irish
court appellant Jurisdiction
on all decisions of the high courts.
be
Its decisions shall in all cases not
final and conclusive, and shall
be reviewed or be capable of being
reviewed by any other court, tri-- I
bunal or authority whatsoever, conthat "nothing in this
stitution shall impair the right of
!any person to petition his majesty
for special leave to appeal irum mo
supreme court to his majesty
council, or the right of his majestj
to grant such leave."
67. Provides that all
Article
Judges, Including those of the supreme court, shall be appointed by
the representative of the crown on
tho advice ot the executive council.

Silk Gloves, 98c

39c

H. CARNES

Position in the air, like position on a race track, is everything in an
aerial derby. Shortly after the start of the race at Milwaukee Pilots
James T. Neeley and Harold E. Weeks were "neck and neck" in their
race for higher altitudes and stronger winds. Neeley narrowly escaped
falling in Laks Erie when he landed near Cleveland, O.

Table Damask, 79c

Wear-We- ll

,

Van Raalte

Two yards wide and
fine soft finish, free
from stiffening. This
damask is very serviceable for daily use.
Housewives will get
here early. Yard.. 79c

$1.75

dlt-ta- n.

Balloons of Lieut. James T. Neeley and Capt Harold E. Weelui "neck
v,
and neck" in the air derby.

$1.25

$1.00

I
report for the Russian relief.
have been Blow giving this to the
public for my own affairs had
been so woefully neglected while
I was aiding God's poor of Russia
could gain my
that as soon as
equilibrium I had to attend to the
poor in my own hpme.
Thanks to the ladles of the
Maccabees I was able to make a
wonderful fine shipment on May
A permanent industrial confer27. This consisted of five bales of
assorted wearing apparel; one balo ence board for the settlement of
was of entirely new things such as labor disputes is proposed in
25 children's dresses, 14 skirts, 19
N. 3.
blouses, five good sweaters (women's), 12 caps, box of women's
Another
hose and baby shawls.
bale contained 19 perfectly good
women's long coats, while the thin! WATERSUfiS
bale was of men's good suits and
ANTS
overcoats and good woolen underwear. Still another bale of splendid value consisted of boys', little
girls' and baby clothes, as well as
those suitable for old women r.nd
an assortment of good woolen
dress skirts and woolen underEAIItf KttMft ST VtlHO THB OIHUINI
clothes. Then the last was mostly
of shoes, some odd pants, coats STEARNS
ELECTRIC PASTE
and sweaters. The Y. M. C. A. had
Also 8URB DEATH to rats end tale.
a box ready to add to our shipment The
rnt are the greateat curlers of
but as the instructions were not
Thy dettroy both food and property.
to send anything boxed the clothes
Ready for Uee Better than Traps
were tied together with a card Directions in 15 languages in every box
15 oa. alae. S1.S0
aize, 3Se
thereon telling from whence they
t oi.HONEY
BACK IF IT FAILS
came and they were put in the
men's bale. It is interesting to
know that the pockets of these
coats contained letters addressed
to the prospective owners In RusC.
extended his
sia and one man
present by tying a pipe and a
SPECIALIST IN OCULAR
one
in
of the
pouch' of tobacco
REFRACTION
pockets. There was a good com10? 8. Fourth.
Phone I057-fortable overcoat and good shoes.
Also a complete dress.
This shipment was of exceptionally good clothes and clean. Some
untidy person sent a bundle that
was not fit to offer as a gift, nor Wind Shield Glass-LumbJ. C. BALMRIDUB
LCalHKB CO.
would it have been sanitary to
Phon. tot.
have put it In with the rest of 121 SoutU drat Street
so
the
really and truly good gifts,
bundle was dropped on a street in
Martlneztown with a God bless
you, go to some needy famllywho
has a wnsh tub and a needle of
For Service, Quality and Prlcts
strong thread.
Those whom we have not previously mentioned as good aids are
Mrs. Roy Graham and Miss Lucille
Phone 44s. 1209 North Fourth
ns well ns the "B" Square girls of
the Y. W. C. A., particularly Miss
Ruth Adams. Also Mrs. Thomns
and Mrs. Margaret
Blakemore
Medler who gathered and delivered
most of the articles. The Empire
Dyers changed a lovely white
sweater into a serviceable lead
color for Russia, gratis,
and
Springer saved us expense of hauling for the second time besides
attending to billing and shipment.
Mrs. J. G. Albright's services certainly were appreciated. The shipment was made to Bush Terminal,
Brooklyn, N. Y.
Following Is the financial report:
Rcrplvcfl.
Card party i
.....".1118.80
Contributions '.
31.59

COCKROACHES

iiiuui

argams

Friday

Balance of $4748 sent as draft
to headquarters of Red Cross for
Russia.
Merchandise for sewing, making
new garments, $35.25,
' For six women's coats, price for
the Russians, $21.00.
Expended, $56.26.
Rosenwald's donated the braid
and notions needed. Mr. Koury
donated a long cloak and two caps
and made reduction
on the six
coats. Kahn Bros, gave us the material at cost.
(Signed)
MRS. GEORGE H. WHEELER.

Pat-erso- n,

r-

HOES

STATEMENT OP RUSSIAN
'

ii

two-fift-

AS THE PEOPLE VIEW IT
RELIEF.

"
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Lumber Co.
423 North First Street

McMurtry Paints and Varnishes for Sale By

The Albuquerque Lumber Company
Albuquerque, N. M.
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POME MAKES MERRY WHEN POPE PIUS
CELEBRATES HIS 65TH ANNIVERSARY
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Peace Palace.
(By Tho AMoclatrd lTc.)
lie lla'KUe, Juno 15 (by the

ated

Charles Belmont
Davis' story. "The Men Who
Would Die For Her." was the Inspiration for "Handle With Care,"
which is the main attraction at
d
the "B" today, with Grace
as the leading star; also
two-re"A
comedy,
presenting a
Colorado Knight."
I,jrio Theater Mao Murray, as
the principal star in "Peacock Alley," is still drawing crowds to the
Lyric, where tho picture Is being
repeated
today; also repeating
the laugh"Healthy Appetite,"
able Goldwyn-Oraphi- o
comedy.

"IV Theater

HERS

Excluded

Be

Theaters Today

J

Dar-mon-

preservatives of More
Than 20 Nations Refuse
to

of Arts and Sciences,

i
I

Ab-

Press). The first battle
was

Pustlmo Theater Kstelle Taylor
and Tyrone Power as the leading
stars in "Footfalls," continue to
attract crowds to the Pastime,
where tho picture Is being repeated; also repeating the two-reSunshine comedy.

:he Carnegie peace palace
l today
by correspondents

Page Three.

will wonder
how it could be presented faithfully ns a picture play, for the central iiiea hinges upon sound and
hearing. It is said, however, that
William Fox and Director Charles
J. lirabin, by mens oi a number
of Ingenious devices, have achieved
a fini t of screen miracle in this
giving a vivid impression of
the sound and hearing of footfalls
throughout.
"Footfalls" Is declnred to bo a
mystery
gripping and thrilling
photoplay, a cinedrama of tin entirely new type. It. dea!s V ith the
experiences of a blind robbler in a
little NeW England fishing village.
Hiram Scudder developed an extremely acute sense of hearing
and a faculty which enables him
not only to recognize any resident
of the village by the pound of his
or her footfalls, but. to sense the
state of mind of his Intimates In
the Fame way. The footfalls the
blind man listens for most earnestly are those of an assassin whom
he feels sure will return some day
to (he scene of his crime.
The cast includes Tyrone Power
in the role of the blind cobbler;
Kstelle Taylor. Tom Douglas and
Gluclden James.

of
whole world, who refused to be
uded from the paluce while the
conference on
:poned Genoa
;sian affairs was holding Us
i meeting.
Indignant newspa-me- n
and women, representing
GRACE DARMOXD CAPTIUES
e than twenty nations, Ignored
SEE
HER IN'
RA1MIOWK;
edict of the Dutch foreign
PI.AY "HANDLE WITH CAHE"
not
should
journalists
to the garden's of
1 be admitted
Mark Twain told of a man who
palace, and forced their way
had the strangest and most ex- SECRETARY FALL
tho building, where they
pensive hobby in the world that
the
with
an audience
of collecting echoes. Hut that was
ch foreign minister and pre-e- d
before tiraie Darinond was born,
a petition to h'.nv protesting
GIVES APPROVAL
otherwise Mr. Twain Would have
Inst such treatment of the
d
of tho beautiful
written
international
In
Id
press
Exhibitors star's hobby.
ice ot peace.
Orace Darinond is a collector of
uteh foreign office officials,
rainbows. She says, "There is a
ictives and policemen were Jn-t
rainbow in every sunbeam, but
to check the correspondents.
can't seo it until you pass
you
British
Americans,
whom
ng
the sunbeam
through a glass
Aftor
French predominated.
15. The
June
prism. By what is called retracWashington,
correspondents had gained tho
of
tion, the white light o the sun Swing bill for construction
ranee to the great marble 'jor-i- r
and
dam
is
broken
lloulder
the
Into
its
constituent
Canyon
up
of the palace, which Andrew
rays violet, indigo, blue, green, development of the lower Colonegie made possible, policemen
yellow, orango und red, being what rado river basin, at an approxid to persuade them to leave.
we call a rainbow.
mate cost of $70,000,000 was ar
without avail. The newspaper
call my prism a 'sunbeam proved today by Secretary Fall
"I
would
ters announced they
stay
Khikald
trap.' I tie a ribbon to the end in a letter to Chairman on
irri-expelled by force,
of each prism. Join the end of the of the house committee
tany of the correspondents en-- d
tion of arid lands.
ribbons
and
in
the
the
hang
tray
the conference hall before
himself in general
I'eelarlng
open window, where It can catch,
r?1Jft?i
session began and were of tic-- k
the sun's rays and swing gently agreement with provisions of the
1
a
out
ordered
representa-by
in the breeze. It fills tho room bill, Secretary Fall wrote that i
of the Dutch foreign office,
with dancing rainbows on walls, largo reservoir in the vicinity cf
he correspondents
protested
Most recent photograph of Pope Fius In his papal robes.
floor and ceiling, and the effect Jlouldcr Canvon could be so used
I
tho
they had received no such
is indescribably
charming. It is as to eliminate substantially
kment at Genoa and other
Rome aided Popa Pius XI to celebrate his sixty-fift- h
birthday re- like filling the room' with fair- flood menace of the Colorado
fie
Dutch
of
A
would
said,
was
declared.
river.
It
Thousands came to congratulate the ies and sprites and it never fails
provide,
Finally squads
cently.
holiday
tiers were stationed in the cor-tr- s pontiff.
to drive away 'the blues. It also a water supply for the Irrigationin
of largo areas of fertile land
to patrol them and limit the
cures headaches. Try it!"
fements of the Journalists to
Miss Darmund
comes to the tho lower river basin "that cancorridors adjacent to tho main
"H" theater .today in her newest not bo developed without tin
STOLE TO ENTER MOVIES.
of water."
nce.
picture, which is "Handle With storage
June 13. Pleading
Chicago,
"Of the lands irrigable from
a
of
a
Care,"
sparkpicturization
to
stolen
the
money
had
she
that
the
proposed,
WRM KIIXK ONE PERSON'.
ling, satirical story of love and 900 development
acres are public
go to Hollywood to enter tho movBelmont lands irrigable
Charles
by
marriage
Itchell, S. D., June 15. One ing pictures, Miss Laura Thomna,
In
he said,
California,"
Davis.
ion was killed and considerable
"and these would be opened with
brought back from CaliJerty damago done here last recently
CAUSE
of
to
to
former solface churges
havinq
preference rights
it by a heavy rain and wind fornia
QUAINT FBKXCH SKTTIXG
Such a reservoir would
diers.
taken $1,500 from her employer!',
m,
KC'KNKS IX MAM MLKKAV'S
Roy Collins, 18, was was
turbine
700,000
develop about
granted mercy by Judge Harry
ck on the head by a piece of
"PEACOCK AJiLUV AT LYRlC horsepower
and would have an
case was cong timber and his skull fractur-- i Fisher today. Her
con- on
the
relation
extended over tinued for two weeks and tli
The storm
A tiny Norman village stands at important
servation ot the oil and coal
that ho would
Forest Hills, ixing lalund. It was supply of the nation."
Itically the whole ot central Judge indicated
ill Dakota.
place her on probation.
built for Mae Murray's lirst indeSecretary Fall tentatively sug"Peacock
pendent
productlotii,
a bond issue as a means
Motion to Lay It Aside and Alley,"
a Metro release presented" gested
the
of constructing
proposed
Take Up the Tariff Meas- at the
works, as being less burdensome
Lyric theater. Houses simuthan a
ure Is Expected to Start lating the old peasant buildings in priation. direct government appronorthwestern France were erected
"It must" be apparent," he
Senate Wrangle.
alnnff n. rnari. whii'h crnMWea a Rtnnll
stream. Jt was necessary to cut a
B; The liiiicluttcl rreM.)
iuau mrougn a mil, pave tne roau
Washington, June 15. A bitter and erect a small bridge for this
location.
next
week
fight in the senate
Kadi hnilKA tin ltd nwn nnnrl.
over the soldiers' bonus issue'
a high cement
yard, surrounded
was predicted in all senate quar- wall, topped withby French
tiles.
ters tonight as a result ot numer- There are also tbe broken glass botous informal republican confer- tles on the tops of tho walls; tin
ences today to which President sort of bottles that made a memor- ,
able imnrpRAtnn
.
imnn
APORATE11
m.v,. sa luiri Iran
Harding was a party.
A call for a formal party con- soldiers who attempted to.cIlmu
i
senators over walls in Pmnn. t.
ference ot republican
next Monday morning to discuss slble to obtain a sufficient number
native 'tarm Implements and veprocedure wfth the bonus and oi
hicles for thtH rww.f
iiu .u..
pending tariff bills together with built by
uiry W't'ie
Frenchmen in New
York
the proposed majority cloture 11.
ruin was called late today by Sen- Charlesiiie vinage was designed by
Cadwallader,
ator Ijodge, republican floor lead- architect, who is art artist and
director for
er, after he had conferred with
iiiiany proauctions. Mr. Cadwalthe president and many republican lader
designed many of the scenes With
senators.
in "Sentimental Tommy" and other
Also next Monday, If the naval well
the
known screen productions.
meanappropriation bill is passed
"Peacock
concerns the adwhen you use
while, a motion to lay aside the ventures of Alley"
a.
you
tariff bill and proceed with the leaves her home in
left
Normandy and
use less than of higher priced
bonus measure will be made by
a sensational success in
Senator
McCumber,
republican,
fl.
Paris
dnnoat
aft
Th.
brands. Satisfaction guar-anteNorth Dakota, chairmun of the drama is by Edmund
Goukling,
senate finance committee and in
on a story oy oulda
or
money
charge of both bills.
Robert Z. Leonard directed Kergere.
Senator' McCumber said be ture: the nhntri7fa nl,,. - i...the picrefunded.
would make his motion with full T. Marsh and the
by Fred- knowledge of President Hard- v. aim ranny iiatton.
views that the bonus bill
ing's
'5EBVICI COUNTS
Y
"HIGHEST QUALITY"
should be delayed until after dis- A PHOTOPLAY XOVF.LTV
posal of the tariff measure.
KXTITLF.I) "FOOTF MIS
President Harding in his talk
KF.PKAT1XG AT PASTIMF.
with Senator Lodge, was said to
A distinct photon'-- have reiterated his opinion that
is
tho tariff bill should bo pressed. "Footfalls," the William novelty
BY
Fox
The president was represented as
which :s being repeatholding this view "very strongly" ed at the Pastime theater todav.
and his statement was transmitted Now Tork reviewers and audito republican ranks by Senator ences hailed the production as a
Lodge. The president also, it was notable motion
picture achievesaid, believed that after disposal ment.
of tho tariff bill and before conThose who have read the storv
sideration of the bonus measure of "Footfalls' by Wilbur Daniel
tho administration
ship subsidy Steele, which was awarded find
bill should be given senate right prize as the best short story pubPHONE 30
ot way.
lished in America In 1920, by the
leaders
Republican
favoring O. Henry committee of the Society
precedence for the tariff bill predicted confidently that a major
ity ot tho conference would vote
to give the tariff bill right of way
over tho bonus measure.
Tho fight on tho McCumber
motion, it was conceded among
Take a stroll down town after supper Satur
leaders of all senate factions next
Monday would furnish one ot the
day night and take advantage of the following
most spectacular debates of tho
special bargains:
session.
Domanco Electric Iron, 6 lb. Standard, guar
Predictions were made that the
1
sale
president would again intervene
anteed
year, regular price $5.00,
actively In the bonus controversy
$4.00
price
by bringing more influence to
bear to hold the tariff bill befor
(Just the Thing This Hot Weather)
the senate.
of 6,
Water Glasses, 8 oz., tall, thin, per set
Senator McCumber said he re'
garded his plan to call up the bonus
. walls ol
40c
regular price 60c, sale price
bill early next week as "a matter
of
honor
of
the
Ice
republican Party,"'
Tea.)
(Fine for
which he said had pledged itself to
ci miters
Toilet Paper, full 8 oz. Rolls, Sanitary Tissue,
early enactment of bonus legislai
tion.
7c
regular price per roll 10c, sale price
mMoui
rich
this
and
The tariff bill was not before the
ceffe to you full of
jPer case 100 rolls, reg. price $7.00, sale price $6.50
senate today, being laid aside to
give way to the naval appropriaBetter Stock Up at These Figures.
tion bill, but there was brief disfragrance. Tritd it
cussion by democratic senators of
the attack made yesterday by Senator McCumber of metropolitan
8:30
newspapers, importers and depart17,
ment stores alleged to be fighting
SrriT..
M I
ivniJ
1 1
the bill.
of-th-

wrote, "that sufficient sums can
bo recovered from tho sale of
power at the dam to financo tho
as
construction
by amortization
suggested, of amounts to he de
rived from the sale of government bonds, without imposing
further burden on the taxpayers
and yet in line with good and
sound finance."
Tho Swing measure, the secretary said, affectH tho entire
stream
th-system
touching'
states ot Arizona.
California,
Colorado, Nevada. New Mexico,'
Utah, Wyoming nnd the republic
of Mexico. A number of changes
in tho bill were suggested.
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You'll Say the Prices Are Low.

J. K0REER & 00.
Just Acros from City Hall
ALBUQUERQUE'S
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FRIDAY, JUNE 16th
IMPORTED DOTTED SWISS
Embroidered dots on ground of Copenhagen, navy,
brown, helio, shrimp, royal blue, etc. Regular $1.95
line. Yard

con-(nce- s.

s

SSUE

SAME PRIC:

17

3G-in-

24-inc-

Each

30 years

baIcing

POWDER

For

cooking

wiihout
waste

YOU SAVE
KC

cream
in!

ed

your

$1.00

'ff

MILLIONS OF POUNDS BOUGHT
THE GOVERNMENT

r-special,

HichlandPharmacy

SAL

Saturday, June 17

'

On Sale for Cash After Supper, Saturday,
o'Clock.
June
19226 to

PHONE 76.

?Nnmlor of
N amber

ot

HARDWARE

CO.

Wet Central

307

,

OUR RECORD
Stndents Placed In Positions. ................
Graduates Not Placed In Positions

DEnroll now in our Summer Classes and let us

k "Better

Than the Average" Position,
t
'our specialty.

.285
0

train you to till

Individual

instruction

,

Western School for Private

Secretaries
hl5

Wosl Tljrrns Avenue.

.

v

fej'

'J clcphoiu! 0(1

1

--

!

WAItl) lod;f.i IX JAIL.
White Plains, N. Y., June 15.
Walter S. Ward, wealthy baker's
son, was lodged in the county jail
tonight following his arraignment
in superior court late today on an
Indictment charging him with murder in the first degroo growing out
of tho death ot Clarence Peters,
former sailor, the morning ot last
May 16,

$1.00

si.oo

$1.00

SATIN ETTE LINGERIE
CLOTH
Wears better than wash

39c Women's SUMMER

WOMEN'S WHITE
COTTON HOSE

GOOD HELP IN BUMMER.
Indigestion causes worry, nervousness, sick headaches, biliousbad breath,
ness, coated tongue,
bloating, gas, constipation and constant distress. Henry C. Thorns,
1002 Harrison Ave., Boston, Mass.,
writes: "Since taking Foley's Ca
thartic Tablets I feel fine." They
cicanse mo ooweis, sweeion tne
stomach and In vigors to tho liver.
Not
Cause no pain, no nausea.
habit forming .liivt a good,
'SorSr
physic,
everywhere.
whol-j-som-

for summer dresses; 40
inches wide. Two yards

satin; highly mercerized
finish; 36 inches;' in plain
and stripe effects. Yard

Fine jersey ribbed vests,
bodice top, ribbon shou-

Good quality women's
straps; regular sizes. white 5 Cotton Hose; all
sizes, pairs
for

lder
3

$1.00

$1.00

MERCERIZED PATTERN CLOTHS
Fully bleached, size 58x58; also a
cloths with scalloped edges.
Each

few-circula- r

$1.00

F

F

E

E

Rich and Mellovo

THE

BOND-DILLO- N

DISXKIBtTOKS,

COMPANY,
'

STAMPED PIECES.

Gowns, Teddies, Luncheon Sets,

ng;

cloth

and

includiCen-

four Napkins, Scarfs,

terpieces, Table
Tops. Each

Runners and Pillow

$1.00

35c VOILES.
40 inches wide, white ground with assorted figures in helio, black, navy, etc.
Four yards,

Very fine quality white twill fabric for
middies, etc. Three yards

$1.00

$1.00

DURETTA

36-INC- H

$2.00 BLOUSES
Made of very fine quality of striped and checked
ity, long sleeves, tailored collars; all sizes. Each
25c GINGHAMS
in checks, plaids,
stripes, plain colors. Five
27-inc-

h,

yards

PAJAMA CHECKS
Good
quality
Pajama
Checks, 36 inches wide;
white only. Five yards

$1.00

$1.00

SILK

WHITE

BROCADED
Shades of

blouses, dresses, etc. Yd.

white, gray, jade,
royal blue, etc.; 36
Yard.

French VOILES
Imported French Voiles,
40 inches
for
wide,
'

helio,

REPP
tan,
navy,
inches

$1.00

$1.00

CHILDREN'S

BATH TOWELS

Good

quality,
fully
bleached Bath Towels;
hemmed ends. Six for

CLOTH

1

dim-

50c PIQUE

Good quality for skirts,
kiddies' wear, etc.; 27
inches; assorted width
wales. Four yards,

$1.00
Marquisette Curtains
Splendid quality mercerized marquisette, hemstitched border, lace edge
214 yards long. Each

$1.00

MUSLIN
GARMENTS
lace
Include
trimmed
gowns, drawers, slips and
underwaists; sizes 2 to
12. Two for

$1.39 Women's Muslin
Petticoats
Scalloped bottom, double
panel, made of good
quality muslin. Each

$1.00

$1.00

$1.00

$1.85 KAYSER VESTS
Silk top and mercerized jersey ribbed
Vests. Band top, pink and white, regu- auu eAua sizes. n.acn

ii

DRESSER SCARFS
beautifully embroidered
in Copenhagen, rose, yellow, etc.; seal- onea ease, two lor
69c

White

Scarfs,

$1.00

$1.00
UNBLEACHED MUSLIN
Good quality-- ;
Six yards,

36-inc-

45c CRETONNES
assorted patterns; light and

h;

dark

grounds.

$1.00

Four yards,

$1.00
EPOME

'

shades of tan, orange, periwinkle, jade, peacock, shrimp, etc. Yard
36-inc- h,

O

$1.00

I

SILK
C

Good
quality Madras,
white grounds with fancy
colored stripes; assorted
patterns. Four yards

VESTS

36-inc- h.

it is obtainable, more and more people
are drinking this famous coffee. For twenty years
it has reigned a favorite Are you enjoying it?
Wherever

MADRAS

75c PLAIN FRENCH
VOILES
Very fine quality Voiles
in all the popular shades

brine

ml

SHIRTING

35c LINEN HANDKER- CHIEFS
New shipment includes
shades of Copenhagen,
rose, pink, Nile, yellow,
etc. Four for

sub-titl-

WHITNEY

$1.50 WHITE SHIRTING
beautiful patterns on 36 inch, good assortment
grounds of gray, tan, of stripes and plaids,
pink, yellow, helio, gold, gaberdine, etc. Yard
etc. Four yards

si.

MILK

Ounces for

AFTER SUPPER

45c KIMONA CREPES
Genuine Windsor Crepe?,

10

BITTER FIGHT

for more than

SILK JERSEY VEST
LENGTHS
woven tubular,
white and orchid, stripe
h
effects,
lengths.

$1

No Phone Orders, Refunds, Exchanges, or C. O. D.'s

ST.

AGE; HEW YORK

GUTS

YANKEES'

TRIMS PIRATES

LEAD

and Is even seen abroad.
Q. Who was "the Itajord of the
I. R. IS.
Revolution?"
A. What Washington called his
rashon
"Intrepidity bordering
ness" was the sobriquet called for
John Laurens of South Carolina,
who was killed In a skirmish on
the Combah.ee river, 8outh Carolina.
Q. What Is the average cost of
tho automobiles In use?
Automobile
National
A. The
Chamber of Commerce says that
use were
In
70 per cent of all cars
purchased for less than $1,000 and
95 per cent for less than 12,000.
Q. What Is the mathematical
name for a solid the rhnpo of a
doughnut, I, . described by a circle rotating about ft straight line
In its own plane?
A. Such a solid la ealled a tore.

Browns Defeat Washington,
3 to 2, and Go Within
Half a Game of First
Place in League.
Th AMorlll
St. Louis. June 15.-- The
B

Brower, rf .
Shanks, So

.

Ficinlch, c .
Mosridge, P
p .
Totals

0
2

51

.

for

6

24

14

t)

in Sth

Mot-ridg-

St. Louis.

ab. i: h. ro. a.

if.

.1
.3

.
robin,
Herbcr, h .
Kletrr, lb . .
McManus, 2b
Jaeobson, cf .
Williams, If .
Severeld, c ,
Ellerbe, 8b .
Davis, p . . .
.

O

.
,

.
.

.3
.3
.3
.3
.3

o.

PetroU. 2; New York, 1.
Detroit. .Tune 15. Detroit scored
consecutive
second
victory
Its
over New York 2 to 1 today, the
visitors getting- but four hits offof Stoner and Dauss. Umpire Hi!debrand was given police protec-- 1
tion and escorted off tha field
after the rame when tha Yan-- ,
kees gathered around him after
he had called Scott out, ruling a
foul had been hit on an attempt
The
to bunt the third strike.
play retired the side. Score:
-

Baker.

....

......

4
3
3
0

If
3b

. . .

Jleusel, rf
lb
Pipp, AS
Scott.

Srhanf,

e

Mays, p
McNally

vorK.
B. K. H. PO. A

3
4
2
4
2
S

0
0

0

1

0

1

0

fi

1

0

4

0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1
2

1
1

1

017
0
0
0

0

0
0
0
0

0
0
6
2
4

0

28 1 4 24 18
Totals
Ran for Baker In ninth.
Detroit.
AB. R. H. TO. A. E
4
13
lb
Blue,

....

.....

Jones, 3b
Cobb, cf
Veach, If
Heilmann,

Cutshar,

4
S

2b

Rlgney, ss
Bassler, c
Manion, c
Stoner, p
Dauss, p
aClark

1

3

2

. .
.
.

S

1

'

'A

A

Pittsburgh.

' Lfo

1

P'il S

v

AB. R. H. PO. A.

Maranville, ss..
Carey, cf
Bigbee, If ......
Traynor, 3b ...
Grimm, lb
Mueller, rf . . . .
Hammond, 2b..

.

2
0
0
0
0

32 2 9t2 13 0
Totals
Batted for Stoner in seventh.
tScott out, bunting foul third

LEAGUES

0
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0

4
4

1
1
1
1
1
0
1
2
0
0

3
3

4
0
0
0
0
0

II

j

j

.50110
.41060

DAYS

J54RKDITS
Boston-Chicag-

13

o,

4 10 30 13
39
Totals
Batted for Sherdel In 8th.
Ran for Shotton In 8th.
Brooklyn.
AB. It. H. PO. A.
.
...
3b
..4
High,
Johnston, 2b . . .5
B. Griffith, rf . 5
Wheat, If . . . .5

1

HO

1.

SOUTHERN ASSOCIATION.
Nashville, 1; New Orleans, 2.
Little Rock, 9; Birmingham,
Atlanta, 0; Memphis, 5,
Chattanooga, 7; Mobile, 8.

IDEAS ABOUT SHAVING
-- THE

..4
..4

Summer
Shirts
"VtSSS
Summer Shirts are a very important part
YOUR
hot weather wardrobe. Select them
unusual care. . Soma of Albuquerque's
best dressed men are finding just the Shirts they
want at the Guarantee this summer. Some of them
want shirts with collars attached; others, with
separate collars to match ; and some with the conventional bands.
If you are unusually careful about your shirt
selection, see our assortments first, and the chance
are that you won't have to look further.
HrVlDtN &KELEHErV.
218 West Central.

New York
St. Louis

19

31

24
23
27

29
25
27

Bnoklyn

Chicago
Cincinnati
I!o?ton
Philadelphia
MIL1.BS:

35

.27

Pittsburgh

3 10 30

7

000 000 012
000 030 000
Two
base hits
1

2

335.

'fl

Will Be Mailed to You Regularly, Including the Sunday
Edition, for 85c Per Month.

1

03

SAFTTY RAZOR

ADDRESS CHANGED AS OFTEN AS REQUESTED

A

Use Coupon Below and Mail With Your Check
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your absence?

'

A Gentle Hand Preferred.

itH

rV

'gfcjjl

Street
No. .

Yes

jSsT' H

Hone.'.
MA'S

'CiOlN'

what t

Arte

noTHEW

on

QNsi

fr

To

Hone. To You

fill

SI

SPANK

MB

Ask Us the Price.

SSI

ii

w.

I

Tires'.
Phone 823

n

.'fife--

......

address during
i

By H. A. MacGILX
Beit.

Creator ef tlia

,

"

toj ao fomo of a srANWNS;

THAT Tog HAVE To RUN

. . .

. . .

!.--

..
''

Phone

at Albuquerque

Do you wish paper discontinued

ItlSllCsP
chSIC

and

Refreshing

I

v

-

No

PERCY AND FERD1E

j

Postoffice .

M:

.

Address

Name

M

restaurants.clubs.

Enclosed find remittance of $

.weeks.

Give Your Albuquerque Address Here.

.603
.696
.600
.482
.474
.464
.449
.411

newly-forme-

I

M
Mf

Pet.

d
Canadian
The
Commercial Telegraphers' union is
be
to
signing up many
reported
dominion locals heretofore affiliated with the Commercial Telegraphers' Union of America.

S3

V

crowds gather
and' at your
favorite store,
,
at refreshment
stands. hotels.'

aiesy

MGR.

AMERICAN LF.AGUE.
W. I
New York
23
35
23
34
St. Louis
28
28
Detroit
29
27
Cleveland
27
80
Washington
SO
26
Chicago
27
12
Philadelphia
31
22
Boston

j

Fifth and Central.

Phono
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tew

.38
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Your

NATIONAL LKAGI K.
W. !..

"Yes, But Kelly's
Cost More"

1L.O

W

UPSETS ALL YOUR OLD

Hornsby, Fournier. Toporcer, High.

?.

EssssusssLjVmiiiiiiiisiiiM

NIGHT
keeps

cough

not only the sufferer but other
members of the family awake. Al- -,
fred Barker. 1061 Avondale St. E.
Liverpool, Q., writes; "I considerre-it
my duty to write and tell the
sults of Foley's Honey and Tar,
which I used for my boy who had
from a bronchial
been suffering
Foley's
cough for 7 or 8 weeks.
has
done him wonand
Tar
Honey
derful good, and I shall always recommend It." It soothes and heals.
Sold everywhere.

Get the Hews From Home Every Day

'

WEST TEXAS LEAGUE.
Score:
R. H.
6
S
San Angelo
strike.
9 11
Lubbock
By Innings:
000 100 0001
New York
Batteries:
Henry and Davis
000 000 02x 2 Stvcnson and Allen.
Detroit
!' ore:
Two - base hits
R. H. E
Summary:
1
2
Three-bas- e
5
Baker.
hit
Ranger
Meusel,
u
13 15
RIgney. Stolon base Heilmann. Amarillo
Batteries: Roberts and Clayton;
Double play
Cutshaw, Itigney
and Blue. Base on balls Off Hill and Douglas.
Score:
R. H. E.
4.
out
Struck
Mays. 1; 6toner,
1
9 16
By Stoner, 1. Hits Off Stoner. 3 Abilene
5
7
Clovls
i.
in 7; Dauss, 1 In 2. Winning
Batteries:
Keystler, Myers and
pitcher Dauss.
Burch; McKce, Holloway and Shaw.
Score:
R. H. E.
Philadelphia, 10; Chicago, 8.
2
2
6
Chicago, June 15. Philadelphia Stamford
3
6
8
Sweetwater
defeated
Chicago 10 to 8 today,
Batteries: Morton and Schmidt;
thereby breaking the winning Swatterbrooks
ana Pipkin.
(streak of the locals, who had won
six consecutive games. The spear
white
mine
Blowing
ing of Moatil's line drive In the tunnels to Increaselustthedown
illuminaninth by Galloway which ended tion Is
the latest scientific aid
with the doubling up of Hooper off
first base, broke up a Chicago against "miners' blindness."
rally In the last inning. Dykes
Cast-Iro- n
of excellent quality Is
cracked out his sixth homer of the now
being made from Iron sands
season and Walker put one into
that
abound
the shores of New
the bleachers, bringing his total of Zealand. Onon over
a hundred
liomers to twelve.
R. II. E miles of coast there are millions of
Score:
of this Iron sand, but It is only
Philadelphia 001 030 03310 IS 0 tons
8 10 1 during the last fow years that it
Chicago . ..400 004 000
flatteries: Harris, Kckcrt, Rom- - has been utilized.

It

K.

.

Summaryr

AT

TO STOP COUGHjlNO
A summer bronchial

Going On Vacation?

1

..4
4
..3

lb
.

Totals . .
By Innings:
St. Louis
Brooklyn

TeL'lT

ifetClub

cf

Myers,

Schmandt,
Olson, ss
Taylor, c
Cadore, p

butter.

5

mith,

YESTER

j

guu-

Two-bas-

bureau says that
no special nor separate taxes are
made to secure money for pensions.
They are paid from tha general
funds in the treasury of the United
States, no matter from what source
derived.
Q. Is tho Hudson river ever called the Kast liver? L. G.
A. The Hudson river and the
East river are two dtstinct streams
separated y a portion of Manhattan island. The Hudson river was
originally named the North river
in order to distinguish it from the
Delaware or South river.
Q. How did Bud Fisher happen
to Invent Mutt and Jeff. J. F.
A. On November
1$, 1907, a
cartoon comto strip appeared In a
Sana Francisco newspaper portray,
ing the race track adventure of A.
Mutt. Mr. Fisher had been attending the races. He watched men
tearing around to lay down bets,
and decided to draw a composite
type of man and make a series .of
cartoons showing his experiences
at the races. This produced A.
Mutt. 'Soon afterward he added
Jeff as a companion to Mutt.
Q. What Is spun nutter? E. C.
A
Butter drawn out or worked
into threud-lik- e
form, usually for
ornamental purposes, is called spun

Q. Just what countries nre Included In Latin America? H. 1). F.
A. Latin America distinguishes
a group of twenty republics Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Chile, Columbia, Costa Rica. Cuba, Dominican Republic. Ecuador. GuateMexico,
mala, Haiti, Honduras,
National League.
Panama, Paraguay,
Nicaragua,
Chicago at Boston.
and VenSalvador,
Peru,
Uraguay
St. Louis at Brooklyn.
ezuela.
Pittsburgh at New York.
Q. What are the symptoms of
Cincinnati at Philadelphia.
mountain sickness? N. O. lt.
A. At first effects of anoxaemia
American League.
or mountain sickness, the skin bePhiladelphia at Chicago.
comes rather dry and the digestive
Washington at St. Louis.
processes are doranged: then folBoston at Cleviland.
of appetite,
low lassitude, los
New V'ork at Detroit.
aversion to all forms of physical
effort nd drowsiness.
LI MB1HMKN TO ORGANIZE.
(). Whv do we have so many
Louisville Kv.. June IB. In "Troy"
laundries? T. G. Y.
of
formation
the
itlal steps toward
A. The city of Troy. N. Y., the
a. national
organisation of hard birthplace of the collar, cuff and
wood lumber manufacturer: to bo
nffiliated with the National Lum
association,
Manufacturers'
ber
were taken late today at a con
ference here of representatives of
the hardwood manufacturing m
terests of tho nation. The vote In
favor of the proposal was unani
mous.

.000 101 0002
Pittsburgh
-i
New York
e
hits Carey,
Summary:
Three-bas- e
Kelly.
Young,
Grimm.
hits-SKelly. Double plays
Bancroft,
Bancroft and Kelly:
Off
Frlsch and Kelly. Base on balls--out
Ryan. 3; Adams, 2. Struck
By Ryan, 2.
St. Loulg, 4: Brooklyn. 8.Louis
Juno lo. St.
Brooklyn.
inrallied in the eighth and ninth
with Brooknings of today's game
won
lyn tied a three run lead andhome
Stock's
4 to 3 in the tenth.
run in the ninth with one on base
tied the count. Score: TO. A. h.
AM. It. It.
Flnck, rf . .
Smith, ef .
.S 0
Hornsby. 2b
.5 0 0 2 0
McHenry, If
0
8
4
Fournier, lb
.4 1
Stock, 3b .
.4
demons, c .
.2
Lavan, ss .
Toporcer, ss
Sherdel, p .
Barfoot, p .
Shotton . .
Mann . ..

two-thir-

GAMES

TODAY'S
r
fro GAMES

By Innings:

PRACTICE

IS

4 10 27 13

..32

Totals

Iloston, 8: Cleveland, 3.
Cleveland. Juno 15. lioston won
the second same of the serlos from
to 3. After pitching
HOLD
Cleveland
brilliantly for eix and
innings, Mails, who had not started
a game for two months, weakened.
I'hle took his place and the first
PARK
two Boston batters to face him hit
safely. Quinn was effective after
the first few Innings.
R. II. E.
Score:
The Duke City Whites dropped
1
9
100 001 4028
Boston
the
practice game yesterday after0
11
Cleveland ...201 000 0003
at Washington park to the
noon
and
Ruel;
Batteries:
Qulnn
by a
Old Town Scouts PIck-l'p- s
Mails, Uhle, Llndsey and O'Neill.
score of 4 to 5. The Highland
Laddies took a practice g:uiie from
the S. A. Js by 11 to 10 and the
llarrlns Tigers romped on the
Wildcats trimming them 1S to 6.
The games avo nil preliminaries to
j
the Boys' City league play whicil
starts Monday under the manage- nu nt of High School Coach Addi
son Moore.
The Wildcats and Fire Fighters,
of the Pigmy league, will play a
NATIONAL LKAGIK.
practice game this afternoon at 2
New York. 4; Pittsburgh, 2.
o'clock and the Little Tildillos of
j
the Junior league, will play the
Philadelphia, 7; Cincinnati, 0.
At
St. Louis, 4; Brooklyn, 5. (Ten Yankees at the same hour.
5:4 5 this afternoon St. Mary's will
innings.)
rain.
piny the Do Molnys.
Th'e three boys' leagues, Seniors.
AMERICAN LEAGUE.
Juniors and Pigmies, are now alDetroit, 2; New York, 1.
most completely organized. There
is still room for a few more teams
Philadelphia, 10; Chicago, 8.
3.
8;
In the Junior and l'igmy leagues.
Cleveland,
Boston,
St. Louis, 6; Washington, 2.
Managers of team1 eligible to enter these leagues choiiM communiAMERICAN ASSOCIATION.
cate with Coach Moore not later
Columbus, 4; St. Paul. 11.
than Monday. He can be found
4.
Kansas
2;
at Washington
each afternoon
Indianapolis,
City,
Louisville, 0: Milwaukee, 0.
park.
Toledo, B; Minneapolis, 9.
Regular schedules will he played
in each
the summer
through
WESTKKX I.EAGCI;.
league.
Oklahoma Cily, 8; Sioux City, 13.
.
St. Joseph, 9; Pcnvcr, 4.
Tulsa, 8; Des Moines, 4.
JOHN
M'OMW
Wichitu, 6; Omalia, 6.
COAST LF.AGl'E.
Salt Iake, 18: Oakland, 6.
Los Angeles, 8; Seattle, 2.
Vernon, 5; Sacramento, 2.
San Francisco, 13; Portland,

1
1

rf

At

BOYS

Mog-rldg-

next

WW

e--

trap, with Kerak temple of Reno,
Nev., second, and Alcha temple of
Honolulu third. Calam temple of
Lewlstown, Ida., and Kl Kalah of
Salt Lake City were fourth and
fifth respectively.

M. K. 8.
A. The pension

e.

Totals . . . .26 3 10 27 8 1
By innings:
00023
Washington . ,.,.001 001 OOx
100 200
St. Louis . .
Two base hits To- Summary:
Milan. riolnich,
Severcid,
Wn,
Mnirrldge. Home runs McManus,
Doubla
Smith.
plays Tobln and
Slsler. Milan and Pecklnpaugh;
flhanks and Harris: MogridKe,
Shanks and Judge; Mogrdldne ar.d
Judge: Shanks, Harris and Judge.
Off Mosridgo, 2;
Pns on ball
Brlllhart, 1. Struck out By
1.
Hits Off Mogridc, 10
In 7; off Brlllhart, none In 1. Hit
by pitcher By Davis fHarrls),
Losing pitcher Mogrldge.

Witt, cf
Ward, 2b

Q. Who first iwlte.1 "In Finn.
ders Field" In this country? L. M.
a., curing tne war. E. H.
read this Poem to a Brooklyn
audience, and announced that it
was tne first rendition in America.
Q. By what means Is money
raised to na civil war iMnsJona?

New York, 4; Pittsburgh,
York, June 15. The New
Pittsdefeated
York Nationals
burgh today in a closely contested
world's
the
champions
struggle,
winning their sixth consecutive victory, 4 to 2. Ryan, the Holy Cross
youngster, had better enduring
qualities than Adams, the
veteran.
Kelly's hitting was
largely responsible for Adams' defeat. His triple In the Blxth drove
in Young with the tlclngr run and
his double In the eighth sent In
Meusel and Young with the winning runs. Score:

....

. .

OoebeJ

quirer.)

2.

By NORMAN E. BROWN.
One MK.raw Missed.
lie Is Walt Ilenllne, the young
2
4
catcher who is slugging and catch3
1
with
ing his way to tho limelight Man7
3
the downtrodden Phillies.
3
action
in
moving
ager WUhclmja
2
2
3
Henllnn from seventh position In
0
1
4
Gooch c
the batting order to the cleanup
2
0
2
Adams p
pout recently indicates the speed at
0
0
1
xllohwer
which the backstop has been hit0 ting.
9
2
8 24
31
Totals
All of which may make John Mo.
x Batted for Adams In ninth.
Graw lrrlisble. For Hemline broke
Al Devormer, Yankee backstop, nt. bat, and Devormer, Jr., behind th
New York.
the hip: show ns a Giant In tho
AYi. R.H. PO. A.E. into
plate.
Hinini? of 1921. His work with
ss
Bancroft,
the previous season won
If heredity nnd environment count for anything, Young Devormer, Prised, 2b . .
With the
him his promotion.
bo" of the Yankee catcher, will lie ready for the big show when he grows ilroh. 3b . . .
llooslers Walt fielded .970 behind
hU
as
tha
of
tha
in
follow
to
.
daddy,
Ha
.
mora.
bit
footstep
If
hope
Meusel,
ja
th i plate and hit within six point
Young, rf . .
(photo plainly shows.
of the charmed circle.
2 13
Ho's a Fort Wayne, Ind, boy and
Kelly, lb ..
1
0
.
He hits from the
Stengel, cf
'Is twenty-fiv2
1
c
Smith,
right hand side of the plate.
mel, Naylor, Helmach and Perkins;
0
2
....
p
Schalk.
Ryan,
Leverett, Robertson and

.4
.4
.4
.4

93 3
. . .3

pecklnpaugh,

"Ran

fen,

,.S

Harris, 8b .
Jtlee, f .
Judge, lb .

Ruth.

It

Washington.
AB. R. H. PO. A. E.
.2 1 2 1 1
,.Z

.
.

es

New

Bcore:

Milan, If
Smith, If

Fre.)

(By The Aaaoclated

rrm.)

Browns
went within half a game of first6
plnce by defeating Washington
2 to 1 victory
to 2 and by Detroit'sThe
game was
over New York.
by
won by a peculiar home run
McManus in the fourth with Staler
ball
the
on base. McManUB drove
and taking an
into deep left field, ball
leaped the
unusual bound, the
also
fence. Smith of Washington
knocked a homer. Davis "howeda
unusual control, not walking

man.

Out-pitch-

;i

i

er

to

Cross Youngster
Adams and the
Giants Defeat Pittsburgh
By Score of 4 to 2.

Holy

4

WINS TRAP SUOOT.
the
shirt Industry, was practically cen-tSan Francisco. Calif.. June 15.
home and for many years the
of the steam laundry Interests Al Malalkah temple of Los Angeof the country. The name has been les won the first national Shrine
used by hundreds of laundries In
at the lakeside
various parts of the United States trap shoot today

Johnston, 2; Wheat, Olson. Home
run Stock. Double plays Lavan,
Answers to Questions.
Hornsby and Fournier; High and
Base on balls Off
Schmandt.
Sherdel, 1; Cadore, 1. Struck out
' (Any reader can get the answer
By Sherdel, 2; Cadore, t. Hits
Off Sherdel, 9 In 7; Barfoot, 1 In to any question by writing the AlJournal Information
3.
buquerque
Winning pitcher Barfoot.
Bureau, Frederio J. Haskln. Director, Washington, D. C. This ofPhiladelphia, 7; Cincinnati, 0.
Philadelphia, June 15. George fer applies strictly to Information.
Cincinnati with The bureau cannot give advice on
Smith blanked
six scattered hits and Philadelphia ten. it does not attempt to settle
the opening game legal, lnedlcitl and finanuu
today easily took
troubles, nor to underof the series 7 to 0.
R.H. E. take exhaustive research on any
Score:
8
0
2
.
.
.
000
000
000
Wrtte
subject.
Cincinnati
your question plain
Philadelphia .204 001 OOx 7 10 1 ly and briefly. Give full name and
Ratteries: Gillespie and Wingo; addresa and enclose two centa In
stamps for return postage. All re.
G. Smith and Peters.
plies are sent direct to the In-
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oman s uaiiy magazine Page
SHE'S CANDIDATE
FOR LEGISLATURE
IN MINNESOTA

BEAUTY CHATS
By Edna Sent Forbes.

numerable others who have been
made better by this method of
themselves
Last week when we were talking imagining
improved.
cures 'are performed
Coue's
by
about the value of
the
influencing
directly
we Bald that the Imagination wai tion or the subconscious imaginamind of
stronger than the will, and thai the people who come to him and
marvellous cures had bean per- therein of course He his marvel
formed by making people imagine lous power.
themselves well,
Evelyn: "Red vaseline" is the
The Coue system Is to have the
product that is taken from the
patient read this formula: "Every
or the pure product beday In every way I am getting bet- fore it is either medicated
or
ter and better." It doesn't matter bleached, which
usually happens
whether you believe this or not. when
You must repeat It 20 times on articles.making up various trade
walking In the morning, 20 times
Anxious:
not need to
lifter you get In bed at night. Coue reduce your Toil do so
weight
much, as
suggests that you have a little you need to correct
your digestion.
string or ribbon with 20 knots In it Observe what it is you
eat on those
and say this formula once for every days when your abdomen
knot. This is a sort of Rosary of so swollen and avoid somebecomes
of the
Health, but the idea is simply to foods until you discover which ones
help you repeat the formula the are disagreeing with you. Build
proper number ot times.
the system also, as perfect
As I said it does not matter up
health would indicate a good diwhether you believe this or not,
you say It 40 times every day, and gestion.
Germaine: Reduce the flesh on
you say it when your mind la apt the hips and legs
by taking exto be relaxed arid sleepy. The idea ercises for this
part of the body.
will gradually go from your conon one foot and throwing
scious to your subconscious mind Standing
out the other one in a kick, makes
and the imagination will take hold an intensive
and begin its good work. I know other one Is exercise for this; an.
body
that people will scoff at this and around a circlerolling the the
bend
making
many of my readers will probably at the hips, while
are
hands
th.
write and tell me this is all non- held at the waistline.
sense. If nonsense, it is perfectly
Peroxide will not
Sixty Five:
harmless.
bleach a switch from grey to white,
Yet the fact that it is not non- so
would
be
It
best
for you to taio
sense is proved by the number of it to a
hairdresser who handles
people Coue hag cured and th. in such work or purchase a new one.

BY

It

EFFICIENT HOUSEKEEPING
By LAURA A. KIRKMAir,

THE SAFEST WAY TO CAN TEAS,
Today I am going to give direct-ion- s
for canning peas cue of tho
lour most difficult vegetables to
can (the others being asparagus,
corn and beans) by the surest
method:
The intermittent cold
method of canning peua: Usepack
only fresh
peas and can as soon after picking
as possible otherwise the "flat
sour," vhlcli manufacturers speak
about, may spoil their flavor when
the can is opened. Shell and sort,
putting peas of the same sise and
maturity together. Now blanch
them according to their age (from
one to three minutes for very young
ones and from three to
minutes for older ones) in theeight
following
solution: Add one teaspoonful of
soda to one gallon of boiling water,
"When you have dipped the peas in
this by means of a cheesecloth bag
(this step is called "blanching"),
you must now "cold dip" them as
follows: Plunge them into a cold
salt bath made by adding one tablespoon of salt to every quart of water
used; let the peas, In their cheesecloth bag, remain in this salt bath
from twenty to thirty seconds, as
this treatment assists in preserving
their green color. Drain well and
pack in sterilized glass Jars to within
inch of the top of the
jar. (By "sterilizing" the glass Jan
mean
I
placing them, side down, in
a pan of cold water to cover well,
and bringing slowly to a boll for
fifteen minutes).
Do not pack your Jars too full of
the blanched peas, as that might
cause some ot the peas to burst
during the processing and make
one-ha- lf

the

Honor

JAE

LONF.MNESS CHANGES
HELEN'S NATURE.
CHAPTER 70.
Had Helen Hunter wanted to
on Jack for anybe revenged
thing she would suroly have had
her wish in the days that followed
Nell Layton's visit her
arraignment of him.
What had become ot the gay,
headless girl he had married? In
her place there had come a qulal.
rather sad looking
who agreed with him In everything, instead of demanding and
A
taking her own way.
who worked hard to
make his home a pink of neatness and his meals delectable,
instead of letting him look out
for himself and her too; a girl-- v
oman who neglected nothing;
who took rebuke without becomCould she be tho
ing angry.
same girl he had lorked in her
room, the girl who had thrown
the breakfast tray on the floor,
then a few hours afterward met
him as jrayly as if nothing had
Jack hnd thought
happened?
Now he
h,er devilish then.
wished to have her back
as she was.
He brought the tickets home,
telling her he had been able to
get fairly good seats in spite of
the popularity ot the Revue,
"That's nice," she quietly replied, then went on wrth her
dinner for s few moments. Finally she said; ''I hope you won't
n,
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Mrs. James Paige.
Minnesota women aio going In
t"ng for political offices. One
woman entered the primaries for
the office of lieutenant governor
of the state, another is trying for
a seat in congress and Mrs. Peter
Oleson will run for a seat in the
senate.
The state legislature,
however, has not been overlooked
for Mrs. Mabeth Hurd Paige of
Minneapolis, Minnn., has announced her candidacy for that body.
Mrs. Paige la flvrector of the
fifth region of the National League
of Women Voters and has been at
work In social service of one sort
and another for twenty years. She
was seven years president of tho
Women's Christian association, an
organisation maintaining
clubs and homes for 700
working women of Minneapolis.
She has been a member of the
budget committee of the Minneapolis Council of social agencies,
which disburses nnnuully the sum
of one million dollars for the char
Itles of the city, a member of the
field committee of the Y. W. C. A.,
and chairman of a speakers' bu.
reau during the war work campaign.
The first cltisenshlp course Riven
by the extension department of the
University of 'Minnesota In cooperation with the League of Women Voters was under Mrs. Paige's
direction, bhe will give her par.
tlculsr Attention, if elected, to laws
governing women and children.

bored."
"Indeed I shan't nor you either
if what I hear of the Revue is
be

any criterion! Dunn told me he
had seen it three times.
A flicker of interest crossed
Helen's face only to pass Immediately.
She dressed without
saying
anything1, and Jack suddenly recalled that she seldom chatted
He read after
with him now.
dinner until bed time and then
often left her with a magazine
in her hand when he retired.
"What makes you so quiet?"
he asked, knowledge
presahiK
upon him, regret making him
long to have her say something,
act as she used to,
"Oh, I don't know! I'm no
more quiet than usual, I guess."
Jack's heart ached, How could
he have allowed her to get Into
this state without noticing it until Nell Layton had scolded him'
He would have been even more

cloudv. Put rttm mill
level teaspoons of
(that is, half
salt, half sugar) In each quart Jar.
Cover the peas with boiling water
to within
Inch of top,
place a scalded new rubber on Jar,
and adjust cover, putting top wire
in place but not pressing down the
side wire.
Place the Jar on a wire rack In
the bottom of your wash boiler, In
hot water that rises above the Jar,
top to the depth of one inch, and
bring this whter to a boll. Then
begin to count time, Let Jt boll one
hour, completely
seal
(that is,
press down side wide)
and let
REGULAR PROGRAM OF
stand twenty-fou- r
hours in ordinary
On tho second CAINE'S
OUTDOOR LIFE ON Y
"CHRISTIAN"
day process again for one hour,
TO BE PICTURED
GIRLS CAMPING TRIP
BY
pushing the side wire up during the
r,
period the Jar is in the
G0LDWYN IN ENGLAND
and again let it stand for twenty,
In beauA full day
four hours. On the third day do the
tiful Cienega, canyon has been
same that Is, process another hour
women
and
the
girls
planned for
with the side wire up.
who will attend the third annual
Then cool and try this test: Push
summer camp of the Y. W. C. A.
up the side wire and remove the
at the Rotary club lodge next
top wire from cap; pick up the enweek. A regular program for each
tire Jar by the glass tap alone. If
flay will be carried out under the
the jar Is perfectly sealed the cap
direction of Miss Florence Adams,
will not come off. Replace
the
girls work secretary of the
wires, label and store.
who will act as camp
director.
With the revival of trade in
The camp program follows:
Germany since the end of the war
7:00 a. m Bugle.
come
movethere has
a distinct
7:30 a. m. Breakfast.
ment among women of intellect to
8:00 a. m. Flag raising.
take their place among those en8:15 a. m. Camp inspection.
gaged in creative work. The field
Ilikei;.
8:30 to 10:00 B. m.
of applied arts seems to have atpeg ball and oilier
baseball,
tracted most of these adventurous
games.
souls, and already the distlncti"c
12:80 p. m. Lunch.
feminine touch is apparent.
1.00 p. m. Rest hour.
2:00 to 4:00 p. m. Camp recreation.
5:30 p. m. Supper.
6:00 p. m. Camp fire.
9:00 p. m. Quiet.
The girl campers will wear only
the most informal and comfortable
clothes for their daytime hikes
m
and games. For the evening meal,
Mas Busch.
however, they will cold cream off
In placing Mae Pusch in tho the day's sunburn and freshen
role of "The up a bit for the gathering around
lending feminine
camp fire, Among the hikes
Christian" Goldwyn directors have the
which will be taken are those to
courageously upset all traditions of Ellis ranch, Rim Rock and the
It has Just been ancasting.
nounced that Miss Busch will im- neighboring mountain villages.
Registrations for the two weeks
personate Gloria Quayle and that
she Is now on the way to England of camp are filling rapidly. The
where Maurice Tourneur will di- first camp will begin on June Ifl
of high school
rect the exteriors for Hall Caine's with a registration
girls and business girls. The secstory.
ond
for
camp
grade school girls
Misi Busch ha become known
on the screen as a seductive siren, will begin on June 27. Miss Marwill find It is not necessary to take
Ogilvle will be camp mother
particularly through her work in garet
it every day, nor to increase the
"Foolish Wives." In "The Chris- for the third time.
dose, and that it is pleasant to the
tian" she must be the daughter of
taste. Bottles can be had at all
a minister, carefully brought up, FORTNIGHTLY CLUB TO
cost
the
is
yet possessing a keen Joy in living.
drug stores, and
only
about a cent a dose. Have no
It will be an entirely different Mae ARRANGE FOR COMING
Busch that the public will see in
hesitancy giving it to a baby in
SERIES OF CONCERTS
the Gloria who leaves the Isle of
arms. It is absolutely safe.
Man to seek a oareer in London as
Final plans for the next winHalf -- Ounce Bottle Free
a nurse and later becomes a metroter's aeries of Fortnightly Music
Foil acape constipation, to cum if you io net
politan stage star.
club
artiste will be made at a
All of the available actresses
rftjuir a Uvtattvt at this moment lit ma tmd
Trial Bottle of my Syrup
a
were considered for the role but special meeting ot the club st
?ou
FREE OF CHARGE m that you wlU
it was decided that Miss Busch and 7:30 o'clock tonight at the studio
nmv It hmiy vthm needed. Simply tend your
no other could give the fire and of Mias Louise M. Nichols in
namt and aiircn to Dr. W. B. CalduitU. ji
the Whiting building. A report of
personality needed.
Wailinjwn St., MtmticeUo, III. Wriu ma coda;.
Richard Dlx will play opposite the promotion committee regardMiss Busch. The company recently ing the concert series for next
sailed for England and Dix was in year will be heard.
no happy mood when the ship sailThe committee
contemplates
ed because he was ordered to take the engagement of three excellent
off ten pounds on the voyage no artists and has an option until
appe- July
Closing ot the proposed
pleasant task with a sea-acontract will be determined by
tite.
the member at the meeting tonight, according to an announce,
210,000 POUNDS WOOL
ment of Mrs. Elisabeth A. BradPOOL
ARE SOLD FROM
ford, president ot the club.
one-na-

if

one-four- th
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Syrup Pepsin will bring
quick relief.
when one of the
MOTHER, is constipated are
you going to give the first laxative within reach? It is dangerous to do so. Some have
been known to rupture the
intestines of little children.
Don't be beguiled by the outside sugary appearance. Look
into the formula. Calomel is

seldom necessary; salts,
minerals, coal tar, never!

Unlike these, Dr. CaldweH's
Syrup Pepsin is admirable for
children, as it is for grown
people, too. Mothers have
been givine It to children for

years. They know it does
and is free from
narcotics. The formula is on
every package, and you can
see it is vegetable, just a combination of Egyptian Senna and
other laxative herbs with pepsin Use it yourself and you
30

not gripe,
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PHELPS.

TIER F IE

WITHOUT COUNTRY

In

regiv.ful could be have real
Helrn'c mind.
From the time
he had threatened her with divorce
because of Barnes, she
had known no real happiness.
Her worry, her anxiety all thost
:Ua jr.he bad spent with
long
hia mother, when even his letters g.ive her no clue as to his
intentions, when save for the
Mmple farm tasks, her work wiih
his mother she had nothing to
take up her mind. Then her efforts to please him, all her
thouKhts centered upon him, trying to mnke up to him for the
disgrace she had almost brought
to him: the unaccustomed loneliness, when day after day she
saw no ope save him. Instead of
spending her timo with her gay
companions, and he most of Iho
time absorbed in a book, or his
plans which while they included
her, were only a little interestinf.
becanso she couldn't focus her
mind upon them.
She looked very young, very
sweet when she was ready. She
had heen about to wear a street
dress and her new turban, but.
.Tack, recalling how she used to
love to wear evening dress, have CHILDREN'S PLAY AT
him )iut on his dinner coat, proCHRISTIAN CHURCH
posed they dress.
"Of course it you would like
A children's play. "Playing Chito," she replied and without another word changed. Her meek- nese School," will be given liy the
so
her
for
from
ness,
different
Junior mission hand of the Broadmer eiit'iuisinsm, chilled him. Ho way Christian church nt an open
made an effort to Joke a littlo meeting this evening for their
but while perfectly pleasant, he grown up friends.
The program
could not coax a laugh.
will begin at 7:45 o'clock.
It was entirely the lack of
The cast follows:
amusement
that had changel Mrs. Morris, a typical mother. .
Mrs. E. Van Cleave
Helen, nlthough that had played
a part, perhaps a considerable Marv her daughter
part. It was the feeling that she
Mury Helen McKnlght
was bf ingr punished; that she had Lizzie
Helen ShnrUer
Mil na Martin
deserved It this time, and must Karah,
take her medicine.
That she John
llnnald McVay
cou'id not rebel, because Jack had Richard
Wlllium Swayne
f irgivrn her when ho might have Florence
Marjorin Van Cleave
thrown her nut that he had Mips Davis, a missionary
made very pluin to her in his
.Mis. i:. l.ovitt
first indignation; and his deter-miinn to turn the uiilmnp"
FE
episode to account. That ho had G. E. WYATT. SANTA
gone to an extreme not intended
TRANSFERRED
OFFICER,
in tlio first place; that Helen's
falling In with all his wishes,
George E. Wyatt. special officer
keeping her promises to the letter, had taken all life, all spirit of the fianta Fe railroad, will leave
from the girl who, while so fool- this morning with his family for
ish, had not meant any wrong Pueblo. Colo., where ho has been
and who had loved him through transferred. He has been with the
special service department here for
everything.
was
Really Jack was now In more the past year. His transfer
Lary.
danger of losing Helen's luvo made at the request of T. O.service
of
special
than ever he had been through superintendent
for the Santa Fe.
liarncs, or through his
The deadly monotony cf
the life ha subjected her lo, w.s
Fifty thousand tons of sonp arc
fast changing her entire nature nanrl nimrv von I. Iw tlin nna'pr lriini- i
and the dured not complain.
dries In the United States,

Damage Heavy; Gila District
Hard Hit; 6,000 Acre
Fire Burning Over Range
of Ed Otero in Datil Forest

ex-'.-

n

luult-flndin-

MANY

PARTSJF STATE

rilWT

Duchess of Crojr,
The Duchesa of Croy, formerly
Miss Nancy Leishman, u beautiful
American heiress, ig now called the
"woman without a country." The
French eourts have denied the right
to French citizenship to the duchess
and her husband.
She lost her
American
citizenship when she
married the foreigner.

BRITISH AVIATOR
GETS A PHOTO OF
GRAVE
BROTHER'S

t liable

for years to obtain a

pic-

ture of his brother. Jack Casey,

who was killed near here in 1918
in a railway accident, V. ,1. Casey,
technical warrant officer in squadron 8 ot the Koyal British air
force stationed at Hinaidl, Baghdad, Mesopotamia, lias made repeated efforts to serine a photograph of his brother's grave here
in AlbiKluorqtie.
After trying for nino years the
British airman communicated with
Hanna and Hanna, local photographers, who, with the assistance
of Father Mandalail. who performed the funeral services, located the
priive yettcrdiiy and took several
The photos
photographs of it.
wore sent to Mesopotamia last
night.
.laej Casey belonged to the
Rrothcrhood ot Hallway Trainmen,
being a member of the 'VVinslow

The timber fire on the southwestern section of the Datil national forest has reached an area
of more than 6.000 acres and was
reported to the district forest office yesterday as being beyond conAlmost 100 men are now
trol.
fighting the flames which are
over land owned by Kd
Otero, who has been absent for
several days visiting ranches in the
He
Jemess section of the state.
was notified of the fire yesterday
and Is expected to arrive at the
scene today.
It is believed that, if the winds
die down today the fire can be put
under control.
Of the several fires reported en
the Gila national forest, the one
at Whitewater creek is probably
the largest and is spreading rapidly, being reported as already having covered more than 1.000 acres.
Two smaller fires In the Gila district are large enough to be serious. Aldo Leopold, of the district
office, is now in the Olla district
supervising the fire fighting operations;
Fires of a more or less eerious
nature are now burning In sevcinl
parts of the state, that on the land
of the Western Lumber company
in the Lincoln national forest near
Alamogordo being one of the moot
destructive.
Lack of rain is responsible for the heavy fire

INJUNCTION
AGAINST

CASES
ALLEGED
RESORTS DISMISSED

proceedings started
attempt to close three alwere dismissed by
resorts
leged
the district court yesterday upon
technical grounds. It Is possible
that new complaints will be sworn
out by the sheriff's ofrice.
Prohibition agents and officials
lot! ire.
from the sheriff's office raided
A five pound note, which Mr. places early this month said to
Hanna will keep as a souvenir, ac- be operated unlawfully by Mable
companied the request for the pic- Mazon, Margaret Grosvenor and
ture ot the grave.
Mdna
Kbner. Complaints
were
filed by the sheriff charging that
Women sludents at the Fniver-sit- y tho places were operating In vioof Pennsylvania, nro planning lation of the law and asking that
the. formation of a polo team.
tho alleged proprietresses be enjoined from so conducting the in.
A .liipanesa
scientist claims he Temporary Injunctions
were isbus mads synthetic petroleum out sued, but upon hearing yesterday
ot fish oil and clay.
the court dismissed the cases.
Injunction

in an

For Your Camping Trip
See Our Large Stock

Auto Beds, Chairs, Stoves and ell kinds
of Tents, Lanterns, Lamps, Flashlights.

Camp Cots,

Big

er Value
I

F there were no other reason for using Dr.
Price's Phosphate Baking Powder, its well- known high quality would be sufficient. But in
addition to this, think of these other advantages!
Dr. Price's is sold at the low price of 25c for a large
can of 12 ounces. It is pure and wholesome and
imparts a fine, appetizing flavor to the food.

It contains nothing to leave a bitter taste
ingredient which is not in itself wholesome.

rnVPLTi

(Br The Asseclatid Frees.)
Casper, Wye., June 16. Approxot
imately 210,000 pounds of woolwere
nearly 500,000 pounds offered
sold from the pool of tho Natrona
County Wool Growers' association
today for $74, 160. The highest
price paid was S7 cents, given byj

RIPPLING

'

Albuquerque's Large Hardware Store

ELMS HOTEL

Opp. Santa Fe Depot

304 North First St.

FINEST ROOMS IN TIip STATE. STEAM REAT. HOT AX!)
COLD WATER. ALL OUTSIDE ROOMS.
Transient Rates: Single, $1 and $1.60! double, 91.60 and $2.00.
With bath, single. $2.00 and $'$.B0; double. 12.50 tod 13.00.
Weekly Rates: With or without private bath. $4.50 to $10.00
per week.

Now gardening Is faddish, and
cheerily I toil, and plant the luscious radish in dark and fertile
soil; and any man is caddish who
would my raptures spoil. Yet always and forever there ia the
grouchy skate, who tries to say
things clever, who leans v.pon
my gate, and mocks my brave
endeavor to keep my pea vines
straight "Oh, there are many
killers to knock your garden
cold," he says, "and bugs and
millers, an 1 perils manifold, and
h
and cutcaterpillars,
worms fierce and bold. Too often
seen
I have
them, where clinging herbage twines? and all these
six-Inc-

TTTs

nn

!"!

New Cook Book Free
the New Dr. Price Cook Book
are 300 delightful recipes
for all kinds of cooking and baking
some of them the most famous
recipes in use today. Every housekeeper will value a copy of this
book which can be had free by
addressing Price Baking Powder
Factory, 1003 Independence Boule'
vard, Chicago, Illinois.

IN

nilYHES

By WALT MASON.
THE GARDEN.

SAVOY HOTEL

rf

Large can. 12 ounces, only 25c

Jeremiah Williams A Co, of Boston for S 2,000 pounds. Because of
the low prices offered nearly half
the wool growers of the county
who were present refused to sell.
Several bids, eome up to 3 cents,
were refused by the growers.

KQRBER & CO.

Just Across from City Hall.

no

1.

ir
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HERE IS WOMAN

wash-boile-

FOR A CONSTIPATED CHILD
A imall dose of Dr. Caldwell'

The ilny
cry fund for tho
i nhlluiitlirnpy in
I II II q 1HTHUC
crows
slowly.
flic splendid big
which
with
Sifts
I lie
fund was
m h y
opened
liuve caused the
smaller contributors to lirsluiie
to the
making tliir donations
No ono would
tlw nursery.
so
ever
withhold a contribution
smnlt which would ndil to tho
and comfort of tlx;
tapplmug mother
and lliclr
working
hollies.
.V visit lo the day nursery,
it
nml visitors aro welcome
iliiring nfimiooii nap
hour, will convince one of tho
excellent work which the instichildren
tution Is doing for othe mu.-t bo
of lono parents
Iho bread winners during tho
small fee is
day. Altlioush aMHIo
patron
eliarged each
Income
tho
is not
his
care,
for
sufficient to keep the nursery
raise Its Indebtedgoing and to
ness. It l for this purpose
that Iho Mornin,? .Inurmil Is
raising a popular fund.
Contribution lo the nurscrv
will ho received Ot, Iho Journal
office and aeknowlcdiiicut will
lie made WW clay. Tho fund
now stands at tint. Increase It
with your own donation today.

HELEN HUNTER'S HUSBAND

AND HEALTH.

IMAGINATION

MORNING JOURNAL
DAY NURSERY FUND

4i

pests, between
them, will kill
your cherished vines, and though
Paris-gree- n
you
them,
they
won't take in their signs. Tour
sweat ru..j in a river, your face
is turning green, your muscljs
throb and quiver, you've worked
so 1 rd, I we. j far better take
your flivver, and burn up gasoline.
For all your peas will perish, your cabbages will die. the
succotash you cherish will bum
UP in July. and. with a sorehead
I ar.'sh, you'll wring ycur hands
ana cry.- - Ana tnus men oneer
the fellow who strives to raise
some
peas; they stand around
and bellow "-- " prophesies like
these, rinti&hla streak ot yellow
gives him Cold :eet and knees.

Baking
powder

SPECIAL!
Some grocer mayhave
a few cans left of Dr.

Price's bearing the

label with the special

advertising offer

re-

cently announced for
a limited period. A big

value at its regular

price, Dr. Price's is an
unparalleled bargainat
this special sale price.
Don't fail to see if your
grocer .has some left!
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The following speech was delivered by O. L,. Phillips of ltaton.
chairman of the republican state
central commute?, at a dinner
Albugiven at the V. M. C. A. at
querque Thursday night:
Mr. Toast master:
Fellow Citizens and Fellow Republicans:
We are met here tonight to open
the republican campaign of 1922.
ha
Your executive committee
conferred upon me the honor of
being your stale chairman from
now until the state convention. I
accept this liluli honor with full
appreciation of the important duties and the high responsibilities
which it entails.
It is fitting and proper that on
nn occasion of this kind your ing
coming chairman should say
of his plans and outline his
program.
For a year and a few months
the republican party In the nation
and the present republican state
administration have been in charge
of the affairs of the government In
the nation and in our state.
leniKTatio HliiiKlcring.
in 920 the republican party wan
swept into power by the greatest
popular majority ever given by
our American electorate. To a republican president and congress
was delegated the task of solving
the greatest problems that ever
confronted
a sovereign nation,
These problems were both foreign
and domestic. They were the result of the grentest war in history
and eight years of democratic
blundering, waste and extravagance.
Thirty million of the
world's best manhood and womanhood were either dead or hopelessly crippled and rendered nonwere
The nations
productive.
staggering tinder a war debt of
four hundred thousand
million.
For example, the debt of Franee
euunlled (10 per cent of her total
wealth and she was still continuing to live beyond her means.
Foreign currency was demoralized the rate of exchange was at
low ebb, and foreign trade was
pome-thin-

1

We were still technically at war
with cjermany.
From tho Pacific there came
In
rumblings foreboding trouble.
the offing were grave latent dangers of future war.
At home we found a public debt
of twenty five billions and our unfinished debt of three billions.
Our appropriation" for the vear
ending June 30, 1919, had been
$27,615.000. noo.

War Time Tax Measure.
war time tax measure was
rapidly drying up the sources of
revenue. A deranged credit had
caused liberty bonds and municipals to drop to S3. The agrlcultur- al industry,
tho baslo industry
which includes almost
(
of our population, because of an
' all
too rapid liquidation
was
threatened with bankruptcy. Undesirable immigrants seeking to
nvoid the burdens of war torn
Europe, were flocking to our
our
country further increasing
unemployment and making more
difficult the problem of our own
working man and against this
flood of immigration there was no
law affording adequate protection.
The business of the country was
still in an inflated condition. The
cost level was too high. Freight
rates were decidedly too high and
American business was struggling
against necessary decrease in production and transportation costs.
The war machlno whoso legitimate
had ended was still
functions
running, amuck and sapping the
financial resources of our government.
The same domestic problems
that confronted our national government in a considerable measure confronted our state government. Tho cost of government
had to be reduced, tho efficiency
of government had to be improved. To get a great deal more
but spend a great deal less was
the problem that confronted us,
Accept the Challenge.
My fellow republicans, tho democrats charged that we have done
nothing. We accept the challenge.
We will stand on tho record we
A

one-ha-

lf

BEATEN WAR LORD

jj

LATEST poSE

GIVEN

AT DUKE CITY

IY REPUBLICANS

h

PHILLIPS

be entirely caught up state budget law, were lost at the
by next month.
special election.
Our state government today is
To secure our labor from a flooo
conditio!
of European immigration, a law in a Bounu iinanciai
was enacted limiting immlgratioi Only in two departments of govnational-nothere
has
ernment
been any conto but 3 per cent of the
siderable Increase of cost in New
in America.

partment will

Permanent Turiff J .aw.
protect American labor nnrt
industry from a flood of cheapt.
made goods, the republican part;
have made. Every problem, and set
about to enact a permanen
many more than I have mentionthis law wilf be en
ed, have been squarely met and tariff law nnd
is being solved. America is sure- - acted at the present session of
ly and certainly returning to
The man bit hardest by the desafe, sane, normal and prosperous
the war was
condition. Of all the great na- flation which followed
lie stoo"
tions of the world she alone has our American xarmer.
effrom out the helpless against the destructive An
moved forward
liquidation.
quagmire in which the war left fect of immediate
was
immediate!)
emergency tariff
her.
The republican party on com passed. The agricultural credit
the
bill,
laws,
and the ex
packers'
ing into power by resolution gave
us peace with American honor portation of farm products law anu
miheld American traditions and the
marketing bll
American institution sareguaraea have all been enacted.
is
It
unnecessary for me to ca
and American rights fully and
to the attention of the New Mex
adeouatelv protected
ico
'banker
leadership
the
and cattlemen the ben-eunder
America,
or the loans mado
of omj great president, Warren O.
hy the wai
Harding, and tho directing hand finance corporation, or to tho New
of one of the greatest secretaries
of state that ever was elevated
to that distinguished office, Charles E. Hughes, called, held and
a world's confer
consummated
ence of the nations. A conference
characterized by Admiral Kato as
lax law reduced the
a work that will live as long as Peoples tax bill JSIS.OOO.OOO
per
histnrv and declared by Lloyd
George and Paul Hymanns to be created Wtmen' bureau r,a,
Wn
world
peace
work
for
the greatest
W made a
m"tfIllt'
in history.
ana
balance of the nro
To

.

l

'.'

Knded Naval Competition
In twelve weeks this conference
'''Hen into
ranMi
nnrieri iinval oomnetltlon and lift
Ur "na"C'aI
situa""
will
permit
and
the
great
ed from the nations
of
naval
burden
ever increasing
n rmn mpnt.
The serious and menacing probout of Japan's
lems growing
21 points and the secret treaty
nf 1915 were met and eoivea. mr. greatly improved
19
Uoot presented- and the nations
""Teasing.
by unanimous vote endorsed what ?urnll.n?UStries Rrp Kradually ret
s
ma8
tUrEn
has been called cnina
condillon.
.Prosperous
wo
Charta in four items: (1) hover
eientv and independence and in- c2"?dK , Recount, are 50 per
the high water mark of
tegrity. both politically and administratively; (2) Tho provisions
"nc"v
"nds and mune
are
nicipals
above par.
for internal composure;
nnon
ilnnr. and (4) Security
Capital and labor are working
a tr.i Inst
outside intervention for out their own nr.blenis in a bet
ter spirit and more friendly and
any national advantage. The can
al better
nPl'lntion of the
relation is being established.
of
the
Yap
settlement
tho
For such a record the republi
liance,
Island question, the restoration of can party needs make no apology.
nnd the giving up of
sh.nntnni?.
uiir uwn state.
the most serious of Japan's 21
Coming now to our own state.
These
about.
were
Governor
Mechem's
brought
program of
points,
the legislation In all Important
guarantee
accomplishments
partic
peace of the Pacific for many de- ulars nas been enacted into law.
cades to come.
Unfortunately some of the consti
tutional amendments, such as the
Foreign Affairs.
Slav I quote from a summary of
our accomplishments in foreign affairs by Hon. S. I). Fesa, congressman from Ohio:
"it is with pardonable pride
that out of this caldron of alwarfare, with
most universal
more or less
every relation
strained by both the actual war
SALIVATES
and tho uncanny confusion na-to
follow after the war, this
tion has emerged with itB sovinereignty and independence Its
tact, its rights all conserved,
rivalits
disputes nil composed,
ries all allayed. Its friendships
with all nations strengthened,
and its moral leadership uniThe Very Next Dose of this
versally conceded, the wrongs
to China corrected, and the way
Treacherous Drug may
the
opened for composure in recorient. I challenge the
Start Trouble
ord to produce a greater
achievement in the history of
You know what calomel Is. It's
diplomacy."
mercury: quicksilver. Calomel Is
At home congress set about to dangerous.
It crashes Into sour
economy.
of
a
out
program
carry
bile like dynamite, cramplns and
It proceeded to 10 aismarmo mo sickening you.
attacks the
war machine. Federal employes at bones and shouldCalomel
never be put into
were reduced from
Washington
your
system.
In the country
119,000 to 73,000.
If you fesl blllnus, headachy.
at large 320,278 federal employes constipated
and all knocked out.
were dropped from the roll.
Just
go to your druggist and get
11 in I
get I aw.
bottle
Dodson's
of
a
Liver Tone for
Then came tho enactment of the
which is a harmless
national budget law. This together a few cents
substitute for dangerous
with reorganization of the federal vegetable
end all "pork bar- calomel. Take a spoonful and if it
departments will will
doesn't
start
your liver and straigh
be an effectrel" legislation;
ten you up better and quicker than
ual barrier to wasteful expenditure
and will prevent all unnecessary nasty calomel ana without making
you sick, you Just go back and get
duplication.
money.
The effect of our efforts to econ your
Don t take calomel!
snown
It makes
is
jii
omize in government
sick
of
costs
the next day: It loses vou
you
comparative
the following
.
a day's wor! Dodson't Liver Tone
government:
straightens you right up and you
The cost of our gov
feel great. No salts
necessary.
ernment in
Give It to the children because It
$19,000,000,000
waa "'
Is perfectly harmless and can not
7,500,000.000
6,500,000,000
salivate.

h'Ufrturlns
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CALOMEL

LOOSENS

It will "ultimately be reduced to i
billions.
and
Bv a reorganization ot tne agen
disabled veterans,
with
cies dealing
thev have been concentrated unde
one head. In this service $1,500, J
000,000 hag been expended, adou.
775,000 cases have been decided;
one-ha-

Bbout 103,000 sti11

remaln' Thisde'
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Yearly

Program of Wide Appeal

A

A Company That Is All the
Name Implies at
hal Usolute DnW that iucan b healed in all clltnjtei
THE) INHALANT METHOD.
Reu,l

Dr. Biiird

btrculoil
bT

J. P. Morgan.
J. P. Morgan, American financier,
is one of tho outstanding delegates
at the international conference of
bankers to decid-- on tho Gorman
request for a loan.

CHAUTAUQUA

ara nation-widFor farther particular
addreaa THE INHALANT METHOD CO..
Sulta 0J Union League Bldg Key No.
I J, Los Angelea, CaliC.

j

The National Association of Ice
Cream Manufacturers will hold its
annual convention at Cleveland
during the third week in August,

pji

f
n.

tv.ii

Fifth Near Main, Los Angeles
A Room and a Bath for a
Dollar and a Half.
Rates $1.50 to $3.00
kvery room a cooi outside room

fill?

....
t!'.f THE BRYSON
IFPW

(JKfcs

.v 1?''" ; a

Wtlfthlrw lioulrvu rd, T.oa Angelea
L n
A MOKKBN
ArA.KT.UKNT
t
HOIKI,
..gi.ta ??n J J In Exclusive Residential District, within eaay reach
23
of
and
center.
9I.
business,
shopping

Sfi)"i,,nl
n4 jr. .a..M f

Mala

Service

"QCF.KN OF THK CALIFORNIA

Garaes.

Commissary

BEACHES''

g
Most popular and
resort on tho entire Coast. Visit
"The Walk of a Thousand Lights" Long Beach's famous "Plko" the
Coney Island of tho West. Five miles 6f safe, white sandy beach,
mammoth indoor plunge, golf links, splendid hotels, apartments and
million dollar
cottages to suit all classes. Home of the
hotel Virginia. Long Beach is a beautiful residential city as well as
a resort. Finest of churches, schools, clubs, etc. Cool and delightful
summer climate. Write for literature.
fastest-growin-

world-fame-

d

ira

CHAMIIER OF COMMERCE,
I'fing; Beach. California.

GaMs
Ehalto

1840

tig

I

IpartMts

Room
Rooms,
Rooms,

2.00

toilet..
batlr... t.

t.MI-S.O-

.

Single
Double

SO 3

00

50--

CORNER

3.00-7.0- 0

SUITES.
tS.OO to M OO
17.00 to SS.O

Free Auto Busses Meet
Trams.

Thone

1870-.-

-

.....

Double.

3.00

fl.MI

is

exclusive Resort
Medium of New
Mexico

PLAN

filncln.
1.60-5-

TWENTI

orth Third,

44-ye- ar

All

This Great Outdoors

Add This Cool Sea Voyage to
';
Your California Trip

repairs the waste of work and worry almost magically
I was "run down" and in need of
rest and new. diversion.
In three weeks I was
a new
man. I took my wife and children, and
we were all repaid, following that vacation, by the most healthful year that we
had ever known.
The result is we have spent six summers there since then. '
This great outdoors, so enchanting
and so different, repairs the waste of
woric and worry almost magically,
You can't appreciate it till you know
bv exoerience.
A myriad interests are provided.
4,000 miles of paved motor roads take
you to the mountains, sea shores, Jakes,
trout streams, fertile valleys, old Spanish missions, a desert like Sahara, to
fine golf courses, to impressive canyons

Refreshing ocean breezes freedom to move about
on a roomy, luxurious steamship dancine and other
enjoyable pastimes these pleasures await you now
in California.

;

BETWEEN SAN FRANCISCO and LOS ANGELES
Wonderful meali and service. Large, airy,
standard
staterooms or De Luxe suites with twin heds, shower baths, and
other conveniences.
two-bert- h

Doesn't hurt a bit! Drop a
on an aching
little "Freezone"
corn. Instantly that corn stops
nurtinR, then ehortly you lift It
rljrlit off with lingers. Truly!
Your druggist sells a tiny
bottlo of "Freezone" for a few
cents, sufficient to remove every
hard corn, soft corn, or corn between the toes, and the calluses,
without soreness or Irritation.

DON'T CARRY
MONEY ON YOUR
TRIP
Money May Be

Lost

Stolen

or

Our Travelers' Cheques
are cashable everywhere,
are safe from- theft and
may be replaced if lost.
-

MONUMENTS
Memorials of the Better
Kind.

"We Pay the Freight"

G. E. Fletcher
MONUMENT

WORKS

Let Us Equip You For
the Trip.

First Savings Bank
and
Trust Company

ALBt'QlTUQUE,

N.

Tickets, on way end round trip, may be routts
L. A. 6. S. Co. between Stn Francltoo and Los
Angelas
all alf. . Maala mnA ha4k
tlm. fara

,

'

-

'
-

your local R. R. ticket agent, or terKs or older,

LOS ANGELES STEAMSHIP. CO
SAN FRANCISCO
R. V. Crowder, O.P.A.
SS5 Market St.

LOS ANGELES
R. F. Cullen, D.P.A.
S17 So. Spring St.

.Jn Los Angeles
77he Orcar Hotel lhat Setms Lib
'

'

'f.all

By day

.!

tporb) aw) aocUI

'

'

J

Home?

adMtiei center here.

yAtnightthfainous'KaMrtClorofrdaiK.

ior
inf. Kancno liolt UUO lor an gucia.
booklet and L bet I Uook OC KOCtpea. wmra bjuji

Lbs Angeles' leading downtown

Arc is

Chamber of Commerce Bldg.

(,,,

i

,j

M

k ALEXANDRIA

Decide now

that you will go thUum- to
Southern
California for the best
m?r
'
,
trip of your life.
SPccia,Iow-r,a,round trip fares
May 15th No more War Tax. ?
Ask any railroad ticket
for fur-thcr information, or mail agent below.'
coupon
nou ney wi!1 ree"t it.)
yPmi J
glad
your life.
e'

nTj

Sec. 4035, Los Angeles, California'

The overate mean temperature
SoDtiiern California for the
past 44 yeara (U. S. Weather
Bureau Kecordi) is as follows:
70
August, 71
iune. 66 J air,
60.
The sane records show that a
great city in the center el this
section has on the srersre onlr
one day in June, two aaya in
July, three in August and three
in September when the ther

mometer touches or exceedt (0
degrees.
. The air ia usually dry, so higher
arc comfortable
temperatures
here that would be uncomfortable in the East where humidity
emphasises best.
Southern
California
avert res
309 days of sunshine.
Summer
ia the rainless season so you csn
plan on perfect weather tor your

i

-

.

I

Temperature

In

1

"

and sublime mountain retrcats'A
And all are WItllin 9 fmt hnurr 'r',H2
by motor car. train, boat or trollev from
the ninth city in size in the United
States. .You can even climb a
peak by
trolley.
Where else can you find these fea- -'
.
tures this great difference and invalu-abl- e
change ? Why do the "usual things"
each summer ? Why not
something like
this?

Club of Southern California

All-Ye- ar

M.

SMSSM

that you will not "do
thing this summer, but

now

1

COO

LEAK

An Easterner

Not Youth's Fountain, but as near to
that long sought for panacea as anythat you will see new scenery, do new thing you'll ever find
things in fact, live ' a new life for a few. Vl I an easterner was once
sent to
weeks at least if
i
i Southern California in the summer
by a
Decide now that you'll know the value
physician, of this complete change that has won
I remember my first comment "why,1
the favor of so many people that
it's
too warm to go there during sumyou'll rejuvenate yourself m mind and mer.'-1.
A'.
in
this
that
now.
body
you, perhaps,
way
But
he showed me U. S. Weather
think impossible.
Surprise and delight yourself with Bureau figures taken from a
this experience. Try it, as I did, and record and proved my mistake to me. (
then come back and tell your friends
These figures afre printed on this an--'
what you have found, y "
nounccment.
Read them for yourself. '

DECIDE

ftr.t Auto torn Mem An Tmimjy

100

BAD

eciae IN OW

to spend your 'vacation irot
Different Place

Htrttf, Los Aafelea,
California.
Sixth Street Car to Union, Single end
double apartments. Three blocks from
Westlake Park. Phono Wllahlre 4734.
K. C. WARN AS, Manager.

Bass

T

By

100

217

SQLD

1

Rend tho Announcements
of California's Famous Hotels, flcnlth
Hiwh and Mountain Resorts and Solve "That Outing Problem"
and
Full
Literature
Information by Writing Direct, or at Free Infor
mation Uureau nt Office of the .Morning Journal,

EUROPEAN

O. K. Sheet
Metal Works

Colic.
Diarrhoea
EVERYWHERE -

--

VAPO RUES
W 7 Million Jan Used

California Hotels, Health
and Summer Resorts

Bates IVr Day:
100 Rooms

ft

'

(SS9

The Journal

keep It so.

Pain in the Stomach and
Bowels. Intestinal Cramp,

The Oratorio Artists

are Boon "nipped in the bud"
Without "dosing" by use of

lf

auto radiator means that
the water is gradually dripping
out and sooner or later you
won't be able to keep any water
circulating. That of course means
trouble. Avoid all that let us put
your radiator in condition and

FOR THE RELIEF OF;

ABYS COLDS

Col-m-

TEETH

In your

;

M asterly Melody
Sumptuously Staged

4,065,000,000

1922

A

Biiiia

Harvey. Chief Justice nnd Mrs.
Taft who will be in tendon at that
time also will bo present.

,

Anglo-Japane-

Lift Off with, Fingers

Man-chnr-

ACCEPT IXVJTATIO.VS.

LATEST PHOTO OF
London, June 15. King George
AMERICAN BANKER and Queen Mary have accepted invitations to be guests at dinner on
TAKEN IN LONDON June
24 of Ambassador and Mrs.

()

CORNS

Gen. Chang Tso Lin.
Gen. Chang Tso Lin was in a fail
way to realize bis ambitions to control China when Gen. Wu Pei Fu
interfered. Chang's Manchurian
army wm defeated at the gates of
Peking; and he is now back in
north of the great wall.
Chang's commission as fpvertor A
Manchuria has been taken away by
the Peking; government, but he still
controls the province. He is a
tner bandit Recent dispatches
stated his troops had mutinied.

Mexico since statehood. These are
roads and schools. The republican
party will never take a backward
step on these two important matters which mean more than any
other factors in tho development
of our state.
When I came to Colfax coun.
to the little town of French In
1909. you could travel from
in the south to Ilaton in the
north of that county, on a prairie
road which had 'never felt the blade
of plow or grader, and see but
three school houses and ono high
school all alniif,- the way. Now I
travel from Katon to Colmor over
well constructed
and
surfaced
highways. I see at Raton a magnificent county high school with a
gymnasium, both fully
splendid
equipped, another high school at
Maxwell, with trucks gathering t..
children from over 10,000 Rcres of
irrigated lands a similar situation
at French, Colmor, Miami, Cimar
ron and Springer.
Jjiws Knactetl.
My friends, these things cost
money but they are worth it. But
in getting them we are entitled to
a dollar's return from each dollar
we expend.
To bring this about
a highway limiting overhead exauditor's
pense, the educational
law, and tho budget features of
enacted
tax
were
code
tho
by our
The educational
last legislature.
auditor, by Joint conference in the
(Continued on Page Seven.)
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of Masonry As Reflected in Some of the
Leading Events of History

4

of-

portraying the growth o
Masonry as reflected In some of the
leading events In history, and revealing noted characters proudly
claimed by the Masons as members
the
of their fraternity, marked
close tonight of the golden jubilee
Noof tho Ancient Arabic Order,
bles of the Mystic Shrine.
Nothing of this nature ever has
been presented by the Shrincrs before, although their organization Is
composed of Masons.
Installation of James S.
of Honolulu, as imperial
potenato concluded the annual
meeting of the Imperial council of
the Shrine. He succeeds Ernest
Allen Cults, of Savannah, Ga.
BeRliining with legendary traces
of Masonry many
centuries ago,
down through the crusades, electriin tonight's
illuminated
floats
cally
parade portrayed the development
of the Masonic order up to the present time.
Among the events depleted were
Paul Kevere's ride, signing of the
declaration of Independence,
presentation of a Masonic
apron to George Washington, the
establishment of a public school by
Washington, the fall of the bastilo
and Garibaldi unifying Italian Masonry.
Sacramento, California was the
only successful applicant for a dispensation for provisional temple,
the petition of eight other cities being rejected on the ground that
these localities already were adequately served by existing temples.
Four whose dispensations were
ranted lant year Were granted
charters today. They were: Tigris
Temple, Syracuse, N. T.; Al Bedoo,
Billings, Mont.; Mahl. Miami, Fla.,
and Anah, Bangor, Maine, Sacra
mento's temple will be known as

A pageunt

Bon All.

Before adjournment of the Imperial council, Imperial Potentate
STcCandless.
known generally as
"Sunny Jim." was presented by
Islam Temple of San Francisco
with a gold plate commemorative of
the forthcoming visit of the islam
hand, patrol and chanters to
"Our order Is one of sunshine
and smiles," said the Tetlrlng Im
perlal potentate, Ernest A. Cutts,
"but in order to be happy, we have
found that we must scatter our
smiles among others. Some do not

-

Z '4SM:W-n-

kl

Above, Ka Klux Klanners ready for
midnight ceremony in the gar")
of the order. Below, K. K. K.
altar and kle.gle with black robe.

Because of a labor dispute In the
printing industry, no city directory
has been published In Chicago for
the last six years.

to Come to This Store, Buy a Regular
Iron, Use It for Two Weeks, and If

Nux-ate-

Electric Irons

$5.00

Sure to Please and Fully Guaranteed.

K0RBER & CO.

Hardware Department.

Phone 878

miw

m
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This Is Just An Announcement
of Special Values for
FRIDAY AIID SATURDAY
I,anndry Soap, 10 rakes for
Toilet Soap, 6 cakes for
Double Mesh Hair Nets, 3 for
Iiaillcs' Vests, i for
ladles' Union Suits
Ladles' rink Vests
Bungalow Aprons
Children's I'lay Suits
Boys' Overalls, size 16.....'
Men's Socks, 7 pairs
Mimes' Gingham Dresses
Bathing Suits
Baby Cups, each

35c
25o
25c
50c

,

9u
:

Tubs

,.,

39c

.,,...980

$1.00
$1.00
$1.00

..$1.00

,

$1.00

79c

riCXIO SUPPIJES OP ALIj KINDS
,
Spoons, 3 for
2
dozen for
,
Plates,
Wax Paper, roll
Napkins, bunch

Water Glusses
lee Tea Glasses
Pitchers
Dish Pans
Water Palls
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BY FIERCE

I

FIRE

New York, June 15. Fire swept
the seashore
bungalow
through
325,000 Employes, Prob- colony at Arverne, between Kock-awa- y
and Far Rockaway tonight
ably Will Be Announced

j

t " ij

iS

'

i nivI
nriiwrn
MP II I r II II
New Cut, Affecting
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Today

Nearly

and destroyed between 600 and 700
buildings. More than a score colonists, overcome by smoke while
fighting to save their effects, weru
rescued by firemen and policemen.
A ravine lies in a narrow part
of the Rockaway peninsula and
stretches across from Jamacia hay
to tho sea. The blaze, believed to
have started in a hotel, spread to

at Chicago.

(By The Annoclutfd

Trem.)

Chicago, June 15 (by tho Asso
ciated Press). Delay in the prep
aration of the minority opinion of
tho railroad labor board's newest
order prevented
wage reduction
the expected announcement of tho
decision tonight.
It was said tie
board hoped to have the decision
ready for the publlo by tomorrow.
Following the completion of a
lengthy majority opinion. Bald to
cut around $30,000,000 from the
payroll of 326,000 employes, labor
members of the board began work
on a lengthy protest.
The new cut will affect nearly
and station em800,000 clerks
ployes. 12.000 signal men. 10,000
stationary ftremen and oilers and
6,000 train dispatchers.
The latter
class, however, will not come un- dnr the new slaBh, which becomes
effective July 1.
Strike ballots continued to roll
Into headquarters of the six railway shop crafts, whose,
triple
barreled vote on the question of
striking against the wage cut and
other unsatisfactory
conditions,
was ordered last week. The men
have ten days left In which to get
their pink, blue and white slips
Into Chicago.
"We are expecting nearly a 100
per cent vote this time," said John
Scott, secretary of the craft, to"This is the most eorious
day.
situation that has come up In recent years, and the men are thoroughly dissatisfied with the situation. The ballots show a distinct
attitude In favor of a walkout.'1

National

know how de-

licious olive
oil

:,

.'.
,

,

WATCTI OUR WINDOWS.

8c
15c
5o

...10c

5c
5c
75c
39c

.....10c
...98c

(Continued from Page Six.)

Official figures show that there
are more than 800,000 machinists!
In the United
States, compared
with 461.300 in 1910.

this is done my duties and re
sponsibilities will terminate.
To do these things we must have
an organization in every district,
county and precinct, alive, active,
up and doing. I am a busy man
and must necessarily delegate
much of the detail to others. In
bringing this about I want the
help, the suggestions and the co
operation of every republican.
If we take this record to the
people without doubt we may con
fidontly expert a favorable verdict
at their hands.

From Perfect Olives"
Be fair to your
stomach! Avoid
danAerouft"oHsn

and substitutes.
A sit for

Old Monk
Olive Oil the

kind the best
chefs use.

Sale

Clean-u- p

CHOICE OF ENTIRE STOCK OF

Ladies' and Misses' Tweed and Mixture Suits
BEAUTIFUL LINES, FINEST MATERIALS, AT A

i

Drastic

Season-En- d

Clearance

At These Three Low Prices

j

$10.00

$19.75

$14.75

INCLUDING THE BEST IN THE SHOP.

Also Every Coat, Cape or Wrap at

Clean-O- p

Fragrant and
Very Healthful

value-givin-

g,

Ready-to-We-

"CHIL DRENS"

ITH THE TREMENDOUS INCREASE
jn motoring and motor transportation the
absolutely
ned
gasoline and motor
vital. Whole communities depend on them and
hiust served. The Continental
Company
alive
is
this growing demand in the
the
&ocky Mountain region and to meet it
is constantly extending and
fullest possible

And apace
improving its
its service, the uniform, high
with
scope
quality its products is scrupulously maintained.

Chairs

rest

THE CONTINENTAL OIL COMPANY

ONE CENT TO ONE DOLLAR STORES CO.
321 W. CENTRAL AVE.
PHONE 299

ar

m

I?

Reclining

Prices

The thrifty people of Albuquerque have made possible the rapid growth of
the NATIONAL GARMENT STORE, they believe in this store and its great,
without their confidence this store would not have attained
er
so prominent a position here in so short a time. Learn to economize by buy
ing at this progressive "Cash Ladies' and Children's
Shop,"
that carries the most complete assortment, not only in Albuquerque but the entire Southwest. Style and economy are combined here and will be our continuous policy.

Cuticura Talcum

LIi4--

Mi

NEW ARRIVALS EVERY DAY
In New and Dainty Organdie, Georgettes, Ginghams, Cantons,
Dotted Swisses, Voile Dresses. Also Beautiful Assortment of
.
Blouses, Skirts and Sweaters.
.
BE SURE TO SEE THEM BEFORE YOU DECIDE

light-heart-

is

can beun-til-l

you try

WOMEN MEN ADMIRE
counties will this year, under the
Men admire a pretty face, a
budget laws, save tho taxpayers of
good figure, but more than all ji
our state approximately $500,000
buoyant disposition and the charm
without any loss In school effiof happy content.
There is no
ciency.
question but what a
We hear complaints about taxes.
of a man'f
woman
the
is
Joy
Taxation it 95 per cent a local
life, but no woman can be happy
matter. Take the county of Berand Joyful when dragged down
For every
nalillo, for instance.
by the aliments that so often deJ100 in taxes collected the state
velop headaches, backaches, nergovernment receives the following:
vousness and "the blues."
For roads the state receives out
We are continually publishing
of this J100. $2.31. This goes back
in this paper letters from women
to the counties in the proportion
exis
who
have been restored to health
SANTA FE PRIEST IS
of their taxable value. It
aid
by Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
pended to carry out the offederal
KILLED IN ACCIDENT Compound after doctors and oththe state
program. The people
er medicines have failed to help
on this question
spoke decisively election
fall.
last
Santa Fe, June 15. Brother them. If you are ill why not give
at the special
Michand
it a trial.
roads
director
St.
they
of
Charlemagne,
They want good
ael's college, Santa I'o, was killed,
want federal aid.
and Brothers Amado and Andrew,
For Education.
Inof the faculty, were seriFor school and educational $4.36 members
ously injured today when an auto
stitutions the state receives
it truck in which they were ridin:
out of this one hundred dollars, and
went over an embankment
and
J
goes back also to tho counties
WOMEN'S
OUTFITTERS
turned over, near the town of Glo- educational
itimhuiiuji..
the
east
miles
of
Fe
Santa
'rieta,
twenty
funil.
For interest and sinking an(j .The truck was filled with some
M. OSOFF, Manager.
the state receives sixty corns, '';tv;enty persons, etulenta oce.om- for all other state olf.u0t"h7s
by several of the brothers.
ALWAYS SOMETHING NEW.
free of Cotfem Latamtorlea, Dpt
selYha?
route to the mountains for a pic Sample
X, MaldaM, Mm. 2Sc. everywhere.
Thus we
out of nic.The truck failed to make a turn
for purely state purposes,collected
on a down grade and went over the
each one hundred dollars
reembankment.
The heavy Hitler! of
in Bernalillo county the state
$5.00.
lens
than
the truck parliclly protected a
ceives
We have given tho counties and large number when the car turned
over. Six or seven of the students
municipalities a budget law. This
were badly bruised.
system is recognized as the best
in
economy
about
way of bringing
PRAY CAPTURES TROPHY.
local matters. The law. however,
the
Wllmineton, Del., June 15. J
will have to be applied by offiSimpson Dean, former
local county and municipal
state
a
not
title holder, captured the
and
local
cers. It Is a
trophy for the low gross score toproblem.
As evidence of economy In the day in the qualifying rounds of the
call Middle Atlantic Golf association's
present state administration, it Iaboltournament over the links of the
attention to the fact that
Country club. He led
ished E3 appointive offices, eath aWilmington
field of eighty-si- x
players with
with salaries ranging from 1,500 a score
of 73 for the eighteen holes.
to $2,500 per year.
Other Mensures Enacted.
Othor measures enacted by our
last legislature are:
1.
A law relieving against forCareless Shampooing
feiture and cancellation of state
land contracts and providing a Just
Spoils the Hair
owners
equimethod of assessing
contracts.
land
In
state
ties
2. An
highway law,
Soap should be used very carewhich abolished county highway fully, if you want to keep your
hair looking its best. Most soaps
superintendent.
3. Tho abolition of the mounted and prepared
shampoos contai
too
much alkali. This dries th
police.
A blue sky law.
4.
tho
makes
hair brittle, and
scalp,
6. A law reorganizing the In- ruins it.
The best thing for steady use
surance department.
.
An
act providing equal Is mulsifled cocoanut oil shampoo
In
the
duties
and
powers, rights
(which is pure and greaseless),
and is better than anything else
parents of minor children.
7. A stringent law against vice you can use.
Two er three teaspoonfuls ef
and against gambling.
t. An
game and fish Mulsifled In a cup or glass with
a little water Is sufficient to
An act abolishing the legal cleanse the hair and scalp thoradvisor to the governor.
oughly. Simply moisten the hair
10. A department of publlo welwith water and rub it in. It
makes an abundance of rich
fare.
11. An act limiting the hours creamy lather, which rinses out
for
of employment of women engaged easily, removing every particle of
oils is
in manual labor.
dust, dirt, dandruff and excess oil.
The hair dries quickly and evenly,
12. A child labor law.
13. An act appointing a comand it leaves the scalp soft, and
missioner to represent New Mexico the hair fine and silky, bright,
in the settlement of rights to the lustrous, fluffy and easy to manbe
Oil
waters of the Colorado and San age.
cocoa-ncan
You
Mulsifled
gat
basins.
Juan
to
oil shampoo at any pharmacy,
keenly
1. A law providing a comprehensive system of assessment and it's very cheap and a few ounces
taxation and a complete budget will supply every member of tho
to
system In counties, school districts family for months. Be sure your
Mulsifled.
gives
you
and municipalities,
druggist
15.
The law providing for a
degree
survey of the Rio Grando valley.
Prond to bo a Republican.
facilities for service.
Time does not permit me to go
more into detail here. The record
of the achievement in state and
of
the
In nation makes me proud to be a
republican and proud of the honor
of
.
you have conferred upon me.
The placing before the electorate
of Now Mexico the facts of this
Free drainage of crank-case- s
at Continental Stations.
record is my program: to tell them
. $5.20
these facts fully, clearlv and truly
is my purpose. I h'.e no candi;
CONOCO
POLARINE
,
date for any office; I shall rot
Make your
But I
sponsor any candidate.
complete this sumThe Perfect Motor Oil
Gasolin
Balanced
The
of
know that our republican state
mer with one
convention, composed of delegates
our comfortable
"Gold Medal" reGARGOYLE MOBILOILS
clining chairs, at
WTMi SURELY HELP OTHERS
15.20. These have
The condition of the human body
solid wooden frames
Buy Gtneco Ctapcn Bk$. Thty sen Umt and bather matni
Is reflected by the condition of the
duck covergood
(Aonf. They art food at any Continental Settle Station,
and
blood. If the kidneys
kidneys
ings and Just the
are not functioning properly, waste
foot rests. A
right
products and poisons cannot be
to
call
phone
eliminated.
Kheumatlo
pains,
409-delivers one
swollen, aching and stiff joints and
Boite
to
(A Colorado Corporation)
door.
your
and blurred
muscles, dizziness
Butte
DENVER
Pueblo
vision are symptoms of kidney
trouble.
Mrs. A. Lechnor,
1128
Cheyenne
Great Falls
Main Ave., Clifton, N. J writes:
ca
Albuquerque
Salt Lake City
'Foley Kidney Pills have helped
me and I gladly give you permission to use this testimonial, for
they will surely help.'1 Sold every,
where.

stomach trouble, kidney disease, nerve force exhaustion or some
other serious ailment. I have had people come to mo thinking they
had heart trouble, because they often had pains and palpitation of
the heart, sudden dizziness, faintness or spots before the eyes. In a
great many of these cases, the moment Iron was supplied, all of these
d
We make this offer because Genuine
symptoms disappeared."
Iron contains true organic iron like the Iron in your blood. So
many people are deficient In Iron who would surely be benefited by
this remarkable remedy, that we recommend that you come right to
the Alvarado Pharmacy and get your bottle of Nuxated Iron. Use it
for two weeks, and note the Improvement In your own case in
If you are not more than surprised
.strength, energy and endurance.
at the results, Just bring back tbe wrapper and we will promptly refund your money without question.

iirvi'lii'm

'
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nroieinu

You will never

last year
to prevent unauthorised use of the
Shrine name and emblems will
continue its work, McCandless
stated. Ho said an energctio effort
was being made to prevent negro
organizations from posing as part of
the Shrine.

610,000.
A committee appointed

at the End of That Time You Have Not Received All, and
Even Greater Benefits Than You Expect, Simply lirlng
the Wrapper Back to the Alvarado Pharmacy and Wo
Will Cheerfulljr Hand You Back Your Money.
Albuquerque people may well ask how we can afford to make this
remarkable "Satisfaction or Money Back" offer. Medical examinations by physicians all over the country show that an amazing number of people lack 100 per cent Iron in their blood. At a recent
conference, Dr. James Francis Sullivan, formerly physician of Belle-vu- e
Hospital (Out Door Department), New York, and the Westchester County Hospital, said, "Without iron, the blood becomes weak,
thin, pale and watery. In many people this so seriously weakens
their vital organs as to lead them to believe that they have heart or

a.t.an

T

-
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the light wooden bungalows on r.hu
biy side and destroyed several
hoarding houses. Fire boats, sent
from New York, fought the fire
from the hay.
Every structure In flvo block?
'area was destroyed. In Beach 6D.
GO and 61 ctreets, the
private resi
dential section, SO residences, valto $25,000
ued at from $15,000
each and 15 hotels and boarding
houses valued at $40,000 to $50,OOD
earh, were destroyed.
Seven engine
companies, sent
from New York, aided by volunteer firemen companies from the
beach resorts, fought
the blaze.
After threo hours the blaze was
control.
under
reported
The blaze presented a spectaclo
that attracted thousands and many
of these assisted the firemen and
the residents in removing household goods. An entire section of
small bungalows was dynamited In
an attempt to arrest tho flames
and several flromen were hurt In
this operation.

selected by all the republicans,
TEXT OF SPEECH OF
will give us a representative state
CHAIRMAN PHILLIPS
ticket, clean, able, efficient and
AT G. 0. P. DINNER competent to go forward with re
publican achievements, and when

Run-Dow- n.

J.

i'--

V'

it

mil nnm lTnnn'lu v niiucmnui
iiniL unu inuu
l. I. uu su lubs

understand our happiness, hut It
comes from doing good. The public
does not know of the many charities
of the Individual temples!"
The annual Increase In membership, he said. Is between 60,000 and
76,000. The total now is more than

Make Remarkable Offer To Any Person In Albuquerque
Who Is Weak, Sick, Nervous or
Is Now Possible for Yon
$1.10 Package of Xuiated

fU

Ka King Klan initiation near
Chicago recently might have been
mysterious, but they were not
secret.
Motion picture cameras
clicked off the scenes "hile the
K. K. K. clicked in new members.
Thirty thousand knights arc said to
have taken part in the rites. The
klansmen were garbed in the white
robes of the order while the
kleagles and other dignitaries wore
black. The thousands made the
trip from Chicago and other northern Illinois cities in autos.

ALVARADO PHARMACY
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(By The Auocluled Prim.)
Ran Francisco, Calif., Juno 15.
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uexico
a state in me THANK GOODNESS
THERE'S ONE MEMBER OF THE FAMILY GOES SERENELY prehension as to crop damage did
f
JUUIU1HB.I Amc,'lca" l""n; but not a few of tl,cm know link
ii good deal to brinjr about low. r
of their country west of the Hudson river
AN INDEPENDENT NEWSPAPKR
ABOUT HER
BUSINESS.
prices today for wheat. The close
Albuquerque is now engaged in letting the rest
was unsettled at
Published Bv
to
net
of the country know that she is a
to $1.09
decline
with July Jl.09
lOrnNATj Pl'BLISHIXi COMPANY
little
thriving
BUSINESS CHANCES
SIDNET M. WEIL,
V. A. MACrHEllSOX.
and September
$1.11 to $1.11 Vi.
city with the best climate in the world.
c t'OK SALE
Corn lost io to l!ic and oats
President.
Secretary
stioc ahnp,
of the east are learning that they need
nox 9. cn mJnu rnal.
10 to
Provisions
D. A. MACPHERSON
linisli' J
.Basinets Manager not People
to
or
to
go
a
off.
shade
run
or
Palestine,
unchanged
SIDNEY M. WEIL
Egypt
In
p,.r
Switzerland
Publisher
Italy
s.l,liUr.sl rooming
'Id iff 3 I.n rulla.lv. care li,in
With more seasonable temperafor scenic attractions and evidences of ancient civil.lournal.
REPRESENTATIVE S
111
tures
effects '" " yol.;ic
looked for to abate
SAi.K-Sn- mll
C. J. ANDERSON
niomhTi
Marquette Bldg., Chicago, 111. izations.
of excessive heat in the southwest,
heme; bargain. air, it smith Secenil
RALPH R, .MULLIGAN. .AS E. JL'd St..Ncw York
How well the advertising campaign is working-iand with good rains reported in the
Entered as second-clas- s
matter at the poTtoffioe
northwest, holders of wheat began Blot's""0' ar buslnc3a oppurtunlly pecl- shown in the fact that a number of people who
of Albuquerque, N. jr., and entry in Santa Eo, N.
to unload Boon after the opening.
went
this
to
the
Pacific
coast
through
city
ct of Congress of .March 17,
M., pending-- under
A lack of new speculative demand
recently
uncle
1S7!.
.15 bouth First! Incatlon gona bulljnn;".
have coma back here to learn more of Albuquerque.
was apparent, and traders who had Itlrul
tut oy
etbtislnc.
been buyers on the previous day I'O It f! A i.K
Also at least three men who went to the coast bv
TERMS OK SUBSCRIPTION
Cl lEDPllO
-- ,f7T
r,
n,in,.,
Daily, by carrier or by mail, one month, S3c; olher routes to the Rotary convention have come to
K"uil pruposltkiu fur llvu man.
'il
yejtrl.v, in advance, JO. 00.
X.irili First.
to
look
town
the
over
Albuquerque
because of the
nacl Deen unaccompanied by orders
"The Morning Journal has
h ige ciroulat'ion
to purchase. Absence of overnight!
"l:"',,..1''','u "
,',
rating than is accorded to any other paper in New things they heard of it from Rotarions who onme
' uu.nu'.
.
' rt".
evnort business
r
tpn.lod alsn tn!.,.,,
' hi,n.
Mexico."
The American
Newspaper
Directory through here and were driven about the city while
weaken the market here. There &M.i.i,T'niTir7i'7nrT.'T ih-rrr
I'ho omy paper in New Mexico issued every
I'OV
their trains stopped here.
day
was a little better milling call here
,
mi uiu mmt.
.,.uau,
oaio, icast!, let on elral'v
These are facts easy of verification.
In the late trade, but price rallies
1.'
"I" I'un.iiner a uartner.
,.,,.
MEMBER OK THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
sen,
ii'su
Aorih
were
from
the
low
of
tho
b'eventb, AljiiWrque.
day
point
Many letters expressing appreciation have been
The Associated Press is exclusively entitled to
querqu.
moderate.
only
the use. for
of all news credited to sent back here by the visitors of last week and the
.SALE Indian tiadliis etora and
Beneficial
rains In Iowa, we"e tUU
if or not otherwise credited in this
ranch, lucitLMl near Gallup. N. M gucd
paper and also week before.
largely responsible for sending the lurlhllnK,
the local news published herein.
corralls.
fenclnf:. e'e
lully
Dr. L. S. Peters and Oscar Lewis, who representcorn market downward.
Besides, etiulppe.l: excellent place
hpalthSBekr:
fr vimy
Illinois producers were said to bs plenty fine water. AaArt--ed the Albuquerque Rotarlana at Los Angeles, were
n::i ,.i,v
KM DA Y.
....June 16. 192 astounded at the interest that was created here.
offering more freely new corn to I'Uft riALli Ono of the finest eate lii
arrive. Oats dropped to the lowest
northern Arizona, Ions lease, excellent
They were stopped on the streets by scores of Ro- prices yet this season, heavy sales ...Uv,l Kouu rucauon: twu of Hie partner.
AUAIX WE SAY.
"ave fur Kumpe; net quloJc. Ad.
more than offsetting a hrief shn;
atrians from the east who thanked them for the
eslofflco hox 314, Flagstaff. 'Ariz.
of strength caused by adverse crop
courtesies extended by Albuquerque and asked for
b41.K-i- '-o
I'lJU
Krocerles at invulee.
Provisions
Now and then you will run across a person who
were
reports.
governed
Both money makors; established
more information regarding the city and its future.
Dy me action or hog values.
finds fault with New Mexico' climate; that it is too
liuslnesi; lon time lease;
The Albuquerque delegates wore badges on their
Closing prices:
fountain doing upleudid
hot in the summer, cold in the winter and that now hats
Wheat
urtu-Co..
liuuei
July. $1.09; Sept., West .,.
by which other delegates could identify them.
II
(Jul,!.
;
and then we have sand storms.
ti
?i.i
uec,
j.
Because of the popularity of Albuquerque, one
FO.:
Corn
SALE Sine snap In only fire
July, 61?ac; Sept., 64Jc;
Nobody, so far as we know, claims that New of the Rotary delegates from another New Mexico
agency In fast Growing: coun.
Dec, 64 5C.
Mexico's climate is perfect. But taking it year in
of central
Now Mexico.
Oats July, $S?4e; Sept., 3Hc; ty eat town
city put the Albuquerque badge on his hat, but took
leune,
business, ofrk-- furniture
and year out it cannot be beaten. In order to ap- it off after a little
38
Dec.
ami
ell
for
'je.
Sor.i
St, 500 ,.,,,. n,ust BoU
while, because he was asked so
Ijtrd July, $11.40; Sept., $11.70 t oneo necount ot
preciate the weather here one needs only to study many questions that he could not answer
office nuul
that he
Ribs July, $12.20; Sept., $12.05. J.t.300 last .vear. Itobet'to-TuruCo..
conditions elsewhere.
For instance, a storm of became embarrassed.
West Clold,
cyclonic Intensity swooped down upon New York
Omaha Grain.
About three thousand Shrlners who went to San
Omaha, June IS. Wheat No. S
City and adjacent territory Sunday and took a toil Francisco by the northern route will return home
No. 3 hard, I'Uli KliN
$1.12 1.20;
hard,
JJulidniK ut 41 J West oTi
of more th;m one hundred lives. In Texas and other
by the way of Albuquerque.
Their special train?
per; sultablo for gurase. lmiulre II, K.
$1.06.
Parts of the south thousands have been driven from will begin to come
No. 2 white, 63 'ic; No. 2 Khennan. at First Savings Hank and
Corn
through here next Sunday.
rut Company, phone. 3.
their homes and dozens of lives have been lost as
mixed, 53 UvThe chamber of commerce is preparing to dis'.vf7T
Oats No. 3 white, 33c; No. 4 Wlfoot1j atrunt'o to suit tonj.io
the result of floods. Tornadoes have ripped through tribute literature to these
brick building: good comliuim;
and to show them over
white, 33c.
certain sections of the south and east, leaving death the
Kama
opposite
reasonable
shops:
city just as such courtesies were shown to the
.V' ,S'e or wrlt0
10J
and destruction in their wake. Even in California Shrineis who
v rt"
Kaasa City Casli Grain.
P'rat. Alhuqunrqne. k,""man,
M.
passed through this city enroute to
Kansas
Cash:
the
if
15.
where,
newspapers and the boosters are to be San Francisco.
City, June
Wheat No. 2 hard, $U0(1.32;
believed "'Tift a pleasure, to live.'' floods did conThere should be no lack of cars for this splendid
No. 2 red, $1.0601.08.
uu.stiv Tii LOAN oli TTiThT
rr
siderable damage last spring and late frosts raised
Hay Alfalfa 50c to J2 lower;
opportunity to extend Albuquerque's
aiondi, sum mt everything vaiuiol.
advertising
havoc with their deciduous fruit crop.
choice
14.
alfalfa, $14.00
j0; olher ..'r.L.B Marcin, S!H South Flrnt.
campai'-'n- .
kinds unchanged.
SONKV TO L O , Nfo rTdTaTnoiHi 8,waTciic"S
Every section of the country has its climatic adShowing Albuquerque is the best way tn advertise
and froml j.,weiry; liberal, reliable,
vantages and disadvantages, just as New Mexico it.
f b ic'e'ry Co.. 100 N. lat
has. But when it comes to mild winters, cool nad
CUNKlUE.VliAL Ion 1,8 oil jewelry, uTa"!
mciiids, watches, Liberty bon.la, olanm.
comfortable summers, clear Ekies and bright sunautomobiles:
THE YIADl'CT COMMITTI A i.
rutia. Uothm.n-.117 Knutn PI rat.
Chicago.
shiny dajs, one must wander far afield to find the
linmleil to the ntste.
Chicago,
June
15.
CattleRecequal of New Mexico, if indeed such a place exists
WANTED RealEstate"
The appointment of a viaduct committee by
eipts 11,000. Steers genernllv
thej
Tell this to those with whom you correspond.
In
steady; yearlinor and irrnsc Mi..f
1' VOIJ liftva bnsi.i. sa
city commission to assist in working out tho Coal
'prTorTTTr'iaTe!
slow. Early top steers $9.75; bulk
vito them here to share our blessings.
Ji'liLwIilL McMinion & Wood.
avenue viaduct problem deserves commendation.
o.uu.si v.lo, hiiq siock. bulls and
stockers about steady; veal calves
WANTED HouseT
Cities everywhere aro employing citizen comDON'T TAMPER WITH THE COIR Is.
weak to lower. Kulk bologna bulls
mittees composed of specialists to act in advisory
AMU)-- li)
buy llousa tTrZZTT!
Elve
ci.uunu
location, description and price;
fi.10; rat she stock, S3.R0
ctippcily to municipal governing bodies. Elsewhere
raw. Jo; canners and
must
be
price
reasonable.
Addrcea Box
cutters
Word conies from Cincinnati, nhere the
largely
are usually paid for their time and advice.
j.o'gM.uu; piquing around J9.0U iS.care Journal.
Federation of Eabor convention is in pestion. they
:
All.u jtier.nio men when called for this kind of work
niuouy iur veai calves.
CARPENTERING
that a drive will be started for a constitutional
Hogs Receipts 29.0U0. Market
., .
,!.."..i' t,.., ,..,n..i..
' i....
ku3oMisi. and roof pa1n7ln7T'ii:"i
active,
'
strong to lOo higher thi.
amendment for a congressional
.,
veto of supreme
,
..
'.i
t..
i
v
.mi .pup, pnona
the close, or steady to strong with
Vig!?ily hopped
along through, Baldwin and the
court decision!-- , and for tho denial of the power of Mc.rron was
Independent
the woods, looking for an adven steels.
ODD
JOB MA.V
Wednesday's average. Top, $10.75:
mayor nlou the contract governing the.
t,
.
lower federal courts to set aside a federal law n
Phone
soon
and
AiLiLl"i1!'!Lynrlt'
he
camo
to
a
ture,
bulk,
S10.10O10.65; pigs about V. II.
Coal avenue
Oi'forings of International Merinduct was made with the Santa Ke
WcCAFKItur. plumbing and heatT
unconstitutional.
right Jolly sort of place. From u cantile Marine common and pre- steady, mostly $9.75 (5; 10.23; big
This plan ot action was decided railroad.
'
w
a
repair
tree oxer his head the bunny ferred at extreme declines
1SL")T
i.iedalty. Phone
on
upon following criticisms of the Eupreme court for
of two packers bidding lower
heard a voice saying:
Able liwyrrs like Judge, lliekcy and Francos'
...
to seven roint
grades; heavy. $10.35 m 10.50; me- FLOOH SANDl.NU We
can reiurfac.
Accnrelct-having declared Invalid the child labor law.
Will
"till,
B.
you
dium,
$10.45&
Ky
boy!
Howard
Garls.
attributed to tlio 'poor
10.70; light, $10 65
Weed and Former Ciiy Attorney Keleher will be
your old floors
make them Ilk
1 can
earnings
.
nouung
, wiii ,,110
say ever le; (It'll you, sbnun in
S10.70; light lights, $10.35fi) 0.65 neiv and make yourandnew
cording to the news dispatch, the delegates were able counsellors to
, ,. t
floors perfect.
mutual re- - packing
i...:..
City Attorney Jamison.
sows, smooth,
and the less favorable outlook
Informed this "would overcome decisions which
$9.30 W Phono '.'07H-Prt
Copyright. Mm, 0? McClure
'
o v , lohnnio
Engineers Edmund Ross, C. A, Long, A. R.
10.00; packing sows, rough, $9.00 UK HO ODD JOU
for
.
.
..
.
and'
subsidy
legislation.
Ktwspaper Syndicate.
labor has regarded as inimical to its interests."
carpentering
t ucie
.. ..
.
nouso building, reasonable;;
irinni
9.3o; killing pigs. $9.5010.50.
and James N. Gladding can cope under- uiggny looked un and
Investigate,
our low prices; estimates
saw Johnnie lJushytttil. tho bo of two to ,i.
That some regulatory measure covering the emfree.
15.000.
Sheep
Phone
Receipts
six points in the steels,
Virit
i;li construction conditions when they
standingly
,1. K Kluken,
SjSM-313 Tale.
i
mc,(.;i,v and tin: sriuirrel. i;ut such a sad sight prominent eiiuiomenls.
ployment of children under a certain age should
motors nnH extremely dull, tiraetlcntlv nn
as tiny surely v.ill.
was Johnnie! His fur, that was rubber
in i 1.1: i;nti.
sales; sentiment on lambs sharply WKon CAN navu you ten to fifteen per cent
dmnostm
on
accessories,
the statute books no one will deny, except pos- arise,
tho cost of your house; let us show
lius.iic:-lower. Few head good native's you tho
men and tanker like Ivan Grunsfeld.
usually smooth and sleek, was foreign oiis and
ones
petroleums and sold, $12.50;
have built; estimates
sibly those employers who have in the past filled Guy L. Rogers. .1. U. llenulon, D. S. Eosenwuld and
Dee urou a time, as Uncle rufi'led and riffled and frowsy.
best light fat ewes, cheerfully given.wa Phone
siMiiiunss wnne such rails as South13M-.didn't
you comb your ern Pacific.
V.'ijjt.-il"Why
?b
6.o0:
their coffers with money obtained largely through Albert Q.
no
demand
.iit
for
heavies.
hopping
through
CONTKACTINO
Heading and New Tork
the community's confi'.ii
and
hair'.'"
S:mi.i,
laving
asked
his
mother,
"lion't
Effective' today new crop lambs
building,
the
children's toil, and who hope to continue doing so
near
his
wood:)
all
hollow
kinds
kinds;
adobea
a specialty;
stump
1 ?' classified as Iambs
you couldn't find anything toj Sa h
dence, insure Cu: coaching of a solution of a problem bungalow he he; d
estimates furnished frc
no ,'VoS". WVr. ,
and
lambs
A.
II.
Jfaomost Irc- - ;s.,y
dropIn the future. Thousands of children have been
use. or there are plenty of cones. c.,
for the benefit of the city.
u.t rvinn Kieventh, phone 69,
mondoiiM r.tekit,
IM
JIOIMO,
auu (iL'iu ai ped in the spring of 1921 as
i'.-,- i
o,..ii,'it,,p .... ,!,
I WANT
"
compelled to work long hours In poorly ventilated
to
you
low
cent
per
rices
investigate
a
u'i
tee
will
my
burden
The work of this eominil
j,
relieve
throughout, that mm
-"'
vi'UhY, due
on any kind ot a
v"nnWOv' V; "U""'
. ..
snrf fr,r ,nolT..
Mtiihllqnmenta
n't
tntion being regarded as very reaproposition
llde from our city
r have in view. A. building
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Will sell
built In
with fireplace, furnace,
features, walks, shade, roses and
a real home. See

Realtor.
Real Estate, Loans md
Insurance.
210 W. Gold.
Phone 007--

ACKERSOX A GRIFFITH,
Realtors.
120 S. Fourth.
Phone 414.

'

SOLD ELEVEN LOTS
In fourteen days to nine men.
Want ten more to sell in next
fourteen days. Have waiting
customers. Might sell a houso
or two.
KFXLER,

FOR SALE

.

BUY

BUSINESS PROPERTY
to purchase
business
Wish
property from owner. State lo-

brick, three blocks
from Central avenue. Fourth
ward. Price $5,000. Terms.
Four rooms, furnished, four
blocks from Central avenue,
corner lot, Fourth ward;
Terms.
Five-roo-

M,-00- 0.

Dieckmann Realty Co.

FOR SALE
wnlte stucco, aobe
$8,709 Five-roobungalow, modern, garage, outbuildings,
North thirteenth etreet) terms. If desired.

whits stucco frame
bullt-l- n
bungalow, modern, oak floors,outbuildfeatures, garage and other
ing!; Fourth ward.
ewerung, modern, lot
$5,ii)0 Seven-roo100x143, corner, does In, Highland!;
fine location.
$3,600 Five-rootrick, modern, suita
ble tor two famines; mguianos, ciuse

309

VT.

Realtors.
Gold.
Phono 970.

WANTED $4,700
For a nice cozy little, home of
four rooms and a glassed In
sleeping porch, oak floors, all
of bullt-l- n
kinds
features,
clothes closets, nice lawn and

trees. Well located in
Fourth ward, good terms, for
appointment call
shade

A.Ii MAHTIX CO., RKAITORS
Real Estate, Fire and Auto
Loans.

Insurance,

Phone

223 W. Gold.

1S6.

MUST

EAST

GO

lure

FURNISHED HOME
Tou can see th'j value In this

for that reason will
this nice home.
brick, furnished niceclose
in the Fourth ward.
ly,
Five Hundred
Dollar! will
handle It.
Phone 857,

four room, furnished modern
house at the price we are able
,to offer It. Completely furnished, with good quality furniture. House In excollent repair. Located close in, fourth
ward.

Franklin & Company,

J, D. KELEHER

And

sac-rifi- ro

Five-roo-

Realtors.
Loans.
Insurance
22t West Gold Avenue.

reATuwBewviei,

five-roo-

A. FLEISCHER,

Rector

Accldcn,, Autotmlille insurance,
Surety Boi la. Loans.
111
8. Fourth St.
No,
telephone 674.
Fire,

PHONE

JOURNAL.

211 West

REALTOR
Phone 410
Gold.

Practical Home Builder

.Repair Work

Remodeling.

Will buy a furnlahed adobe stucco cottage with four rooms and
nice front porch screened and almost new. Can' arrange terms.

Realty Sales Co.

114 S. Second.

It.

W. A. BETT3

For the best painting:,
papering- and floor finisher in Albuquerque. Phone
kalso-mlnln-

603 West Copper.

,

Realtor,

Phone 609.
C

1594--

OPPORTUNITIES

$3,700

'

frame, four blocks
off - Central,
ward.
Second
Paved street. $850 cash;
800. This won't last.

1078-- J

RUTHERFORD&GOEBEL
General Contractors
Jobbing, interior finishing and
repairing. All work guaranteed.
Estimates free.

FOR SALE
Five-roo-

FOR RENT OR LEASE

g,

On

University Heights, five
room adobe stucco home, garage, hot air ' heat, maple floors,
unfurnished.

Wm, J. Leverett,

As Long As

It Lasts

$10.00 Per Load
A

Better Grade

$15.00.

(Of about 1,000 feet)
Call with Wagon
Terms Cash

McKinley Land
Lumber Co.

Five rooms and bath on north
Eleventh. Sleeping porch, hardbullt-l- n
features.
wood
floors,
$4,500, easy terms.
Four rooms, bath and sleeping porch; In highlands, close to
shops. $2500, terms.
Brick, five rooms, close In,
fourth ward, fine location, corner
$4,000,
lot, plenty of shade.
terms.
McSnLI.IOX & WOOD, Realtors
Insurance, Loans.
206 West Gold.

msA

NEAR SHOPS
Three rooms, modern, furnished,
50 foot lot, garage, South Arno,
$3,100.

modern brick, 2 glass
porches, heat, lawn, garage, near
library, $4,200.

Four-roo-

.1.

A. HAJLMOXD,

824 E. Silver.

Phone

1523--

H, CHAS. R0EHL
WATCH THE
UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS
GROW
Buy your lot now, you will
want your new home there.
Fifty foot lots, $10.00 down
and $10.00 per month.

WM, J, LEVERETT,
Phone

110.

Realtor.
Third and Gold.

We Have Select Residence,
Apartment and Business Sites
Priced Right.
ROBERTS-TIRXF.-

Phone
RESIDENCE
CHOICE
BUSINESS PROPERTY.
1NESS OPPORTUNITIES
RANCHES
218 West Gold.

WE

HAVE HOMES FROM
TO $15,900.
WE CAN
Y O U H
It KQ III
A NO WE GUARANTEE A SQUARE DEAL TO
BOTH BUYER AND SELLER.
AT YOUR SERVICE.
$750

MEET

ROBERTS-TURNE- R

LOTS

R

218 W. Gold.
ROBERTS-TURNE- R

&

'

Four rooms, bath, two screenand
ed porches,
shado trees. This place Is In
good condition, has a good location in the Third ward and
is priced to sell. We are exclusive agents, call ua $2,850
buys it.
BILLIARD PARLOR
Wo have one of the most popular Billiard Parlors In the
city for sale. This is a paying
proposition and can be bought
on good terms at a price that
is right. Owner has other interests in Colorado and must
leave Albuquerque. All the fixtures are of the best and in
excellent condition. Call, we
will bo glad to show it.
CNIVFRSITY ITEIGIITS.
Ten dollars cash and $10.00
monthly buys you a fifty foot
lot in the fastest growing residence section in Albuquerque.
Values are not decreasing hero.
We are
general
agents and
ready.
Phone 610.

$8,750.00

$4.600

In.

cation and price.
BOX 17, CARE

iwcJ---

F

J, KINGSBURY

TO

have

and out, has all modern conveniences and is new, larcre lot,
shade trees etc. Owner will
rent either furnished or un-

"

your wants.

1032-W-

FOR RENT
house
a
In the Fourth ward for rent.
of
the nicest
This is one
houses in the city both inside
We

READ THIS

five-roo-

WANTED

J

1

furnished.

LINCOLN ADDITION
Located on North Fourth street
paved road; largo lots, good
soil, shade, fruit trees, ditch
water, wonderful view and a
dandy place to beat the landlord on rent days.
SOLD ON EASY PAYMENTS,
(20.00 cah and balance (10.00
per month.

rhone

V

l

I

REST,

unfurnished. Tell

11ARTON

I

THlt WA,

TO

Wo have a number of houses
for rent, both furnished and

D.

T
1

oo you

the: doctor

I

moderate
moans, who wishes to get away
rents.
those
from
Easy
high
terms.
2 Ilooms
nd sleeping
porch, furnished ,.,,$1,250
3 Rooms, furnished
..,.(1,000
!i Rooms (in U.
Heights) $1,650
5 Rooms (in U. Heights) (1.750
2
adobe,
Large rooms,
$1,600
new
2 Room frame, lowlands. ( 000
Investigate These

For

11

1

5

SOME

By George McMartu

1921 by the International Kews Service.
Registered U. St Patent Office.

Copyright

218

W. Gold.

CO,
Pliono

407.

CO.

Phone 407

CO,
407
AND
BUS.
AND

FOR RENT

Dwellings

'FUR RENT Three-roofurnished house.
EXCHANGE Why not trade
inquire bis Knst Pacific.
Phono 110,
A, R, Strove
Gold.
Third
and
FOR
some of your
RENT
Two-rooFOR
HUNT
TOWN
LEAVING
furnished house,
OWNER
property for
S35 W. McKinley. Phone 1567-- R
porcn.
lHz south w. .ter.
good improved or unimproved
New, strictly modern duplex
! This
New Mexico.
Is a nice home and the
Albuquerque,
FOlt Rli.vr Hoitsea, an Kinds; furnished
farm land. Land is going to Inhome with glassed sleeping
If you don't
and unfurnished. McMIUIon as Wood.
crease in value. Now is the
price is right.
porch and screened front porch.
Kealtors. 206 Weet Gold.
think so call and see It at
to buy. We have many
time
RENT
FOR
Rooms
Will lease for one or two years
1 Can Save Yon Money on Your
FOR RENT Houses and apartments,
1309 W. TIJoras. Mrs. Otwell
good land propositions located
FOR
monttt.
FOrt RENT Furnlsheo, rooms. 218 Sou'h
at
(30
SALE
per
not.
or
x
rurnished
Plmna
or
to
show
and
be
i.w.n
will
you
Building
in the central and eastern part
Repairing
glad
A. Hammond.
Walter, phone 1667-AUTOMOBILES.
824 Rn.t fliiver
ROBERTS-TTRXECO.
BECAUSE
call
Good, modern,
of the state to trade for Albuloom house,
FOR RENT Glassed
aleeplng porch. FOR RENT Strictly modern nicely fur2
FOR SALE Hudson eyeedeter, excellent
I do the work myself. I have no
shade
and
large
porches,
Af.
S09
querque property.
JAS.
West Silver.
JOHNSON,
nished
house
619
at
North
a
1488-me
condition;
overhead expenses. Phone
and
bargain. Phone
lawn, close to Chamber
of
Third, phone 1582-Insurance, Real Estate, Loans
FOR RENT Room for light housekeepsave money,
FOR SALE
Bulck touring car;
Commerce. Price $3,800, $250
ROBERTS-TURNE- R
420
Tel. 240
210 W. Gold.
Lead.
West
Two-rooing.
FOR
RENT
flrat-CaaBleepT
CO,
a
house and
HELP WANTED
condition. Bond-Dillo- n
Co.,
cash and monthly payments.
J. L. DCRUNG,
in
14 month.
FOR RENT Furnished room. 323 South
porcn; water paid,
clty
218 W. Cold Ave.
190S-- J
1415
Pliono
729-Apply
South
Edith.
Seventh, phone
REAL ESTATE EXCHANGE,
Mare,
FOR SALE borne extra eiod used care;
FOR RENT Three-roo409 V. Copper.
WANTED Boy old enough to drive
cottago, com
easy terms, Mclntoih Auto Co, 111 FOR RENT Furnished rooms;
110 South Walnut
dren.
FOR SALE Miscellaneous
west
pletely rurnisneri; all modern conven
truck; temporary Job. Erwood Bakery.
leu is. 615 East Sliver.
monerr. rooms; no sick; no
5
FOR SALE
Light Bulck, 860l; FUltMHIlED 414
FOR SALE
Carpenters mr form work.
Lady's diamond r.'ng. 312 WANTED
FOR RENT Completely furnished house.
children
Vast Silver.
8250. 116
Studebakcr,
long Job, free transportation.
EmployNorth First.
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
teo owner, on premises. 818 South
FOR KENT Desirable, apartment, close
West Gold.
110 South Third.
ment
FOR
office
RENT
Front room, outside enFOR
SALE
Rouses
Oil SALE Second-ban- d
In. 133 North Fifth.
eiectrlo washer.
riyeamore; take university car.
K.N
A 11
trance. 621 Enst Central.
BUY THAT CAR NOW; good Grant 1918.
GET AUTO REPAIRING EXPERIENCE
214 Wet Gold.
Five-rooFOR RENT Furnished apartment, three
new battery, full tools; bargain.
house; win con
See FOR RENT Housekeeping room, aleep- FOU KENT Furnished
cottage JOHN W. WILSON.
thla summer.
Men's Christian FOR SALE
with
rooms and sleeping porch. 616 South TRY BODD Y'S MILK; BEST IN TOWN, Aanoclatlon Auto Young
sider email car In trade. 60S North this 1224 North Second, ptuane 1727-sleeping porch. Phons 21S5-or
School, Loa Angeles.
lng porch. 410 South Edith.
Attorney.
f
Phono 2418-RSecond.
Edith.
pan at lu:i KnBt copper.
Rooms II, 17 and 19, Cromwell Building.
WANTED-rExp- ert
FOR RENT Furnished front room, 115
who can fOK
bustoelman,
FOR
RENT
ONE SMALL an one) wrge furnlelred FOR SALE Roller canaries. 21 a South
SALE
115 J.J.
Several
806
home
modern
South
My
DRTVERT.ESS
CO.
furnished
at
818
Phonj
FORD
do
Third.
ladles'
North
per month.
fancy pressing, also, do not
Walter, phone 1667-cottages; rent 825, 130 and $85; on car
apartment, with hot water, 1213 Weit
PHYSICIANS Attn BmUKONS.
apply unless competent, tlanltary Dry 1BS2-.-Edith; pries right: good terma. Phone FORDS FOR RENT Ratea 16o per mile, FOR RENT Two furnished rooms with line.
1218
at
Apply
i. Roma.
South
hour
Edith.
II
COLA AND IRON
minimum.
ratea
per
Box
M.
Special
Las
274,
N.
East
Cleaners,
Vegas.
sleeping porch. 509 South Walter.
week daya. Ask for them;
lao auto reFOR RENT Modern home, four rooms, DO. 8. L. HUHTON,
LINCOLN apartments, newly furnished, THE Oreat AmerlC-- n Drink.
WANT agents to sell the best health and FOR SALE Three fm numea. East Cen- pairing.
Diseases of tiie Stomach,
LARGE, cool room, beautifully furnlahed,
121 North Third, phone 880.
two porches,
cool and clone in.
313 South Third, TALE BULGARIAN milk, from Imported
East Silver and
unfurnished.
tral,
Location,
University
accident
In
Insurance
for
the
world
1211
Suite.
West
Roma.
Barnett Building.
bath.
416 East Silver,
private
cumrree.
phone 841-phone 1340-J- .
Phone Z41S-Rthe money.
Largest company of Us Heights. J. A. Hammond. 824 East Silver.
H.
DR.
near
FOR
Room
C. CLARKE,
and
RENT
porch,
flva-ronFUR RENT Modern furnished cottage,
FOR RENT Attractively furnished two-roo- m
kind In America.
Live agenta make big FOR SALE Olt HUNT Modnrn
ALBUQUERQUK
AUTO WRECKING CO.
ROOFINO
Eye, f ar. Nose end Throat.
boarding house 203Norlh Edith,
two rooma and glassed sleeping porch,
New and Used
and bath, ffood location. cIoha In' nrlrerl
206 South Walter, EXPERT guaranteed work, phons 18I4-J- .
Co., atate agenta,
money. Roberta-Turnapartment,
Barnett Building.
Phone III.
to sell; bwner leaving city, 1333-R- ,
18 West Gold, Albuquerque, N. M,
FOR RENT Two furnished rooma for on car line. 1218 South Edith.
REPLACEMENT PARTS
phone 1138-FOR BALE Good upright piano, cheap
Office Hours
01 West Lead.
517
Silver.
West
In
Stock
for
Alt
Care:
light
housekeeping.
RENT
FOR
Two rooms, furnished, garFOR RF.N'T Modern slpeplng room, conFemale.
8 to H a. m.. and I to
for caeh,
tall Immediately at 214
I a m.
den planted, city light and wator; also
FOR SALE By uwnei. auburban home. ALT, parte tested before leaving shop. FOR PENT Nice, oean sleeping and
necting balli, Averilt Apartment!, 208 & W..t HftM
GIRT, WANTS day work. Phone 1B73-.Radiators, electrical partB, tops, bodies,
rooms. 121H North Th r d. Irrigation water. 705 Mountain road.
North Second.
four rooms and aleeplng; porch, city
housekeeping
-4
Tiirw
W.
roi.i
M. SHERIDAN, M. D.
ivn
ith
WANTED Qlrl for general housework. water, fruit trees, srane arbor.
Beta, springs, eta.
Post lights, horna. Ignition
house",-wFOR RENT Cool, woll-- f urnished, three-roohousekeeping. FOR RENT Threeroom
THE great double tonic, at all soda
Parts carried for 22 makes of cars. New FRONT ROOM for 309light
Apply 123 North Flt.h.
office box 313, cltj.
Practice Limited to
',4
Overland Hotel,
West Central.
sleeping porch, furnished, 825. Apply
apartment; gas range, no alck.
rountains.
axlea, drive shafts, pinion and ring gears
WANTED Girl for cooking and general FOR SALE Four-rooroom
GKNITO
(110 Weat TIJerm.
7,
First National Hank building,
I'lUNARY IHS12ASE9
modern house, carried for all cars. Keep us In mind. FOR RENT Furnished
room with or
MANZANO GINGER ALB
for family of two. 826
built-i- n
housework,
or
AND
car
will
consider
Two-roofeatures;
DISEASES
613
FOU
OF TUB SK1.N
KENT
Sec
without
S
North
FOR RENT
NJSW
Two furnished rooms, for THE home product la Just a little better; Kent.
furnished house,
housekeeping.
MEXICO
OLDEST WRECKING
yota aa first payment, or will lease sume.
ond.
with sleeping porcheB: modern; 830 Wasaerman Laboratory In Connection.
HOUSE.
light housekeeping; adults; no alck.
boost It.
WANTED American girl for general uis North Thirteenth.
754 South Second.
Citizens
Call
5
"6
at
month.
Bank
Fe.
per
Hast
434.
Santa
West Central.
Phone
Blag. Phouo JtSfl.
FOR RENT Modern
sleeping room
FOR BALE Grapophono,
table model,
housework; good wages and home to FOR SALE Home, new
mod
Averlll apartments, 308'i North Sec LIST your vacant houses with the City
FOR RENT Apartments ami houses,
3,
v&.
SAVE
5
on dismantled
719 North Klghth.
finish,
Cottage
cent
mahogany
per
right
Apply
party;
ern,
brick
acreened
pressed
bungalow:
ond.
rrrone 15I3-furnished or not.
. C. BAKES, M. D.
Realty Co., for prompt and efficient
J. Methodist Sanatorium.
parts, tires, batteriea, aprlnga, wheela,
porches, lawn, flowera, trees. See owner,
207 West Gold, phone
A. Hflmmnnfl, S?4 Knat Silver.
6L
Diseases of the Eye. Glasses Fitted
beartnga, rlmfl, fenderB, electrical equip- FOR RENT One furnished room for service.
TYPEWRITERS, all makea, 816 and up WANTED
saleswoman. 831 West Silver, phone 1949-Hxperlenced
seven-rooRENT
704
Modern
FOR
brick
Weat
also
FOR RENT Four-roofurnlehcd apartdrive
3 per month.
axlea
and
garage.
ment,
magnetoa,
gentleman;
geare,
.Ibuaueraue Typewriter
Office removed to 114 N. SecFOR SALE Nice home of four rooms
Apply at "Tha Economist."
house, furnished suitable for boarders ond st. Ground floor.
ment, with piano, July 1; no sick. In- Exchange, 122 South Fourth.
rtdlatora, etc: a complete line of Coal.
and front screen porch, eiectrlo lights. shafs, for
Phons 842.
Overland, all models; WlllyB-Knlgh- t. FOR RENT Front bed room, four win or home. 118 North Mnple, phone 2272-quire 918 North Second.
FOR SALE
eell all my fine Homer WANTED Competent American nurse- city water, auto bulldlner: lot 60x142: a parts
Will
4, 6, 8; Bulck. 4: Studebaker,
I'our-roo208 FOR RENT
modern furnishdows, cloae to town; reasonable.
FOR RENT Three-roofurnlihed modCarmeaux pigeons. Phone 29-Mrs,
See owner at 1905 South Walter. 4,
CHIROPRACTORS
for
two
bargain.
children.
maid,
young
Apply
Iteo
6;
4;
Overland,
4;
on
Chalmers,
car
In
Paige,
North Sixth.
ern apartment, sleeping; porch and gar- George Slglhofer. 603 North First.
ed house,
line,
highlands,
Mrs. Leopold Xteyer, 701 West Copper, FOR 6ALE New r.omea
'
:
Maxwell,
Hunmoblle,
pleasure FOR RENT Three modern furnished 845 per month. Call at No. 8, Whiting ttt?c2SSil$?
by owner; one
age, 6.13 South Broadway.
;
824 West Gold; one
and phone 1040.
FOR SAT E Used tractors,
(
ana trucks; Chevrolet 490-is, ; Mitcneii,
Chlrop rector.
building.
423 Weat
rooms
for
FOR RENT Furnished apartment, four
four-roo110
housekeeping.
light
10
Hardware
with sang plowa.
North
A complete line new rings.
Maple: 'one
6; Saxon, s.
t and to AmiU- - Building.
Mule and Female.
rooms and bath, modern; for three Department, J, Korber A Company.
(OR KENT Completely furnished four-rooNorth Maple; terma Call 121 Weat Sil geara. pinions and transmission gears Santa Fa.
house with three screened porches.
PREPARE for a superior posit! n 'y ver, phone
months: rates. 814 West Coal,
1949-furnished house,
FOR SALE
and axle ehaftfl for any car. Mclntpao TO RENT Five-rooFresh buttermilk and cot
Pou'try-JEggt- 1439-or
1204
Indiour
Phone
Sessions.
East
Summer
Inquire
attending
607
North
months.
for aummer
RENT Three-rooFOR
West Copper.
FOR SALE
apartment
tage cheeae: also fresh milk In gallon vidual
cozy modern hunm. Auto Co., 811-1- 5
inslructlon: rapid progress.
BUFF 'RP1NGTON eggs for hatching;
Twelfth.
and light. lota.
.partly furnished, bath, water
Dairy, phons 1916-west
Swayne'a
five
racing
Centra,
only
bl):as
aummer
rata.
OF
lal
School
IN
for
Western
WHEN
NEED
RENT
House of three large rooms
blue ribbon winners. Phone 1473-V806 North Eighth, phone B37-.e
from buslnesa district;
KENT Nice
FOR SALE
aleeplng FOR
garage, shade TIRES, rlma, carburetors, aprlngs, mag- FOR
Planoa and player pianos; Private Secretaries. Phone 001-- J.
and porch, newly decorated, with large 618 West Fruit
216 U
pre-wtrees, lawn and basement at a bargain.
looms.
FOR RENT Furnished front apartment,
Albuquerque Hotel,
values. Phons 106. Geo. P.
netos generatora, wheela, geara, axlea.
fruit and ehede trees. FO:i SALE AT ONCE Two dozen pure- flowers,
yard,
Second.
North
16
Apply owner, 1117 Kent avenue.
three rooms and private bath,
Learnard Piano Co., 214 South Walter.
bearlnga.
horns, accessorlea
Phone 1647-.WANTED Position
bred Ancona hens. 318 North Broatl-waKorth Second, Albuquerque Hotel;
FOR SALE OR TRADE For properly In COME TO PARTS HEADQUARTERS. FOR RENT Two largo roi ins, furnlahed
SAXOPHONES
and all band Instruments,
phone 165S-rhone" 1:104.
for housekeeping; no sick or children. FOR RENT Nicely furnished new four-rennew or used. Private or ulaaa Instruc WANTED Washing.
furnished front
FOR RENT Modern
house, sleeping porch, WB HAVFJ SALVAGED TO DATE THE
city, aeven-roor- a
front and back FOR SALE Rabbits, White Leghorn and
bath,
503 North Fourth.
bungalow:
In
CARS:
102-OF
land
for
FOLLOWING
MAKES
hath.
tions
Averlll
K.
fruit
Fred
shove.
Ph.
trees,
garden,
WANTED
apartment,
Ellis,
private
Housework by the day. Phone
thirty
1506
Central.
East
Apply
garage;
porch,
Cadillac.
D45.
N.
Ancona chlcens, cheap. 1011 Orchard
Bulck C24, C25,
D55;
Socorro,
M.; 1300 down, balance les
apartments. 80u,. Nort' Second.
FOR RENT Room and aleeplng porch, 724 East Central.
FOR SALE
1140 Columbia phonograph,
Place, formerly West Slate avenue.
than rent monthly. Apply 117 West Gold. Chalmera. Chandler, Chevrolet 490. FB.
Call mornings.
near boarding house.
modern apart- FOR RENT Three-roopractically new, priced for qulok sale; HOURLY nursing.
Ada L. O'Connor,
t.
Dodge. Dort, 203 North Edith.
furnished cot-- 1 FOR SALE Mffk-feFOR RENT Four-rooBaby Grand;
BARGAIN FOR QUICK SALE Five-roo- Ford.
Y. W. Hotel.
81814
South
ment, furnished, (111 south Arno. in-I- t leaving city,
Johnson,
.,
20 H. K. N.; Maxwell, Mitchtage, garage, nice place for chickens;
brollera and fryers; also It. I. Red laycement block house; furnace heat, ell OldsHup
Edith, phone 1682-M- .
quire at 116 West Silver, phone 678.
8. Overland, every model; Saxon FOR RENT
Nicely furnished front room, one block from Presbyterian Sanatorium.
WANTED Work by the hour.
ing hens. Swift, Boulevard road, phone
garage, chicken house; eel! either fur- 4 and 6; Studebaker
SOFT SPOTS Heel ana arch cushions
1343-two three-rooJoining bath, for gentleman; close Call 114 North Cedar.
4 and 6; Wlllys-KntgFOR RENT Cheap.
after 8:30 p. m.
1920-250
er
nished
unfurnished; also about
In. 407 West Coal.
two prevent fallen Insteps; cures all foot WANTED Laundry work to take home cement blocks
modern furnished
apartments,
every model.
Four-rooRENT
and ten aacka cement, 1211
bungalow, mod I'OR HALE Portable
chicken
houae,
If you don't see your car In the above IMPERIAL ANNEX, 1034 West Central, FOlt
sleeping porches. 63S South Broadway. troubles, II. Plantar Arch Supports. Thoa.
or by the day. Phone 2101-.ern and furnished:
South Arno.
aleeplng porch
408 West Central.
F.
Kelehcr
Leather
White Leghorns:;
Co.,
ninety
list,
remember,
rooma
Two
under new management; clean and airy, juat what you want:large
clean
and
nice,
FOR RENT
and
near
car
line
HOUsa
floor
lawn
1124
SALE
FOR
:Jorth
waxing,
good
MODEL
owner,
SALVAGING
cleaning,
By
LATE!
WB
cottage
layera.
First, corner
ARE
rooms.
alt
outside
854-.sleenlnir porch, furnlahed for light FOR SALE Sweet
potato
plants, 30
rhone
1430-grocery,
of Mountain tjoad snd First, phone 12S0-work, call J. w. Lowe, phone
with Bleeping porch, lot 67x142 feet,
CARS EVERY DAY.
cents per hundred; postage extra; two
Room with Mil convenlencea
KENT
housekeeping. 321 South Walter, phone
unfur- AFTER
RENT Modern eeven-rooIn addition to the largeet stock of need FOR
fenced; modern pigeon loft, hutches and
GENERAL REPAIR WORKS
dollars per thousand In ten thousand
J670-July 1, In order to make room
and connecting bath, new home, cool FOR
sell. parte In the atate. we carry a COMlocution. Indesirable
to
chicken
nished
house:
613-house;
all
new;
REPAIR
F.
W.
prtced
s
for
for young stock, will sell at bargain
N.
F.
B.
M.
anything.
O.
Wheeler
ak
2349-lots,
location. Phone
Fortalea,
FOR RENT Housekeeping apartments, Oardena
Inquire 211 West Gold, or 1923 South PLETE line of NEW gears, drive ahafta,
quire Mr. Sherman at Flrat Savings Bank prlcea, fifty S. C. B. 1. Red hens; also a
or
wlshea
NURHQ
or
five
permanent
three
position,
3.
FOR
Two
for
two,
furnished roonta
410.
RENT
axle shafts and general accessories, tor
and Trust Co., phone
few male birds; finest stock; great laycontincment cases. 601 south waiter. High, phone
ASBESTOS ROOF PAINT
running water In rooms. Henrietta Hotel,
y
light housekeeping; reaaonable; adulta; FOR KENT Modern homo, completely ers. C. P. IlBy, 2.16 North HUb
car,
Charming home, aix rooms.
f lOD for all kinds of roots. $1 per gal WANTED To do typewriting and aten FOR SALE decorated,
no sick.
513 8outh Arno.
OUR PRICES ARB THH LOWEST.
llTi North First.
located
lawn,
beautiful
furnished,
largo
sleeping
porch;
recently
LONE BTAK Al io i.lNli
lon.
The Manzano Co., 110 Bourn
rurnlahed apartVIADUCT OARAGE,
ograpnia work. Room 8. Melinl build. trees, ehrubbery, fruit trees, large garFOR RENT
FOR RENT Two furnlahed housekeeping In highlands. Call from 7 to 9 a. m., or
The orange colored care. Engie. EleWalnut, cbona 1884-Try a built up Ing.
500 SOUTH SECOND,
1423-no chil
ment; hot and cold water. lights and roof;
roome,
4 to 8 p. m.
with
Phone
residential
beat
sleeping
porch;
den,
district
garage;
aa
aa
will
the
last
building. AMERICAN woman, of 85. wanta
long
phant Butte Dam and Hot Springs, N.
421 Vi
reasonable.
Largest parts house In the state.
dren. 1103 South Edith.
phone paid; rent
position 1429 West Central, phone 1503-furnished cot M. Meet all tralna at Engle. leaving
FOR RfcNT Three-rooUSE EKFECTO AUTO TCP and aeat
South Broadway.
as nouscxeeper in small V mlly. I' hone FOR SALE In north
rnone
bed
front
it.
FOR
ruom,
RENT
and
Fourth
hath
Hot Springe at 11:30 a. m. and 3:30 p in.
Lovely
sleeping pore
tage,
part of
dressing. Effecto Auto Enamel, vale- 15K4-W ANTED
Miscellaneous
modern, nicely
FOR RENT Four-roocall for keys at 1524 East Cen
suitable for two; no alck, 315 Norm 881-Oldeat Dam drivers, beat Dam cara on
ward, brand new two-roohouse, with
Valspar Enamel on automobiles. WANTED
new, ciose in. par.
furnished apartment,
Eleventh, phone 1670-.tral, between nine and twelve.
Experienced
cashier, with porch, plastered white Inside and out; WANTED
the Dam Una. We drive our own cara.
Homestead
Print.
be
must
In
Plymouth
Cottage
good
or
Dodson's
Davenport;
290,
Oarage,
Phone
Inquire
references. Aonlv Liberty Cafo. Number city water, lot 50x100; priced for quick
Four-roofurnished
Sat
and
ROOMS
Write for reaervatlona at our expense,
Floor
Ni
olean
RENT
Roof
rooma;
IB25-e,
Paint
IMPERIAL
Paint
Cement,
FOR
nicely
condition. Phone
400 North Fourth.
sale 81.350 cash. Hea owner. Write A. WANTED
hack screened
ratea by day or week, over raaume
HEFFERNAN BROS.. Props.
isfaction assured. Thoa. F. Keleher Leatn-Co- .. une.
front and
house,
'
Money io loan on good flrat
10E7-well
408 Wee. Central
311 H West Central.
POR RENT One lirsta and one small
for
EXPERIENCED truck driver wanta Job; M. M.. care Journal.
also
rhone
Hot Springs. N. M.
porch,
Theater,
sleeping
porches;
Wood.
mortgages. McMIUIon
for
completely
m west i.ean.
not arrald o work. Addrcsa Driver, FOR SALE On south
to
apartment furnished
people,
furnished
Two
inquire
RENT
FOR
beautifully
Pe- - T:in
Albuqoerqiic-Sant- a
Crane Apartments, til For Rent-Room- a
Iroueekeeplng.
also cleaning kalsomlne
care Journal,
KAI.SOM1NINU;
five-rooBoard
five-roowith
a
furnished
railroad
frame
Mra.
home.
In
Two
employee
rootnB
FOR RENT
Apply
DAILY STA41H
and paper;
North Seventh, phone si 4,
work guaranteed. John Fred Hamm, modern
lot
fifty-fowith
314 and 218 North Mapie;
623
WANTED
North
aa
nurse.
Mrs.
Place
dwelling,
Second,
bungalows,
practical
634-To
Taos
ROOM AND BOARD.
803 West Copper.
(Heud Down)
at 836 per
Improvements. See house No. 418 Goodson. phone
FOR RENT Three largte. cool rooms and
kitchen and will rent until September
jnrnio Martin, 320 south xjroaaway, and
7:30 a. m.
Leave
11
AND ROOM Very reasonable cottage
first mort FOR RENT Unfurnished
HAVE! aeveral gilt-edWest Atlantic; price 32,760 on terms.
at 7 24 East Central.
in rear.
glaaied Bleeping porch, bath adjoining, BOARD
10:30 a. m.
Arrive
large porch; also three bed rooms, fur month. Please
1020 North Second.
207
soneat
wants
Who
for
West
furnished
loans.
Gold,
Co.,
phone
tneml
gage
housekeeping,
City
Realty
In
nicely
house
13:30 u. m.
to
Leave
Unfurnished
RENT
CORPORATION
like
nished
would
FOR
manager
Wood.
Million ft
summer location, FOR RENT Room with
partiltSoiuJilEcmh.
ana clean; oesiraoie
318
board.
Leave
line up with a gntng concern. Addreas 667.
Fourth ward; four large rooms with
....12:30 p.p. m.
room, ground
1
West Coal.
South Broadway.
TO TRADE a baby grand FOR RENT Large front
m.
X. Y., care Journal.
Arrive
lawn and garage,
FOR SALE By owner, two small cot- WANTED
floor, four windows, one block off car bath, ahade trees,
a
In
for
To
condition,
one-ha- lf
good
prrone
117
(I! cud I p)
In
Chevrolet,
no
close
hjz-In
845
AND
ROOM
Albuquerque
RENT
avenue,
aouth
modern
Harvard
respect,
2042-every
BOARD,
FOR
Per month;
tages,
highlands, priced
608 West Fruit, phone
WANTED To do typewriting or other
line,
Phone 1608-7:0i) p, m.
...Arrive...
rooms, cood Ford.
new
Albuquerque
one
for
four
baa
slrk. 1037 Forrester.
duplex apartment, furnished, two
quick
turning;
Ad
In
RENT
Heights,
clerical
FOR
University
work,
rooma and
evenlnga; competent.
Santa Fe....... .Leave... 4:00 p. m.
rooma and bath, two porches, $35, In- FOR KENT Glassed-i- n
screened porch, water, Ilghte, chicken UPHOLSTERING, general furniture re ELGIN HOTEL Sleepln
three-roohouse and garage (318
porch. with ciress m., care Journal.
housekeeping apartmente, by the day,
Santa Fe
Anlve... 13:455 p. m.
crait snop, week
yard, full alaed lot; the other
cluding lights and water. Key at 111
pairing, packing. The Art
South Princeton), furnished, 6137.80, unb'ard, 114 North Majle.
or month. 50314 Weat Central.
EXPERT accountant, business consult houae and
a. m.
Arrive. . .1
833-Eapam la
acreened
328
haa
three
Harvard.
rooma,
North
H.
W.
Third,
bath,
Stlllwell,
1123.
phone
See
furnished.
ROOM with aleeplng porch and board;
,
ItE.NT
ant, will work all or part time, reason cottage
Tana
rooma
burnished
n
Leave... 7:30 a. m.
with
FOR
alecp- 924 North
built-iporch-features, well furnished, MAX BARGAIN STORE, at 816 South
Eighth.
able. Address I,. C, care Journah
FOR RENT Fu ntsneol apartments, con
FARE TO SANTA FE,
.M,
water
car
gentlemen only. Phone 1673-for
Ing
corner
light
housekeeping;
one
from
porch
block
lot,
garage,
Four-roofour rooms,
First, will pay the highest prices lor and llghta furnished. Tin weat i.eaq
venlent to sanatorluma;
bungalow,
TO TAOS, SI 1. 51).
i'blt KENT
FOR RENT Delightful room and porch, WANTED Widow woman, ago thirty- - line; easy terms; 8100 and 1200 down, our
second-han- d
clothing, shoes and
sleeping porch ee, gas; on Eat
glassed-i- n
Ringllng
Albuquerque Headquarters
glassed sleeping porch, modern, well
for convalescent
Phone furniture. Phone 858.
Phone 1578-five, would like position aa keeping respectively, balance like rent.
FOR PENT Front room, well furnished,
with
furnished
uasi
piano,
Brothers'
Central car una can
completely
and
Cigar
Store, 310 West Central
M
Journal.
care
Address
houae.
T.
E,
use of phone, close In;
693, or call at 1100 South Walter.
35 per month;
ROOM AND BOARD.
screened front ; ,rch; no alck; cloae Avet. i. Phone 600.
or sea MeMilllon.A wnoo. snnae 4S,
To exchange excellent violin, oneadjoining bath,
WANTED
large
Silver.
703
West
or
two
611 South Broadway.
no alck.
WANTED Experienced teacher wants
gentlemen.
In. Inquire 703 West Silver.
for low pitch B flat clarinet; must ns
Santa Fe Headquarters Bank ConfecFOR RENT Strictly private, thoroughly FOR RENT Room and
to coach delinquent or other puplla of
FOR SALE Ranches
Anicely furnished FOR RENT Nice
Instrument See J. J.B. Pearce, 814 FOR RENT Large, or
porch;
sleeping
house, com- tionery. Phone 123.
very reasonable
modern apartment,
or Junior high grades. Phone
grammar
house
3091-without
1340-J- .
rooms, central, with
or
West
If
biard
Phone
famdesired.
Coal,
or
one
two
phone
for
twothree-fourths
A
furnished,
nice rooms, sleeping
1643-email ranch,
FOR SA LB
pletely
rent, cloae tn;
Apply 20714
keeping privileges.
TIME CARDS
eiectrlo
llghta,
ilies, modern, bath,
mile weat of bridge: modern Douse, av RAZOR BLADES Have y T dull safety Gold.
aleeplng porch, with board.
porch, bath, extra store room in base- CANVAS
1207 Beat Central.
810 per week,
razor bladea reaharpened: single edge
acreened porch, hot and cold water; largeJ. James.
ment. 410 North Sixth-- , or phone 114S-- J.
Four-roomfurnish
roaa
modern,
26c: double edge 3So per dosan; all worx FOR RENT
lot; bearing fruit treea Bee
ROBERTS-TURNEROOM AND BOARD
Ratea reasonable.
Co., 318 Weat Gold
"
ed houae, with two porcnea, nasemeni. cycle Co., 220 South Second, phone 736.
Holmes, at Ruppe's Drug
013 South Broadway, phone 1H71-FORAtjE Workhorse.' Phone'Vsi .
avenue, have handled rancti aropertlea guaranteed.
310 Norm
1201 East Copper,
Inquire
Store.
fur
RHNT-.New2411R3,
cow.
FOR RENT CommodtotiB four-rooFOR
SALE
Phone
for
moat
reatly
FOR RENT Room and board; private
won
years.
Jersey
decorated,
Cedar.
nlshed house, sleeping porches, garage;
furnished
RUG CLEANERS
four family; convenient. 1411 South Walter. FOR 8AM5 Milk cow, Just fresh. 200 FOR SALE Ranch on North Fourth
ful and attractively
room,
In'
front
Ground
counle
n
will
srlve
RENT
FOR
floor,
possession,
81.38.
8x11
Rugs Cleaned,
North Walter.
rooms; modern! janitor aervlco once a- WANTED
atreet sis miles from town, on main
Two or three women to room
fti.nl. h.i1 foe llffht rrouaetteeulng.
pri' eluding water, electrlcty. In exchange
13.80 and IIP
week.
If Interested see thla Ideal apartand board, S00 North Fourth, phone FOR SALE Bucks, does aud young rab- ditch; paved road: atreet ear aervlce; MATTRESSES renovated.
oouui
entrance:
oi
dinner.
vate
adults.
and
breakfast
room,
evening
for
Ervln
and
furniture repaired
packed.
rov.i. Don't pnsne. Mcureignts Apart'
sixteen acres In alfalfa, balance In wheat.
WESTBtUN.J Dally.
bits. 807 South Edith.
Seventh.
Call 116 Stanford. University Heights,
3414-J6- .,
Bedding company, pnnne iw-ment Boms, lit West Lead.
Arrive. Depart.
Train.
FOR RENT Flrat-claa- a
room and board FOR SALE Holsteln cow; will be fresh Phone
FOR RENT Furnished light housekeep evenings and Sunday.
I
In WANTED
The
No.
Scout.... 1:30 pm 8:8 put
Kodak
OR
Careful
aorea
finishing.
SALE
FOR
146 a month . Mrs. Laura Maes, 818
TRADE
Five
room:
aoon.
summer
gas. FOR REN1" Furnished,
ln
also
for
room,
Apply 1311 North Fifth.
sleeping
8
am 11:00 am
satisNo.
Calif.
Llmlted.lv:39
Twice dally service.
Remember,
vale, near paved road; fine grape
south Arno.
fine house, East No. t
FOR SALE A- -l milk cow, cheap, See or Fruit
months, seven-roophone; well people, no children.
am
Send your finishing hath,
chicken ranch; easy termB to right faction guaranteed.
Fargo Fast, 10:50 am 11:30
fine
416 West Gold.
FOR RENT Dallghlful room and porch
modern,
rooms,
five
875;
owner, at 1905 South Walter,
Silver,
PERSONAL
13:35
a
Hanna
established
firm.
.
to
No.
aia 1:08 am
reliable,
Navajo..
party Phone 693, or apply room 15. First
(The SOUTHBOUND.
for convalescent; excellent meals, 718 FOR SALE A
RENT Exclusive, well furnlahed furniture. ISO: double house. 903 North
FOR
& Hanna, Master photographer a
male
110
or
National
South
Walter,
nank,
close
East Coal, phone H79-room, with large aleep.ng porch, hot Second, large yard and ehade, 350;
10:10 pre
39
Airedale dog. Inquire 814 North Sixth. FOR SALE Ranch, twenty-tw- o
El Paso Exp
acres,
three rooms ana sleep- Nt,
their noma, rnone xoos-- j.
FOR RENT Cargo front bed room and
water heat and bath; centrally located. In, North Second, three-roo11:18 am
LOST AND FOUND
FOR SALE Rabbits big red buck and
house, garage, tine orchard.
adobe, 1S04 No. 87 El Paso Exp
1744-$40;
621 west coai
porch,
Phone
ing
aleeplng
WANTED
porch, with board; private
Companion to travel by auto
EASTF3CND.
doe. Flemish doe. pair spotted and 15 all kinds or fruit, berries, alfalfa, Impie LOST Hill folder, containing
i,nn its eiose in. North Fourth.
annual soirciii. nrct-Efurnished five-rooOne
well
1:40 pm
3
No.
8:10
The
166S-camping, by young man. Aaaress iox family; gentlemen, 623 South High.
pm
ao1
double
Phone
aide
Navajo..
owner
fryera.
ments, horaea, eowat
brick. 350; one
leaving
pass, T. K. Harris, and keys; return
4
84, care Journal.
RANCH
No.
JAMESON
room, alx large windows, bath
Retraced ratea for
Calif. Limited, e.uo pm 1:40 pin
SALE One team mulea, harness count of health: two miles from post' to Journal office for reward.
new mod
house, very comfortable. 1220 South Elm. NO.
ent
nee;
8:10 pro
out
aide
7:26
F.
the aummer. cool and ahady, situated FOR
pm
Town
Phone
AUTO TRAVEL Going easVany route,
old
private
Bight..
boulevard.
48.
tr.
Weat Marquette.
Unfurnished:
and wagon; a bargain. Inquire Anchor office; I417-Rtown.
aw
Phone Flour
At Country olub tennla court, one ern home, close in. rnone
miles north of
cr 148. Poatofflce bos LOST
owner,
by suto anon; room for two or three. two
Mill, call for Leland.
modern, six rooma, basement No. 10 Toe o,,ut.... 1:20 ana f:80
2231-J- ,
four-leclover stick pin, with small nri'innNTiL
outside thoroughly
All
193. Old Albuquerque. K. M.
Add real Box 44, care journal
HOTEu,
rccM
$50;
and gurage. summer months,
E
SAI
re
Flemish
Rufua
Reds,
or
Giants.
FOR
will
diamond:
finder
be
rewarded
by
36
furnished
6
pns
rooms and new furniture,
modern.
renalred. reflnlshed and up SPECIAL summer rates. 166 per mont
North Fourth, $40; two No. IS From El Paso
Belgians, bucks, does
also sleeping rooms and aleeDlng Dorch. aouth high' No 80 From El Peso f:3 ra
turning to P. Weinman, 708 Welt Cop unfurnished apartmente;
excellent board, private roem with andBlack, Whites,
FOR SALE Real Estate per.
bolstered; overstuffed rockers, chairs
fryera. 710 West Lead, phone 198S-14 to 37 per week; hot snd- lands, $17.60; fine aeven-rooNot 10 connects at Telen .'O No. 3
rooms
at
leaping porch and
tray service, St
thoroughly
nd dlvaps made to order: all work
First-clai.
,n h
.atom; new manageHolsteln milk FOR SALE One good fifty-tolot on LOST Around Belen, little dog, light
City and
modern. 415 South Seventh. $60. Real for Clovia, Feces Valie- - KaaUpholstering John's Episcopal Sanatorium, phone 491. FOR SALE
cuaranteed.
Blapleton's
Bast silver, near Highland park.
oow, giving three and one-ha- lf
1S27-gallons
reddish brown; we wece Informed that ment. J22H Bait Central. W. V Barnett. KatBte Tflxhange. 40 West Copper.
C
MRS. CARL. niORGLUND'S
Private SanOast
Hhop. phone
J.
810
a
East
834
terma
eaay
A.
North
on
milk
of
soma
With
No, tl
day.
the
road
loa
S3
at
'lei
Hammond,
Broadway.
No.
oeorjle
going
along
picked
connect,
phnne
1414
South Edith, phone
atorium,
I WILL PAY YOU lOo
him up and believe the dog la around
FOR RENT Office Rooms from Clovle and points es' and south
Prlvato rooma and porches for CARLOAD young Colorado homes, cheap Sliver.
tfOR every residence, name and addreas 1SC6-who
or
peraon
FOR
Belen,
any
coma
Two
SALE
some
RENT
Albuquerque:
Pasture
matched
and
Lead,
on
FOR
lota
teami
try
East
,ou can alve me of those atflcted with tubercular patients; fresh vegetables and
FOR RoiNT Office opposite Doatotflce
cheap for cash, or will trade In on will give Information about this dog will FOR
Albuquerque Horse Market, cor
aervlce; them.
tiiborculoala.
Payment made when names fruits and plenty of milk; tray
and chamber
commerce.
RENT Excellent paature for dairy
Wrlgnl.
e. Phone S40, or call at 816 receive reward: pleaso notify Mrs. R. C
v
graduated nurse attendance If desired; ner Mountain road and First; corrals m"ll h
8410-Rwau.m,
era vertneu. rreaeni
buildlna.
Fourth and Gold.
W.
A.
stock.
Phone
Pagan,
,
VVBS
Nuance, tie South, First, Albuquerque.
back of store.
i
VUiU,
,
!) sad f 86 for summer months. ,
KecuiKV Bldf., Los AneTsles, Calif,

Realtor.
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FIRE 11

1

New Potatoes

Tim no

III

DAUGHTER ASKS
DAD'S EXECUTION A SECOND STORY

Tinmro

TO BE ADDED TO

ifiiuiii iimuLii

g

UNCHECKED

THELEMBUILDIHG

Smoke Frorti Fire Hanging
Over the City; Scores of
Enlisted
Indians Have
With the Fire Crews.

Additional Space in Fourth
Street Property to Be
Used for Offices; Work
to Start Soon.

AND

Nice, large California white potatoes, five
pounds, 25c.

Duke City Butter.
Butter Shop Butter.

June 16, 1922
-- ,

Ijor These Hot Days
Try a Glass of Real

THEATRE

Good

NEAR
BEER
PFRSHIXG CAFE
South First.
RICO CAFIO
119 North First.

TODAY AND TOMORROW

10l

THE IMPERIAL

HIGHEST CLASS IN EVERY WAY

Harried Strife!

A Comedy of

LAUNDRY CO.

i

The fore9t fire which has been
Phone 28
burning the pine timber country of
Mount Taylor for the last week,
Orders Delivered for 10c
508 West Central.
the
despite tile stubborn efforts of men
forest service and its crews of
to etop It, has gained ground to
the north and west but has been
somewhat checked on the Cubero
or south side of the burning area.
Santiago Alonzo, a Laguna Indian engaged in the sheep and cattle business, arrived yesterday and
LET'S GO
says that under the influence of
the southeast winds several days
ago, tho fire made rapid progress
and has crossed over the Fernan
dez company's big pasture fence
WILLIAM FOX Present
on the Seboyeta land grant and
is now approaching
Laguna
Tho fire has nlso started to
burn down through the canyons of
Seboyeta and Juan Tafoya.
WITH
The smoke hanging in the atmosphere to tho west "f Albuquerque
is from this fire. The top of the
be
peak of Mount Taylormesatanabove
plainly seen from tho
but
the university at Albuquerque, the
As the Leading Stars
the view is now obliterated by
smoke from this fire.
Alonzo said that the Indians,
with the native residents,
were being offered 35 cents an
REGULAR ADMISSION PRICES
hour to enlist their time with the
fire fighters and that scores of
them had left their villages to help
establish a safety zone in front of
THE PHILLIPS SISTERS
the flames by cutting the big trees
and clearing the ground o underAND HELEN CARRIE AT
j
brush.
COMING CHAUTAUQUA
The Zunl mountain fire which Is
about
forty miles to the southwest
Mabel Dunaian.
Coal Supply Co Phone 4 and 6.
Admit It now the combination and on the south side of the Santa
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Yeast, who
Is a small affair comcoast
line.
of
Fe
a governor is besieged
and
music
charming
catchy
Usually
spent the past week at thetlioJemez young women is Irresistible. From pared to the Mount Taylor fire and by
appeals for clemency when a
city
now
controlled
Springs, will return to
be
should
easily
the moment this splendid orchestra
man ia about to be executed. But
today.
starts the opening number In the that efforts are beins made to put rot so in the case of William Duna-vaMr?. Russell F. Mead and chil- afternoon until their final number It out.
Governor McCray has just
dren left yesterday for California at night, the audience is with them.
a letter from Mabel Duna-vareceived
where they will spend the sumEvery member of the company ROTARIANS HEAR 4
seventeen, daughter of the
mer.
one
instrument
especially
plays
doomed man, asking him not to set
MEMBERS
Mr. and Mrs. XT. I. Blair have well. Five of them are sisters and
VISITING
asidj the death sentence. He was
have had the advantage of developgone east for a few weeks visit.
YESTERDAY
AT MEET
convicted of killing her mother.
Miss May Babcock of Kelly, N. ing their musical talent together
M.. passed through the city last since babyhood.
For this reason
Among the speakers nt the Rothe ensemble numbers are bo well
night on her way to Denver.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Korber and rendered that this little orchestra tary club luncheon yesterday noon MUSICAL PROGRAM TO
Ashe-villson, Jack, Mrs. Fred Kirkpatrirk of six people produces music, both were Bmmett C. Galer, of
BE GIVEN TODAY AT
W. C. Llioreln, ot
N. C,
and son, Mike, and Miss Dorothy popular and classic, such as you
Wolf have returned from a camp- would expect from a much larger Tampa, Fla., and H. ,h. Benjamin,
UNIVERSITY ASSEMBLY
Thj solo work of of Kansas City, all nationally
organization,
ing trip In Tejano canyon.
Galer and
prominent Rotarinns.
Factory wonij. fus truck load, all of them Is splendid.
The university
this
assembly
Miss
violinist Is F!rnr,.in nrn hero visiting relatives
Carrie
Helen
Coal
four dollars. Ilahn
Company.
in Itodey hall will be In
both a talented artist and a win- and Benjamin is hero inspecting morning
Phnne PI.
the form of n recital by local mu
There will be a regular meetlns some young woman. The entire the addition to the Alvnrauo noiei sicians. Maurice
baritone,
of Adah chapter No. 5, Older of combination la one that Is especial in bis ennacitv as one of the man will give a group ofKlein,
musical readStar at the Masonic ly interesting, for It includes vio- agers of the Harvey system.
Eastern
himand
songs,
accompanying
ings
lin, 'cello, trombone, cornet and
Ur. h. P. Peters, president 01 tne self on tho piano, David Marcus,
temple at 8 o'clock tonight.
Mrs. C. A. Schumaker has re- drums In addition to other t'ea-t- u local club, and O. I. Lewis, who
Miss Dorothy
by
accompanied
res.
turned from a two months' visit
have returned from the Rotary Cameron, will offer some violin
The good nature and sweet dis- convention in California, gave ac numbers.
with relatives In Kansas City.
Frank
Darrow, tenor,
occur- will
Dr. Murray. Osteopath. Ph. Hi. positions of every one of these six counts of the convention
sing fi group of songs. Mrs.
The New Mexico pioneers will artists have made them one of the rences. Dr. Peters asked the club Darrow will furnish piano accomhold their annual picnic nt Ruppe's best loved companies In the counmembers to turn out with tlu-ipaniments.
ranch In Cedro canyon on Sunday. try. They luve their work and ears to entertain the many fain
The assemblies nt tho state uniwill
other.
each
like
They
Miss Valyne Gazley who has they
of Rntsrlans who will return versity for the past week
loads
have
in
fun
you
as
have
much
making
Cross
Price
we?k.
Mrs.
next
of
here
been the guest
east through
consisted largely of musical
A short talk was made by IT. II.
and Mrs. Wylie Parsons of Santa happy as you will get in hearing
Fe for the past ten daysv will leave them.
Plrrett, ot the Clayton Rotary club,
of the past ORGANIZED RESERVE
today for Cowles.
giving a summary
year's work In that club.
TM&i
AROUNDTO MEET
OFFICERS
fientr y's
For Sale Broilers
Poultry Ranch. Phone 1769-C. TODAY
JUSTICE
OF
AT C.
SUPREME

CASH

WARD'S

it

J.

s:

STORE,

PASTK

TODAY

a.

"FOOTFALLS"

Estellc Taylor and Tyrone Power
SUNSHINE COMEDY

Also a

WW ft

LOCAL ITEMS

'

n.

e,

r

Dr. Harris tins moved Ills office
to 110 North Third street, ground
floor. Phone 2(12.

DEATHS

COURT
HOUSB

i

TAFT TO STUDY
ENGLISII SYSTEM

FUNERALS

AND

DAVIS
Marie Davis
Mildred
died at her home on North Second
street yesterday afternoon, at the
age of 19 years. Her husband and
sister were, here with her and will
take the body back to her former
home in Genoa, Colo. Strong
Brothers are in charge.
CHAVEZ
The funeral of Mrs.
Ieonardo Chavez, who died Tuosi
her residence at
at
day evening
N. M., will be held this morn- -'

Pe-ralt- a.

ing from the residence to the Catholic church where high requiem
will be said at 9 o'clock. Tho
following will act as pallbearers:
Valentin Jaramillo, Henry Wors-haPerfecto Gabaldon, Juan
and Manuel
Fred Romero
Sanches, Crollott is in charge.

Gu-rul- e,

MONTOYA
Amando Montoya, 68
years old, diea last night at his

home at Sandoval after a brief illness. Three daughters and two
sons survive. Funeral
arrangements are pending. Garcia and
Sons ure in charge.

II. C. Hernandez filed suit yesterday in the district court against
F. G. Montoya. The suit li based

upon a promissory note.
Damages amounting to $2,600
are asked from the city of Albuquerque by Isaac and Luciano
Gonzales In a petition filed in the
district court yesterday. The suit
arises out of the accident several
weeks ago when a motor driven bv
Herbert Ball collided
Patrolman
with a car driven by Isaac Gonzales
nt the Intersection of Fourth street
and Tijeras avenue.
A suit for collection was filed
yesterday by the Butler Auto company against F.rnestlne Hersch. disRetrial was donied by the
trict court yesterday when a motion asking for a rehearing was
heard in tho damage suit ot Matt
Tiudsellic against Joe Plese. Duru J
ing the April term of court a
Iludsellic
awarded
damage
m,,tin,r tn J4.973. Budselllc
claims to have lost the sight of one
of his eves due to injuries received
in a fight at Gallup some time ago.

f
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Hank building,
Gynecology and
cialty.

N81--

C. H. CONNER,

Stern Bldg.,

and 201!2-.- l.
Obstetrics speM. D. D. O.

TeL

HERBERT HICKEY GETS
DEGREE

FROM

M. I. T.

Herbert A. Hlckey, son of Judge
and Mrs. M. E. Hlckey of 115
North Walter street, was gradu-uate- d
from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology at Boston, on
June 12, with an S, B. degree In
Mr, Hlckey
mining engineering.
specializing In metallurgy.
He has spent the past three
years at the "Boston Tech," beginning his college work at the
University of New Mexico. He is
a member of Sigma Chi fraternity
here and a member of the Mining
Engineering society at M. I. T. He
is expected home about June 20
and will go to Hurley, N. M., for
a position with the Chino Copper
company on July 1.

Standard Furniture Co.

First St. Phone 610
sell and exchange
new and used furniture. Handle
line
kitchen utensils,
complete
401 South
We buy,

etc.

J.

A

--

j

llarvejr News Stand. Albiiiiiierqiie,
N. M UNTIL FARTHER NO-- :
TICE. Fannie S. Spil., 323 North

Tenth,

L

Let Us Send a Man
that broken window
glass. Albuquerque Lumber Co.
f'lKine 421. 4M North First.
To replace

"nrn

Dry Cleaning,
Dyeing, flats
Cleaned nud Mocked,
Rugs
cleaned
latest
by
process.

Phones

Journal Office.
YALE Bulgarian Milk prescribserved at
ed by physicians;
Bracy's Cafeteria, Butt's Drug
Fee's
Store,
Store, Brigg's Drug
Candy Shop, or phone 2413R4.

'

148

and 449.

DON'T
OVERLOOK THIS
If you are Interested in a home,
I have a beautiful new
modern house In Fourth ward.
I can sell below market value.
Hardwood
breakfast
floors,
nook. Huilt-l- n
features. Fine
place. Basement and garage.
See this before buying.

Call Owner,

1010-- J

EL ESPERANZA
HOTEL
Jemez Hot Springs
Regular Auto Trips
From City to Springs

Mondays, Thursdays

and Saturdays

Special

Trips

on

Application.

Fare $7 One W'oj.
For Further Information Apply
Sturgcs Hotel.

H. CLAY,

CHAS.

Prop. El Espcranza Hotel.
- New Mexico, g
Jemez Springs

FOR RENT

Ground Floor Office In Journal
Building. Inquire

LACK DRY
OF QUALITY"

i

FRESH FISH

;"

,

TODAY

"A COLORADO

Halibut, Catfish,
Barracuda, Bass, Trout
Vegetables in Season
Watermelons,

A Two

!

KNIGHT"

Part Comedyi

Regular 'Prices.

Cantaloupes,
Apricots, Cherries

IJOnnY'9 JURSF.Y. FARMS.

FOR RENT
apartment at

Two-roo-

mer rates

201

Sum-

Central.
porch,
sleeping
apartment at 1023 West Central. Reduced rates.
1005 West

North First Street.
Phone 109.
Do the Rest.

OONTHJCOU8

Three-roo-

WI

A N

S E M

'

215 South Second

CHOCOLATE
CBEAM COFFEE

WARNING
a
Tinkering

wmm

YB C

Phono Cs Your Order; We Will

Sold at this Store.

we seii

i

TO 11 P. M.

TODAY AND TOMORROW

Robert

Leonard

Z

Skinner's

tha highest grade Macaroni,
Spaghetti, Egg Noodles and
C
& other Macaroni Product.

DAILY'S HASH AND KARRY
METRO

206 East Central Ave.
Mrs. Jones, one of our salesladies, will accompany
our "Gipsy Store" today to assist you in buying
economically and offer you some EXTRA specials.
She will also give you a useful gift with each purchase of One Dollar or over.

NOTICE
has

opened a
Plumbing Shop at 217 North
Third. Repair work a specialty.
PHONE 1870-J- .

EMPIRE Cleaners

TONIGHT

RCG CLEANING
Phone 45S. Cor. 6th and Gold

CERRILLOS
UNIFORM SIZE.

FINE SHOE REPAIRING
Ladies' Half Soles
75c
Rubber Heels, Goodyear . . . .40e
00c
Men's Halt Soles
Rubber Heels, Goodyear. .. .40C
CITY ELECTRIC
SHOE SHOP.
213 S. Second St. Phone 6S7-Free Call and Delivery.
Work Done While you Walt

GUY'S TRANSFER
Phone 371
South Second.

Sunday Picnics a Specialty.

176 TAXI LINE"
to Any Part of tho City
Special Rates to Picnic Parties
85 cent

Large Sot'en Passenger Cars
Sland In Alley By
.Meyer & Merer Tailor Shop.

EGG

Tiffany

"HEALTHY APPETITES"
A GOLDWYN GRAPHIC
NOTE ADVANCE IN PRICES
MATINEE Adults 25c; children 10c
NIGHT (6 to 11) Adults 35c; Children 15c
Tax Included

WANTE

We pay good prices for flre-- f
arms such as Rifles, Shot
Must be tn
Guns, Pistols.
A- -l
condition.
813 Routt) First Street

A

Production

ADDED ATTRACTION:

Moonlight Serenaders
ADMISSION, $1.10

DIERS AND HATTERS

shining story of true love, outlined in net)
the vermillion velvet background
of Parisian and New York night life.
A

AT COLOMBO

DANCE

COAL

3

CONVENIENT TO HANDLE

Pound.
More Heat Units
r Dollar.
More Pounds

jer

t The Most Satisfactory, Economical and Convenient
Stove and Ranges. Order a Ton Today.

IIAilll COAL CO.

"

gold against

By Edmund Goulding
Based on the story by Oulda Bergera
Directed by Robert Z. Leonard

Pat McCaffrey

824

Says Cutie Cupid
Love is like a
Woman is like a
bubble!
sensitive. plant! :.
Handle With Care!
Handle With Care
:
Marriage Is Like a Thorny Rose Handle
With Care!

j

J.

EXPERT WATCH MAKING
Engraving, Jewelry, Repairing
Opposite Potitofflce.
118 South Fourth.

8U--

205 South First St.

O., Cltljienb

FOGG, The Jeweler

j

PHONE 60.

I.

Osteopathic Specialist.
825-T01--

I

WILLY-NILL- Y

Violet Ray Treatment
DR. O. R. MURRAY
Plioiie
N. T. Armljo Bids.

8. Mable Skecls,

v

SKINNER'S

Mountain Stages
and
Telegraph
Telephone company, was built several years ago. The foundation
and valls were constructed with a
view to adding an additional story
when required.
The recent building activity In
that section of the business district and consequent demand for
additional space, have resulted In
the determination to go ahead with
the Improvement
of the Thelin
It is understood that
building.
the second story will be available
for offices. The ground floor store
rooms of the building are now all
occupied by business enterprises.

.

Chief Justice William H. Taft of
the U. S. supreme court.
dence. Burial will be made at San
Chief Justice William H. Taft of
ihn ctnto won visited DV
Carlos cemetery. Garcia and Sons heavy rains on the first of the week. the U. S. supreme court will sail
win ue in cnarge.
The mourn 01 June nun ur
shortly for England to make a
of the
jceedingly wet season for the t"ecos
system in
ZOLLINGER N. G. B. Zollin- '....lift,, Vfli-- fpw formers have been study there. judicial
His study will b
ger, 12 years o:d. died on train num- able to do much work In the alfalfa TOfrue
made with the idea of expediting
ber 1 yesterday, near Trinidad. fields and many farmers are leavColo., while en route to his home
for a seed crop as litigation. .
alfalfa
the
ing
Mrs. C. N.
here. His daughter,
were unable to cut It at the
Davis, of 1028 Kast Copper avenue, they
time for hay. The roads in REPAIR WORK STARTS
who was accompanying him from proper
the country and the city streeti arcON CENTRAL
AVENUE
Battle Creek, Mich., where he was covered
with water and mud. Trundergoing treatment, arrived last prospects are very bright tor moi
numon
the
train
with
body
night
Repair work started on East
ber 9, and funcrHl arrangements irain.
The Pennsco river, which Is the Central avenue from the city limits
will be announced later.
lie is j source
1
to
the University yesterday mornwater for irrigation pur-survived by three sons and thro poses Inofthe
l.'nder the direction of Counsection, was
Hopn
ing,
C.
in
will
be
T.
French
oaughters.
However. ty Commissioner
Max GutierreJ
practically
. dry.
..11
anrf
charge.
tuim
I.l.,.j
and the road superintendent, the
lull ai una Itm,
liiiio
u,ri insupply
to
Is
the water
las.
sand
being removed from the
The filldersleeve Electric Co., during the summersufficient
months. Lake surface of the street and Is being
311 East Central. I'hone 797-Mc.Millin, the Storage dam across replaced by gravel,
which will
the Pecos river or the Carlsbad re probably be rolled In.
' K. P. Building. Phono Office
misis lull at
clamation
The road was repaired from the
DR. FRANK E. MacCRACKEN, time. Lakeproject
Avalon, near Carlsbad, city limits to the university several
It. MacCRACKlCf, is also full and a
DAISY
DR.
good supply cf weeks ago,- but has been badly
Osteopathic Physicians.
water guaranteed for the section of washed and blown since that time.
Residence 89-the valley, under the project.
The county commissioners decided
that the only plan which might
prove satisfactory would be to use
heavy gravel.
FOR YOUR OUTING TRIPS
12
to
a
10c
Paper Cups,
package
CORDOVA-GARCIWax Paper, per roll
4c
BOUT CALLED OFF
Paprus Plates, 20 to a package
15c,
Only about 100 boxing fans ap- 23c
Sanispoons, 12 to a package
pea red at the armory last night to
witness the Cordova Oarcla bout.
23c
Saniforks, 12 to a package
The card was held up until after 9
Lunch Sets, 1 heavy Tablecloth and 6 Napkins 15c
o'clock when It was officially declared off and the fans were re15c
Crepe Paper Napkins, per 100
turned their admission fees.
10 for 5c
Paper Ice Cream Dishes
MY SHELVED PINON
NUTS
We Deliver Your Order for 10c.
ivlll be delivered from the Frrd

Orders Over $5.00 Delivered Free.

The building,

yesterday.

Is likely to ruin
good
NOTICE!
watch,.
I will not bo responsible for any
NO
CHANCES
TAKE
Liuz
debts contracted by my wife
repairers,
Maestas, who left her home on We are expert watch and
guarusing gonuine material
Juno 14, without any reason.
antee
every Job.
DKSIDERIO VALLES.

--

:

learned

a one story affair, adjoining tho

HAY FEVER

ASTHMA

JARAMILLO Petra JaraniiUo. HEAVY RAINS FALL IN
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Jaramillo.
died yesterday afternoon at Alama-d- a
THE ARTESIA SECTION
after a short Illness. Funeral
services will be held this morning special correspondence to i tie Journal.!
nt 9 o'clock from the family resiArtesia, X. M., June 15. This

I

Officers and former officers of
the organized reserve are urged to
attend a meeting this afternoon at
3 o'clock at tho Chamber of Commerce to meet Major Paul R. E.
Shephard who Is here to renew Interest In the military organization.

That plans and specifications are
being prepared for the erection
of a second story on the Thelin
building, southeast corner of Copper avenue and Fourth street, was

Fuel for

Phone 91

AUCTION SALE
Today, June 16, at 409 South' Arno.
Sale Starts Promptly at 2:30 P. M.

Five rooms of l furniture to so to the
highest bidder for
cash. Isote the following articles to be sold:
Dresser, Chlf-?nd
d
Mattresses,
Lounge,
J ,llrin:
Room
Set.
Base
$148
Burner, same
fining
as new, S750 bchenke
l:
Pianb,
Combination Coal and Gas
Refrigerator, Rugs, Rockers,
!S, 1fst "anufactured;
Tub. Dishes and many other
not
Now you can not afford to miss this articles
sale If you
want to buy good house furnishings.
We also have some
fixtures Typewriter. Flics, big lot of
Paper and
and many other office things not mentioned.
For in- Gber'''
-"- -e
Store.
n?SftoL?heTondnoKrhSonBea,80r
A--

ICE

OF SUPERIOR
AND
FLAVOR
QUALITY

Bottled whole
Buttermilk.

CREAM
milk,

clarified,

pasteurized.

Butter,

Cheese,

JfBc,i

of-fi-

OPERATIVE
ALBUQUERQUE
DAIRY ASSOCIATION
CO -

Thank You!
Phone 351

Over-stuffe-

A--

Call Again.
'
321 North Second St

"

J. L. GOBER, Auctioneer.
JOURNAL WANT ADS BRING QUICK, SURE RESULTS

,j

13

r

